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PREFACE.

THE title-page so full}^ describes the parts and plans of this volume, that

but little need here be said additionally on these points, except what fol-

lows under the head of Explanations. The task of the commentator, as

I apprehend it, properly consists in ascertaining the true text of the writing

commented upon, and then developing its exact sense and bearing. Tlie former

of these duties can only be justly accomplished by a careful and minute exami-

nation and comparison of the written and printed editions, with the collateral

help of versions, etc. ; and the latter part of his undertaking is fulfilled most

justly by accurate translation and judicious annotation.

The formal Introduction is subsidiary, as setting forth the history, authen-

ticity and literature of the production, and the formal Analysis as exhibiting the

concinnity of its contents, both in detail and as a whole.

For the sake of placing as well as eliciting the meaning in its full light and

force, and from different points of view, I have given several versions, none of

them put forth as my ideal for general use, but each having its distinctive char-

acter and purpose, as indicated by its title ; and in order that no aspect or si<'--

nificance of the original phraseology, in turning it into an idiom so different as

the English is from the Hebrew, might escape the reader's attention, I have

made these range all the way from the baldest possible rendition to other forms

more or less paraphrastic*

By this means, in connection with the associated parts of my work, I have

endeavored to exhaust, as nearly as could be done within a reasonable space, the

entii'e contents of the book expounded ; that is, to discover, display and explain

precisely what the writer says, and how and why he says it, as well as to develop

what he means or implies, and at the same time to show its pertinence, truthful-

ness, consistency and importance.

In the running comments, which these last remarks include, I have not

thought it advisable to controvert the opinions of those with whose views I have

not been able to coincide, nor to encumber my pages with citations of authorities,

except in cases of very special interest. The fairest and most satisfactory course

for those who may honor me with perusal or consultation, if they wish to know
the sentiments of others, is to read for themselves the volumes that exhibit

them.

* The render will understand tliat everywhere the chapter and vurse numbers inclosed witliin

square brackets are those of the Hebrew text when it differs in tiiis respect from the English version

(namely, in v, 1-20 [iv, 17-v, 10]).
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ECCLESIASTES.

For a similar reason archreological and dogmatic questions and particulars

are not discussed here, but are simply referred to in general terms ; and sermon-

izing has been avoided as inappropriate and tiresome, although the bearing of

important principles, as set forth in the text, upon human life, historical, social

and individual, has not been neglected. For mere general illustration I have

neither space nor occasion, and the same may be said of pictorial embellishment.

Biblical and theological dictionaries are now so abundant and excellent, that all

these collateral helps may here be safely dispensed with. Lexicons and gram-

mars come under the same category, everything essential in these regards being

supplied in the renderings, and the marginal and foot-notes. I have sought to give

the reader the results of sound scholarship without troubling and detaining him

imnecessarily with its technical details. At the same time I have furnished him

with the means of judging for himself, according to his degree of capacity, on

all the ]K)ints involved.

The following considerations have led me to select the Book of Ecclesiastes

for the beginning of a Biblical task which may be regarded as the outcome

of a life-long preparation: (1) During the twenty-five years of my connec-

tion with the Drew Theological Seminary I have annually gone over this book

with my classes very carefully and minutely, so that I may be presumed to

comprehend its import quite thoroughly
; (2) The book is itself one of the most

difficult and most disputed of all in the sacred canon, and therefore any new light

Avhicli may be shed upon it ought to be most welcome to earnest Bible students

;

(3) It is a comparatively short book, and any imperfections or infelicities in my
mode of treating it may hereafter be more readily corrected by the aid of

friendly criticism or suggestion, which I accordingly invite to be made to me

directly or by the press or through my publishers.

JAMES STRONG.
Madison, N. J.



EXPLANATION

EDITORIAL AND TYPOGRAPHICAL DETAILS.

I. The Hebrew Text.

1. This is that of Van der Hoogiit,* vvliicli is now universally acknowledged as the Texlus Re-

ceptus of the Hebrew Bible. I have strictly followed it, only correcting obvious typographical imper-

lections by collating it with a late impression of the reprint of Hahn (stereotyped at Leipzig in 1831),

with a careful comparison of the accurate text of Theile (seventh stereotype edition, Leipzig, 1889).

Van der Hooglit's text was based upon that of the Jewish printer, Joseph Athias, of Amsterdam,

where his two editions were published (1611 and 1667) ; and Van der Hooght's notes, briefly in the

margin and more fully in the appendix, indicate his deviations from Athias, as well as from the

printed editions of Bomberg, Plantin, and others who had preceded him, with occasional notices of Mas-

oretic copies. I have carefully noted the variations from this in the critical edition of BAER.f but

have not adopted them into the text.

2. The only other change which I have made in the text consists in the elimination of such

Masoretic crotchets as the extra large or small letters, together wiih the suspended, prostrate, and

inverted ones ; and especially in the restoration of the true vowels to the KHhiyh, or textual read-

ings (indicated in ordinary Hebrew Bibles by the circle O above them), in place of those of the

margin (the Q^riy), which are absurdly substituted for them in the so-called Masoretic text, where

they make unpronounceable S3'llables. I have retained the superimposed circle, however, as a note

of such Masoretic preferences. Their value the reader will hud estimated in the foot-notes or in the

body of the Commentary at each passage.

3. The form of the text is adjusted so as to exhibit the parallelism of clauses, whicli is the essential

feature of Hebrew versification, in lieu of prosodiac measure. This will be more fully and readily

apprehended from the " Rhythmical Translation." As a key to the principal species of this parallel-

istic structure, a series of diacritical marks is added in the margin, both with regard to the correspond-

ing clauses in the same line, and also the couplets or triplets in the adjoinmg lines, the signification

of which is as follows

:

= . .

.
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II. The Critical Apparatus.

1. This is placed, for convenience, at tlie fool of the same page as tlie corresponding Hebrew
text, in the form of notes, wiiich are referred to by means of superior Arabic numerals, ruuiiiiig con-

tinuously through each chapter, and answering to others set immediately after the words in the

text to -which they relate. As is well known, the materials for this purpose are much less copious

than in the New Testament; and, in fact, tlie ' Masoretic text " may be said to be the stereotyped

one of the Hebrew Bible, if not actually the only one extant. The deviations in old MSS. and an-

cient versions, moreover, have not yet been collected with an equal degree of diligence, nor systema-

tized under such strict rules of biblical criticism, as in the case of the Greek Testament.

2. In the absence, therefore, of anj' truly critical edition of acknowledged thoroughness and

originality thus properly furnished, I have chiefly relied, for the various readings indicated, upon the

great work of De Ilossi,* which still remains the principal source of information in this regard. I

have also had at liand, for c«nsultation in doubtful cases. Brian Walton's magnificent, and Slier and

Theile's useful Polyglots, together with Ginsburg's sumptuous (but unfortunately yet incomplete)

work on the Masorah ; and for the Septuagint, Tischendorf's fac-simile edition of the Sinaitic MS.,

and the recent phototype editions of the Alexandrian and Vatican MSS.

3. Tiie following abbreviations are employed in the critical foot-notes:

" Aq." The Greek version of Aquilla.
'" Ar." Tlie Arabic version in Walton's Polyglot, as above.
" Athias " His edition above referred to.

" Baer" His edition above referred to.

" copies " Texts employed bj^ Van der Hooght, as above.

'"etc." Other critical authorities, chiefly Talmudic.
" Jer." Terome's separate translation.

"marg." The Q^riy, or Masoretic margin.

''MS." or "MSS.'" The codices enimierated by Do Rossi.
" Sept " Greek (Septuagint) translation.
" Sym." Svmniachus's Greek translation.
" Syr." The Syriac version in Walton, as above.
" Targ." Tiie Chaldee (Targum) version in Walton.
" text " The K^thiyh, or Masoretic text.
" Theod." Theodotion's Greek translation.
" V. D. H." Van der Hooght's text.
" Ven. Gr." The Greek translation found in Venice.
" versions " Those here enumerated, when unanimous.
" Vulg." The Latin (Vulgate) translation.

111. The Metrical Rendering.

1. Here the general idea and course of thought are sought to be made clear, without much at-

tempt to follow the exact phraseology of the text. The lawk of J^^nglish prosody and modern rhet-

oric are strictly observed, and these occasionally require some modification of the expression. The

measure adopted is " blank verse," or uimhic pentameter, without rhyme, which is most agreeable to

the free si\'le of the original.

2. The marginal notation of chapter and verse is that of the English Version, as is likewise the

case in the Rythmical Translation, differing (as above noticed) bj' one verse in a single passage only

(v, 1-20) from that of the Hebrew Text.

*"VARIJ^; LECTIONES VETERIS TESTA-
MENTI, ex immensa MSS. editorumque codicum
congerie liaustffi, et ad Samar. textum, ad ve-

tustiss. versiones, ad accuratiores Sacra; Critica;

fontes et leges examinatie, opera ac studio Jo-

HANNis Bern. Dk Rossi, S.T.D., et in R. Par-

mensi Acad. Ling. Or. Profess." Parma, 178G-98,
5 vols., 4to. This gigantic task involved the mi-
nute collation, word by word, of about 2,000 He-
brew MSS. (most of them, of eourso, being merely
single books, or groups of books, of Scripture), be-
sides all the ancient versions and the earlier edi-
tions, and the result is here given of all variations in
each specifically. It includes and greatly extends
the critical researches of Kennicott and others. A

Old Testament, Revised from Critical Sources," etc.

(London, 1855, 8vo, pp. 222), which tabulates them,
with some omis.sions and a few additions ; it is

couched in easy Latin. The Hebrew is all un-
pointed in De Rossi and usually in Davidson. The
only other noteworthy work in this connection, per-

haps, is "BiHi.iA Hkhkaka, or the Hebrew Script-

ures of the Old Testament without points, after the

text of Kennicott, with the chief Various Readings,

selected from his collation of the Hebrew MSS.,
from that of De Rossi, and from the Ancient Ver-

sions; accompanied with English Notes, critical, phil-

ological and explanatory, selected from the most
approved Ancient and Modern, English and For-

Biblical Critics. By B[enjamin] Boothroyd,
very convenient summary ofits contents is given by [D.D.]." Pontefract, complete, ISlC, 2 vols., 4to.
Samuel Davidson, D.D., in his " Hebrew Text of the In this the strictly critical apparatus is quite meagre.
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IV. The Rhythmical Translation.

The cliief object, of this is to indicate more distinctly the parallolistic structure of the poem, that

being (as previously described) the most striking outward trait of Hebrew poetry. Only such free-

dom has been indulged in the language as seemed necessary to bring it into harmony with modern

usage, and to illustrate properly the aphoristic and alliterative style of the original. The strophic

division, it will be seen, has been carefully denoted in substantial agreement with that of the He-

brew Text. Each paragraph will be found to contain and develop a distinct thought or proposition.

Many popular apothegms seem to bo embodied in the course of the essay, and I have accordingly

distinguished them by quotation marks ; and the concluding portions are almost entirely of this pithy

and sententious cast, requiring the antipliony of rhyme for the proper effect upon Occidental ears.

V. The Introduction.

This discusses such topics as are usually treated in preliminary dissertations of this kind, and

therefore partakes largelj" of the apologetical character. In the present case the questions thus in-

volved are of extraordinary interest and importance, from the great discrepancy and uncertainty of

the views entertained by many concerning the book itself, both as a whole and in some of its leading

statements. I trust that my remarks will, therefore, be of service in enabling the reader to ap-

preciate the spirit, intent, and sentiments of the sacred writer in a general way, and thus prepare

him for a better understanding of the exposition in detail. While controversy has been avoided,

the difficulties and objections have been fairly stated, and an earnest effort has been made to meet

them satisfactorily. Of the list of commentaries appended, I have personally examined and consid-

ered the most accessible and influential. I have spared no pains to qualify myself duly for the

serious task which I have assumed, or to accomplish it faithfully.

VI. The Tabular Analysis.

This is not designed as a mere table of contents to the Book of Ecclesiastes, but rather as an

outline of the drift and connection of its several parts, down to each verse, and often still more

minutely.* Beyond this the Annotations still further indicate the logical relations of the successive

paragraphs, clauses, and even words. This tabular form will serve as a kind of map to guide the

student in tracing the way from point to point, as well as in taking a comprehensive survey of the

entire treatise. In order to this the links of thought are supplied, which the sacred writer, after the

Oriental fashion, lias taken for granted will suggest themselves to his readers, but whicli are not so

obvious to us who are so remote in time, language and circumstances. We have to be shown how
to look at the subject from his point of view. It is psychologically just to assume that no sane

person, especially of the talent and culture evident in the writer of tliis book, thinks or speaks with-

out a logical concatenation between his propositions ; there must be some " association of ideas " in

what he utters, for that is the law of rational mind. It is the business of the expositor to discover

this train of thought, however subtle or recondite it may be; and while he has no right to read into

the text upon which he is commenting any foreign or ungermane notions—that is, such as spring

from his own prepossessions or excogitations purely (how common a fault with biblical interpreters I
)

—

j'et it is surelj'' his duty to show some reasonable connection between the successive statements of

the book which he has luidertakeu to explain, as well as its consistency as a whole. My efforts in

this direction, I trust, will at least prove that the discourse of the Preacher is not devoid of a plot

or plan, as some have rashly averred ; and they will thus, I hope, help to vindicate the unity and

harmony of the book -j-

VII. The Commentary Proper.

1. The Authorized Version, placed first at the top of the page, and designated in Ihe margin as

A.'V. is reprinted exactly from the best current standard (British) text of King James's translation,

with only the marginal notes properly belonging to it, referred to by means of the usual signs.

* In the subdivisions of verses the abbreviations,
*'

f. c," " m. c," " 1. c," etc., mean " first clause,"
*' middle clause," " last clause," etc. ; and in cor-

responding cases " h." means " half."

f Even Delitzscli, the late prince of German evan-

gelical expositors, puts forth, as his latest and de-

liberate conclusion, what seems to us not only a

lamentable confession, but even a gratuitous asser-

tion, in the following peremptory language (Com-
mentarr; on Ecclesiastes, Clark's edition, p. 1 88) : "All

attempts to show, on the whole, not only oneness of

si)irit, but also a genetic progress, an all-embracing

plan, and an organic connection [in this book],

have hitherto faiU^d, and must fail." Such an im-

potent prophecy is a j)oor recommendation of his

theory of a compound authorship of Ecclesiastes.
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In a separate space immediately below these are given all deviations from the text (including the

chapter-headings) of the edition of 1611, except the merely archaic spelling; and these are referred

to by means of superior italic letters. The number of these changes, whether for better or for worse,

will somewhat surprise the ordinary Bible reader, and some of them are of considerable importance.

Among them are introduced, by a similar reference, any variations in the raarginal readings from the

original edition, whether erroneous or otherwise.

The only additions to the te.xt itself are occasional emendations, inserted within brackets [ ], as

substitutes proposed for markedly obsolete, ungrammatical, indelicate, ambiguous, unintelligible or

erroneous renderings, or else resulting from a spurious original, for which last see the Various Read-

ings of the Hebrew Text, and the Critical Notes in the Commentary.

2. The American Revision, placed in the opposite column at the top of the page, and designated

as A. R. in the margin, is the Anglo-American Revised Version, with only such changes intro-

duced into the text or marginal notes as are indicated in the Appendix to the British copies. In

doubtful cases I have availed myself of my personal knowledge on the subject as a member of the

American Revisory Committee.*

In the space immediately below tlie marginal notes are given all British preferences tlius deviated

from, whether of the text or the margin, reference being made to them bj^ means of small Roman
letters.

3. The Literal Metaphrase, for convenience' sake, is interspersed, in detached clauses, among
the annotations in regular order ; and is intentionally of servile closeness in the attempt to represent

the precise form and style of the original phraseology with the utmost possible degree of exactitude.

Even good English, much less elegant, has not been aimed at here, provided only intelligibility has

been preserved, and therefore some words have been used, which, perliaps, are not in any diction-

ary, but which are so legitimately formed that they will occasion no difficult}' of apprehension.

Each Hebrew word has been invariably rendered by the same English word, the latter never being

employed for any otlier Hebrew word of an essentially different form or origin; and an effort has

likewise been made—occasionally at variance with common usage, and possibly at tiie expense of

euphony—to retain, wherever practicable, a trace of the same rendering in other derivatives from

the same root, so that the reader may easily associate them together and at once recognise their

aflSnity.f Proper names have been translated in the same manner.

The following typographical devices are to be noted in the literal renderings.

Tlie chapter and verse are indicated by heavy-faced numerals (Roman and Arabic respectively).
Whenever those in the English version differ from those of the Hebrew text, the latter are immedi-
ately subjoined within brackets, [ ],

Words directly translating those of the original are set in full-faced type, including auxiliaries
and derivational terms, when expressly denoted by the Hebrew form or construction. When these
are superfluous according to English idiom, they are inclosed in parenthesis-marks of ordinary type.

Words required hy the English idiom in order to complete the sense grammatically, but not having
an equivalent expressed in the Hebrew, are set in smaller heavy letter.

Words approximately representing only a peculiar form, construction or idiom of the Hebrew,
are occasionally inserted in ordinary type ; but when they are added as explanations or equivalents
of a rendering so extremely literal as to be obscure, they are inclosed in ordinary brackets.

The mathematical sign of addition, +, connects words which are united as one in the Hebrew.^
The end of eacli separate portion of the literal translation is indicated bv upright parallels,

thus,
||.

4. The Foot-notes are purposely as brief as possible, and embrace mostly philological and
eisagogicul particulars, whicli are of technical importance ; occasionally logical or controverted

details. Reference to them is made from tlie Metaphrase by means of superior numerals which are

continuous for each chapter, the Arabic figures (when alone) meaning notes in the same chapter,

* One of the most frequent examples of such
uncertainty occurs in the application of rule IV of
the Old Testament, or rule VII of the New Testa-
ment, under " Classes of Passages," where the
choice between " who " and " that " instead of
" which," when used of persons, largely depends
upon taste or euphony. I have generally deemed
" who " preferable where a particular individual is

referred to, and " that " where the reference is

more general ; except when it is desirable to avoid
alliteration with a contiguous " who," " which,"
" where," etc., or with " the," " that," " this,"

etc.

I See this illustrated in the Indexes at the close

of the volume. In some cases the literalness may
at first sight appear excessive, but in no other way
can the etymological force of the words, which is

the basis of their varied applications, be so tersely

and effectually exhibited. In this difficult selec-

tion, to which uniformity and yet distinctiveness

are essential, the simpler forms, especially Anglo-
Saxon primitives, have been preferred ; but in

some cases these had to be reserved for other near-

ly synonymous Hebrew words, which will eventu-

ally come into view.

\ Not incidentally by Maqqeph (the Hebrew
hyphen), but constructionally only, as auxiliaries op
" inseparable " particles.
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and the Roman letters those in other cluiptcrs; thus enabling the student to turn readil}' back (or

occasionally forward) to an explanation of the same form or usage elsewhere.*

In these foot-notes the Hebrew words are transliterated into English characters according to a uni-

form systeu), which will enable any one acquainted with the Hebrew alphabet to recognise them at

onco.f This has been thought {)referable to using the Hebrew characters, wliich are t)-pographically

difficult to insert ("justify," as the printers term it) among the English, and are likewise crabbed to

most persons' eyes.

Vlll. THH INUHXES.

Two of these are given at the end of the volume (as already alluded to), the first constituting a

Ckwisov vocabulary of all the Hebrew words (ground forms or those given in lexicons) occurring in

Ecclesiasles, with their mode of Anglicism and meaning as indicated in the Foot-notes and Meta-

phrase of this Connnent^iry, and all their occurrences in this book of Scripture: in the manner of a

Concordance-Dictionary. A small superior numeral attached to a verse-figure indicates a correspond-

ing number of occurrences in that verse, and a star attached indicates that a special remark upon

the word may be found there in the foot-notes of the Exposition. The second Index is measurably

the converse of the first, although of course the citations are not repeated.

* An additional foot-note has occasionally been
inserted, and in that case the previous num-
ber has been repeated with a jirimc or accent
mark (') in order not to disturb the other ref-

erences. The same mark is also iiseil to distin-

guish translations of slightly different forms of
the same Hebrew word in the Metaphrase and
Indexes.

f Compare the Indexes at close of the volinne,

"here tlw same method is adopted.
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METRICAL RENDERING.

THE VANITY OF WORLDLY PURSUITS.

A HOMILETICAL POHM.

:^^r i^insrcst- soijOiivnoisT.

THE ARGUMENT.

All terrestrial endeavors and prospects being essentially unsatisfactory, and the problems
of human fortune being- necessarily insoluble, true philosophy consists in a thankful and
temperate iise of the blessings of Providence, with resignation to its ills, and a life-long

cultivation of piety.

I. THE PROLOGUE.

I 'T is vain, the sacred admonition cries,

•2 To seek to satisfy the human soul

With earthly good; for transient as a breath,

3 And empty, are all sublunary joys.

Nor ever can repay the cost and toil.

4 The generations come and go, but eartli

—

Their mere abode and tomb—remains the same
;

And thus all nature marks a constant round.

With ceaseless fresh-recurring changes tilled :

5 Each morn returning starts the tireless sun.

Prompt as tlie courser snorting for the race
;

6 The wind with many a veering current blows,

But north and south the gales in balance meet
;

7 Tlie rivers to the ocean ever run,

Which ne'er o'erflows with all their garnered store

And so man's energies perpetuate
The race, wliile individuals decay.

8 The human story, told to tediousness,

Is not exhausted ; as the eye or ear

Is never sated with the light or sound
9 F'amiliar yet repeated variously.

But nothing strictly new the universe

10 Presents, though oft the cry " Eureka !" raised

By fond enthusiasts, quickly is dispelled

By closer scrutiny ; and all proves old

Again, wliile history repeats itself.

1

1

So pales the memory of ancient deeds
;

So present times will be alike forgot :

No immortnlity of fame has man,
Nor he survives his unrequited toil.

1
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II. THE ESOTERIC DISCUSSION.
12 Hear the experience of a royal sage,

Wliose ample means and opportunity
13 Have fairly tested this philosophy,
14 And found the ^^•n,yi< of Providence to man

A problem quite insoluble ; for who
15 Can loose the Gordian knot that God lias tied,

Or mete with zero his infinity ?

16 With youthful zeal and confidence inspired,

1 scanned the realms of science to the verge
17 Of e'en abnormal scenes, but only proved

How little man can know, or worse indeed,
18 That he is most unhappy who knows most

;

For wider views disclose more dismal sights,
And closer contact stuns with keener smart.

H I first essayed hilarious joy oi sense :

2 Then laughter mocked me as but imbecile
;

3 The wine-cup's spell, though tried to reason's bound,
Reacting warned me what a life were that.

^Esthetic schemes my ])assions next employed,

—

«"» Palatial structures, splendid grounds, adorned
6 With park and pool, and every plant or tree

For fruit or verdure wealth or art could yield;
7 Attendant men and maids, with flocks and herds

Unrivalled, domiciled on my estate
;

8 The royal revenue of near and distant lands
M}^ coffers filled ; while festive song and mirth.
And female wit and beauty, graced my court

9 With charms and splendor hitherto unknown.
Meanwhile my philosophic aim I still

Maintained, to test the highest earthly good
;

10 And therefore stinted not to gratify
My utmost wish, nor failed of means or zest

To compass and enjoy my proudest works.
11 Yet inwardly I felt chagrin Avhen all was done,

Nor found the sweet repose of soul I sought.
12 " Is there," I cried, once more resolved to probe

The secret of my discontent, " is there
A real difference 'twixt the wise and fool

;

Or hope that any can succeed where I,

The king, with full resources blest, have failed ?
"

13 I could but own that wisdom folly far
14 Transcends, as light the dai-k for guidance safe.

15 Yet, since a common fate awaits us all,

Of what avail shall wisdom be to me ?

16 For so<m, alas ! will each one be forgot.
Like all the past, when wise and fool are dead.

17 Thus keen disgust of life my spirit seized,
18 And futile seemed my every fond pursuit;

For I must shortly all resign, nor know
19 If niy successor have the skill or care

To relish or promote it ; but some fool,
20 Who has not spent a thought upon it, may
21 Possess the fruit of all my life-long pains'.

22 This robs the heart of comfort, while the hands
23 And head are busy with incessant toil.

I found no solace for this dark despair24
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But calmly to enjoy the present good
Amid the toil that comes, as God's behest,

—

25 A lesson sure more aj)t to none than me.
26 The pious tlius shall thankfully receive

Their earthly blessings, and at length partake
The wealth amassed by many an impious hand.
This maxim lights the dreary scene of fate.

Ill The commonest vicissitudes of life

Yield compensations in its daily course,

And find meet scope and oi)portunity :

2 The birthday, warning of the hour of death

;

The planting season, and the harvest-home

;

3 The battle-lield, hard l»y the hospital
;

The razure of the old, to build anew ;

4 The tear still glistening on the laughing cheek
;

The grief as quickly turned to dancing joy
;

5 The wreck of war exchanged for thriving peace
;

The friendly greeting, and the cool reserve
;

6 The search successful f(u- the freipient loss
;

The value saved, the worthless thrown away;
7 The cloth first scissored, then in garments sewed

TJie silence fitting till the call for speech
;

8 The wisdom, when to love, and when to hate
;

The hour of fight, to win a lasting truce.

9 We still demand. What benefit to moil ?

Since everj'^ act but foils its opposite.

10 It is the counterpoise of Providence :

11 Such was creation when first good pronounced;
Yet man, although the acme microcosm,
Finds mystery all, himself the riddle chief.

12 'T is therefore best, with sim])le wise content,
To cheerfully pursue the obvious calls

Of common life, with all its weal or woe,
13 And take enjoyment in its very toil.

For God has so ordained, and his decree
14 Shall untranscended stand and unannulled

;

That all mankind may own his sovereignty.
15 'T is thus the present mirrors what is jjast

And future too, in cyclic destiny.

16 Yea, though the seat of justice be on earth
17 The home of crime, yet God is judge supreme,

And in due time will rectify each cause.

18 So man, however high, shall find at last

His common level with the beast in death,
19 ^\^here fate remands theii- bodies equally,

20 To mingle in their native dust alike,

And both forever pass from human ken
;

21 Save that the spirit of the one survives.

While prone the other's in the earth remains.
22 The more should mortals prize the term allowed

F'or their activity, since none can aught
Bej'ond this boundary anticipate.

IV ' Yet Avrongs of helpless subjects oft on earth

From haughty tyrants long go uni'edressed
;

2 Till death itself were but a glad release,

3 Or better still that they had ne'ei- been born
To pass such lives of utter misery.
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4 Or, if success attend one's honest toil,

It breeds the envy of his nearest friend
;

Till deep disgust the empty bosom fills.

5 Yet lazy foll^^ is sheer suicide
;

G The hapi)y mean, a quiet competence,
Is better than abundance gnawed by care,

7 Yet worse than all, to see a sordid wretch,

8 Without a relative, in ceaseless toil

Amassing stores untold, but caring not
For self or heir the hard-earned wealth to share.

9 'T is best, I ween, to join the social lot,

Which by division multiplies its gains.

10 For partnership assures the firm from risk
;

But hopeless falls the lonely traveller.

11 So bedfellows protect by mutual heat

;

12 The footpad quails before the two he meets
;

And cords three-stranded scarce untwist or break.

13 The sudden turns of life themselves reveal

A widely equalizing trend of things.

A shrewd but hitherto undowered lad

Sup])lants a dotard king of headstrong ways

;

14 Perchance from prison mounts forthwith the throne,

Outstripping age and rank and means at odds.

15 Yet even such examples of success

16 Are merged in memories of following times.

V Guard well thy course in worship at God's house
;

For heeding his commands is fitter far

Than sacrifice by such as idly sin.

2 Not inconsiderately therefore pray
To him who reigns on higli, but reverently

3 With modest brevity; for like a dream
Begot by fitful sleep oppressed with moil,

Mere wordiness betrays a vacant mind.

4 But should a vow thus pass thy lips in haste,

Albeit of thy shallow zeal, neglect

To pay it shall but aggravate thy fault.

5 'T were less offence to promise not than not

Perform ; thy tongue has bound thy soul in guilt.

6 Nor dare to plead, in yon all-seeing Face,

That weak and I'alse excuse, " 'T was slight mistake
;

Lest God by this fresh insult be provoked
To sweep thyself and acts at once away.

7 For empty dreams such prating but repeats.

And argues want of due respect for God.
8 Of human rights, meanwhile, thou mayest behold

Provincial violation ; but be not

Astonished, nor encouraged to indulge
' The thought of ultimate im])unity.

For loftier tribunals hold appeal.

And higher still the final Judge keeps watch.

9 Moreover, even now and at the worst,

The common earth impartially to all

Affords its benefits ; while royalty

Itself depends uj^on the soil, for food
In life, and grave in death, like peasantry.

10 How foolish then of pelf or gain the love,

Which ever yrows the more inordinate !
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V
11 Witli rising wealth, moreover, faster rise

In most men real or imagined wants.

Thus if he hoard or spend, its owner has

No actual use of it but with his eyes.

12 But sweetly sleeps the weary servant poor,

If full or scanty be his evening meal;

While gluttony and care of coffers rich

Conspire to break tlie master's nightly rest.

13 The miser still with misery is cursed,

14 In gain or loss : his son, if prodigal

Or ]ienniless, inherits too his woe
;

15 Himself returns to mother earth as bare

16 Of all his wealth as at his birth he came :

lY His life is dark with toil and meagie fare.

Which culminate at death in peevish pain.

18 I therefoi'e call it wise to take the good
Of life while passing, as the gift of God,

19 Who means it for that end by granting wealth

20 And f-iculty of joy ; the retrospect

Shall thus nor thankless nor regretful l)e.

VI The most unhappy man beneath the sun

2 Is he by Providence endowed with Avealth,

Ay, honor too, with all that heart could wish,

Except the ])Ower—^of body or of mind

—

To realize its joy, while tantalized

With sight of what some stranger must partake.

3 Nor could a hundred sons or hundred years

Compensate for the lack of joy in life

And honorable memory at death.

4 Better the still-born than to come and go
/) In dark unrest, where length of days enhance
6 The Avretchedness ; since all must die at last.

7 Men toil for food, but all soon hunger still

;

8 Nor better here is sage than simpleton :

The poor, though shrewd, has scarce an even chance.

9 Yet surer what one has than what he hopes
;

Content is therefore wiser than an idle search.

10 In any case ambition fails, for all

Is human tliat has ever been of man
;

Nor may he think to match the Infinite.

11 Past efforts at i)erfection are but words;
The future slumbers in the womb of fate.

12 We do not even know Avhat Avould be best

For us in this brief shadowy estate
;

Much less can we descry the age to come.

VII The true philosopher takes wider views
Of life, and deeper, than the common eye.

A spotVess reputation, all agree,

Is omen fragrant of posthumous fame
;

But not till death the record is secure.

Which at the birth is but an empty page.

2 Hence sounder lessons funerals impart
Than feasts, and mortals need to heed them more.

3 So grief is preferable oft to mirth
;

Though wry the face, the heart grows soft and smooth.

4 The sage linds solace in the house of woe,

But fools in gay festivity alone.

5 Ah, better listen to a just rebuke,
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Than court the giddy song of jovial praise,

6 That rattles loudest on the emptiest pan.

7 Discretion pays in still more public lines.

Though stung to madness by oppressive rule—
The venal sentence of a court corrupt,

8 Yet bide thy time ; events may come out right

:

Forbearance quicker wins than haughtiness.
9 In any case be not provoked to haste.

For petulance betrays a narrow mind.
10 Nor croakingly complain that times have grown

Degenerate ; for whether true or false,

The charge is odious and will naught avail.

11 'T is now and ever was, that shrewdness is

To its possessors ample heritage
;

12 For wits in fact protect as mucli as wealth.
13 But come what ma}', 't is vain to quarrel witli

The providential lot thou canst not mend :

14 Enjoy its good, offset its ill, and thus
Strike average of what Avas not designed
For comprehension full of mortal man.

15 That hardest problem seek not thou to solve,

—

The pious dying early we have seen,

While wicked men are spared to length of years.
16 Nor thence infer that extra sanctity

Would shield thee, or redoubled care; for both
Fanaticism and caution cheat of bliss :

17 Nor on the other hand presume that vice

And folly e\cr yield pros|)erity
;

For each is ruinous to length of days.
18 Beware of either fault ; true piet}^

Alone can be thy safeguard from them bc^th.

19 Yet skill is more available by far.

As we shall see, than garrison of towns.
20 But as to virtue, where the best come short,

21 We speak with more reserve : at all events
Heed not men's tattle, lest thou overhear
Thy own domestics scandalizing thee,

22 As thou no doubt to others oft hast done.
23 The tangled web of life I too have sought

To ravel by my philosophic schemes :

24 Too wide the field and deep the m3^stery
25 I found for human ken ; especially

The aberrations of abnormal crime,

—

26 Most despei-ate of all the harlot's case,

With fatal wiles and charms, confounding quite
The rules of nature and society :

The pious only can escape her arts,

To which the sensual falls an easy prey.

Without analogy of passion's bent,
28 Amid the thousand forms of sin on earth

This one astounds me for enormity.
Unequalled by unchastity of men

;

29 A signal proof of stark depravity.
YIIl Yet must we claim the reign of prudence still

Among the dubious affairs of life,

—

Iiitelligence that lights the rugged face.

2 Thus heed the royal mandate though severe.

For loyalty no less than safety's sake
;

3 Nor vent an angry act or stubborn speech,

27
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4 Which cannot countervail the kingly will :

5 But rather by obedience aveit

Collision till thou shrewdly gain thy point.

6 For every matter has its turning-time,

However great the human crisis be
;

V Although the future none can calculate,

Nor learn the how or when of destiny :

8 Save that the mortal doom will surely come,
Which none can pariy by his strength or skill

;

That final battle furlough cannot shun,

That jail expertest burglars caimot break.

9 Survey once more the scene of earthly toil
;

Consj)icuous mark the fact of ill-used power :

10 Such bad men, Avhen at length they reach the gjave,-

Life passed Avitli all its sacred privilege,

—

Are quite forgotten by the men they ruled.

1

1

'T is true, the penalty so long delayed
Breeds deeper pur})oses of wrong in men,

12 While sinners seem to thrive in lengthened days;
1 :i But in the end 't is seen that piety

Far more promotes longevity and ])eace,

—

14 Despite exceptions temporary found.

15 'T is therefore right to take our present joy

As outcome fit of CTod-aj)pointed toil
;

10 Nor worry day and night to solve the scheme
I 7 Of work and wisdom, human act commixed

With providence divine—a puzzle still,

IX The future is in God's control alone
;

Nor good nor bad foresee or love or hate.

2 One end however waits them both alike,

If saint or sinner, holy or profane.

3 This common mortal doom indeed incites

Full oft to recklessness of character

;

And giddy lives lead on to hopeless deaths.

4 Yet instinct shudders ; for a living dog
Gives better promise than a lion dead.

5 The living know at least that they must die.

But dead men know not aught that comes to pa^s
;

For them remains no prospect but oblivion,

—

6 No love or hate or envy more exchanged,
No interest in earthly things again.

7 Then eat and drink with cheerful gratitude

What God has sent as product of thy hands;
8 Let festive gladness and domestic bliss

9 Attest thy recognition, during life,

Of providential blessing on thy toil.

10 Yet labor diligently in thy sphere,

The more because the end so soon will come
Of all thy industry and conscious skill.

I I Still I must warn thee that success on earth

Is never sure ; the swiftest lose the race,

The sti'ong the fight, the wise their bread an<l wealth

And reputation: all must run their risk.

12 For men, like fish or birds, at times are cauglit

By sudden unforeseen calamity.
1:1 Most signal merit may not meet reward :

14 A little city, with defenders few,

Besieged by some great king with fonx' and forts,

15 Has one poor scientific citizen,
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Whose tactics rescue it from all its foes
;

And yet no record of his name remains,
16 Though skill so greatly -strength exceeds, how oft

Such words of humble wisdom are ignored I

17 For sage advice, that speaks in modest tones,

Is drowned in lordly shallow wrangle loud

;

18 And plans more potent than machines of war
Are foiled bv one such evil counsellor.

111. THE EXOTERIC DISCUSSION.

X A little fault, like maggots in perfume,
2 Will mar a character ; for wisdom shows
3 Itself at every point, and folly too.

4 So if the government oppose thee, yield

With dignity, and thus avert a wrong
5 More grievous still ; for blunders oft occur,

6 Of fools promoted, and of worth dej^ressed,

—

7 Like servants riding, while their masters walk.
3 In simplest acts indeed discretion serves :

Upon a careless digger caves the pit,

The heedless hedger meets a servient's sting
;

9 To roll a stone or Avield an axe requires
Some prudence, lest the workman hurt himself.

10 Nor caution only, but precaution too :

To whet the tool Avill save both time and strength
11 The bite inflicted, vain the charmer's art.

12 The sage wins favor ; fools betray themselves,
13 Increasing but disgust the more they prate,
14 As they are Avont to do, esj)ecially

Of things to come, v,'hich none can know or learn.

15 So fails unskilful toil, like gawks in town.
16 But public matters call for nobler powers :

Alas the country cursed with childish king
And selfish i-ulers gluttonous betimes

;

1 7 But happy land by well-bred sovereign swayed
And officers of habits temperate !

1

«

For as a building half-erected falls.

Or let to shiftless tenants leaks and rots
;

19 So meny feasts and jovial drinking-bouts
The national exchequer soon will drain.

20 Yet lisp of monarch no abuse or lord.

Lest air find "wings thy treason to report.

XI Due enterprise oft meets emergencies,
If but on general principles emplo_yed.
So freely feeding fish in many a lake
Yields by and by a suitable return :

2 Or charity at seeming random given
May gain a friend for some unlucky day.

3 The vei"3' clouds are glad to drop their rain.

Regardless of the surface of the field

;

And woodmen fell the tree, if north or south
It fall, secure to find it there the same.

4 Then wait not timidly till all is clear,

Like sowers for the monsoon wind to lull,

5 Or reapers for each fleecy cloud to pass
;

For when Avill change the Aveather none can tell,
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No more than how the iiiiboni infant g-vows,

Or trace tlie hand of God who orders alL

6 Bnt sow from early morn till latest eve
;

For some Avill thrive, thongh Avhich thou knowest not.

7 Withal, however sweet the light of life,

8 Or many be the years of earthly joy
;

Yet bear in mind that surely dayn of gloom
Will thickly come,—for all is transient here.

9 Enjoy thy youthful prime of vigor, then.

With all its buoyant thoughts and cheery scenes
;

But ne'er forget God's time of reckoning
10 Will surely punish all excess of mind

Or body, when that season brief is o'er.

XII Reinendjer therefore thy Creator now,
Ere come those weary years Avithout delight,

2 Like winter's darkened days and cloudy nights,

^^'ith storms of grief and pain successive filled.

3 Old age creeps on ; the soul's abode decays :

The siiaking arms present a feeble guard
;

The tottering limbs bespeak a worn-out frame
;

The scanty teeth but ill prepare the food
;

4 The sight and hearing close to outer things,

And hum of busy forces lulls within.

The voice of second childhood—shrill and cracked,
5 The timorous step, the whitened hair, the signs

Of lielplessness no stimulus can rouse.

Foretoken nearness to tlie final home
;

And mourners Avait to form the escort there.

6 Full soon the beauteous cord of life will snap,

The precious lamp it bears be daslied to earth;
Like pitcher broken at the spring, or wdieel

7 Collapsing at the well, erelong returns
The tiesh to dust, the spirit to its God.

IV. THE EPILOGUE.

8 Since brief and empty thus is all of life
;

9 The sacred lesson, gleaned from every source,
10 And robed in phrase acceptable and true,

—

1

1

To spur the soul, and rivet principles

Of action summarized and harmonized
12 For admonition (not to tedious dwell

Till weariness o'ercome the studious mind),—

•

13 Hear thou at last : A cheerful reverent
Obedience constantly to God's commands
Comprises all that man should do or be;

14 For every act or purpose, good or bad.
However secret, soon or late his hand
With strict unerring justice Avill requite.





RHYTHMICAL TRANSLATION.

1 A Homily by King Solomon of Jerusalem.

2 " utter inanity !

"

The Preacher exclaims

;

" Utter inanity ; All is inanity !

"

3 What benefit does man derive
From all his earthly toil i

-^

4 One generation goes, And another comes
; }

But the earth Eemains the same.
5 The sun rises, And then sets

;

At the east—eager To rise—again is he.
6 Going southward, Veering northward,

Constantly veering Goes the wind
;

On its veerings Returns the wind.
7 " All the rivers seaward go. Yet the sea does not o'erflow;

Where the rivers once have gone. There they go forever on."

8 Every thing is tedious
; No one can exhaust it

:

" The eye is never too full for sight, Nor the ear too full for sound."
9 Whatever has been Will again be,

Whatever has been done Will again be done
;

There is nothing really new on earth :

10 Should any one say, " See here something new !

'

It was long ago of old. It was before our time.
11 There is now no recollection of former persons

;

And likewise of after ones in the future.
There will be no recollection,

Alike with those in the future thereafter.
J-

13 I, the Preacher, \

Became King of Israel
|

In Jemsalem.
13 So I set my mind Upon scientifically investigating

Whatever occurs In mundane affairs.

It is indeed a weary task
I

That God has imposed upon men. '
'

14 I surveyed the course of events
That take place in earthly experience

;

And alas ! it was all inanity.
Like trying to eat the air. I

15 "What is wry
^

Cannot righten.
What is scant Can 't be counted."

1(5 I reasoned with myself As follows

:

" I find myself possessed Of great acumen
Beyond any predecessor In Jerusalem

;

And I have acquired Unusual information."
17 So I set my mind upon philosophic inquiry.

Even of frantic cases.

But I found it to be as if trying toeat the air.

I'j " Great the wit, GreaJtlie woe
;

The more one sees, The more one sighs."

II I said to myself, '

' Now for a start ! —

1

I will try jollity, And see if I am hapjiy." |

But, alas ! This too was inanity.
2 I pronounced jocularity To be but frenzy.

And merriment At best nonsense.
I

11
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n
3 I even tested myself With the fascination of wine

;

Still with prudent restraint To the border of inebriation :

So that I might ascertain Whether this is well for men
To practise generally -_ As a life-long habit.

4 I enlarged my jjlans : I erected mansions, Set out vineyards,

5 Laid out gardens And parks, With various fniit-trees

;

6 Constructed pools For irrigating Forest trees.

7 I procured servants And handmaids With their home-born children;

Stock likewise— Of herds And flocks.

In abundance Beyond my predecessors In Jerusalem.

8 I accumulated silver too. And gold, With regal income, And provincial

;

I obtained male And female. With the social at- Of lady compan-
singers, tractions ionship.

9 So I had a great establishment.
Beyond my predecessors in Jerusalem.

Yet my iihilosojDhic aim continued.

10 But 'whatever struck my taste I never denied myself

,

Nor stinted my desire For any pleasure.

So that I took the full enjoyment Of my entire scheme,
And had all the comfort There was in it.

1

1

Then I reviewed every thing I had accomplished,
The whole elaborate achievement

;

And alas I it was all unsatisfactory,

Like trying^ tojeatthe air :

There was really no earthly benefit in it.

12 So I reflected on philosophy And its opposite, however extreme

;

(Bearing in mind that a king's emulator Can succeed no better than he ;)

13 And still felt sure that the former Surpasses the latter,

As much as light Does darkness :

14 " Where the wise • Use their eyes.

Stupids all Blindly fall."

Nevertheless I saw A common fate Befalling both alike,

^ 15 And said to myself, " The fate of the dolt Is the fate of myself
;

Wherein then am I Wiser at last than he ?

"

Then I said to myself, " This too is inanity !

"

16 For there will soon be no recollection Any more than of the fool forever;

of the sage.

Indeed the future itself Will eventually be forgotten.

So the sage must die As surely as the fool.

17 Then I detested my life. For 1 felt sick of all That transi^ires on earth
;

It was all unsatisfactory. Like trying to eat the air.

18 I detested my whole task
'

Of earthly enterprise

;

Especially because I should resign it To my successor :

19 And nobody could tell Whether he would be a sage Or a simpleton
;

Though he would control All my toil-earned

And care-planned Property on earth.

This indeed was inanity !

20 The more I revolved The more chagrin I Over my whole On earth :

the matter, felt elaboi-ate scheme
21 For here was a man Who had toiled Skilfully And success-

fully
;

Yet to a man Who had not toiled He would resign it As a patrimony,

for it

Surely this is inanity, A dee^i mortification !

22 For what gets a man From all his toil And ambition In earthly ef-

fort ?

S3 All day he is worn With worriment, And at night He cannot

Surely this is inanity !
sleep.

24 There is nothing better for man Than to eat and drink And enjoy his work •,

For I see That it is God's allotment :

25 For who could have
done so With a relish

Better than I '.
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Yes, to his saint God gives abundant skill

But to the sinner He gives

Of accumulating abiandance

For his saint.

This however is inanity,

With enjoyment

;

The worry

Like trying to eat the air.

For every thing there

An occasion for every

A time for birth,

A time to plant,

A time to smite,

A time to demolish,
A time to weep,
A time to mourn,

A time to scatter stones,

A time to embrace,
A time to seek,

A time to keep,

A time to rend,

A time to hush,
A time to love,

A time of war,

is an opportunity, —
pursuit under the sun :

And a time for death
;

And a time to uproot the planted
;

And a time to cure
;

And a time to build
;

And a time to laugh
;

And a time to dance
;

And a time to collect stones
;

And a time to refrain from embracing
;

And a time to lose
;

And a time to throw away
;

And a time to sew
;

And a time to speak
;

And a time to hate
;

And a time of peace.

What benefit has the worker
I have seen the labor
That God has given to the sons of man.
Every thing he made beautiful

Also the world he piit

Yet so that man cannot find out
The work that God has made.

In what he is toiling in ?

To labor in it.

In its time :

In their heart

:

From the beginning
To its end.

I know that there is nothing better for them
Than to be glad
And to do good In their life

;

Even every man
That he should eat and drink
And enjoy good In all his toil

:

It is the gift of God.

I know that whatever God may do,

Upon it there is nothing to add.

And it is God who has done it.

Whatever has been
And whatever is to be
And it is God

And again I saw under the sun
The place of judgment.
And the place of righteousness,

I said to myself,

It will be forever
;

And from it nothing to detract

;

That they might fear before him.
Still is.

Already has been
;

Who Avill repeat the past.

There wickedness was

;

There wickedness was.
The righteous man
And the wicked man

God will judge.
For there is a time for every pursuit.

And upon all the work—there.

I said to myself
That it is for God
And it is for them to sec

Respecting the sons of man,
To make them clear.

That they are a beast

—

Themselves for themselves.

For one event befalls the sous of man.
And one event the beast

;

The same event to them both :

As is the death of this,

So is the death of that

;

And the same spirit belongs to both.

All are going to the same place
;

Each came from the dust,

And each returns to the dust.

Who can distinguish the spirit of mau
xind the spirit of the beast

That goes upward,
That goes do\vnward to the earth ?
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m
83 And I saw that there is nothing better Than that man should be glad in his works

;

For it is his portion
;

For who will enable him to see what will be after him ?

IV
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Once more, I saw all the oppressed
And lo ! the tears of the ojipressed,

And on the side of their ojipressors

there is power,
And I congratulated the dead.
More than the living,

And as better than both of them
Who has not seen the evil

And I saw every toil.

And every successful work
;

That it produces envy
This too is inanity,

" The fool folds his hands,
" Sweeter one handful of rest

Who are made so under the sun ;

And they have no defender
;

And they have no defender.

Who have already died,

Who are still living
;

Him who has not yet been,

That is done under the sun.

Of one by his friend.

Like trying to eat the air.

And so eats his own flesh."

Than two fistfuls of moil,"
Like trying to eat the air.

Again I saw a thing Unsatisfactory under the sun :

There is a single one.

And there is no partner,
Nor has he son or brother

;

Yet there is no end to all his toil,

Nor can his eyes be satisfied with riches.

Nor says he, " For whom am I toiling,

My comfort despoiling ?
"

This too is inanity,
And hard work at that.

Better are two than one
;

Inasmuch as they have good wages for their toil.

For if they should fall. One will lift his companion
;

But woe to the single one who falls, That there is not a second to lift him !

Also if two lie together. They will be warm
;

But for a single one How can there be warmth ?

And if one assail a man. Two would stand against him
;

And the ti'iple cord Cannot readily be broken.

Better is a poor wise youth
Than an old foolish king.
Who takes warning no more

;

For from the prison-house
Although during the other's reign

I have seen all the living.

As well as the latter youth
There is no end of all the peojile,

Nor will posterity

For this too is inanity.

Like trying to eat, th6.air.

He comes forth as king.

He was born poor.

Who pass under the sun
;

Who stands in the other's stead ;

As of all before them
;

Be fflad even of him.

" Watch thy feet, "WTaat they meet," Even in God's house

:

" Be near to hear ;
" "A fool can give," Even for a sacrifice.

" For none of them knows How badly he does."
No blurting mouth Nor hasty heart Be thine before God.
He is in heaven. Thou art on earth ; So be chary of words.

" As dreams are born Of brains too worn.
Less sense is found Where words abound."

" When thou makest r. vow,
That is an odious confession of foolhardi-

ness

;

Better not to vow.
Let not thy mouth
Nor tell the claiming angel,
Why thus provoke God,

" The more one di'eams,

So thy added words

To pay be not slow :

"

So pay thy debt like a man.

Than to vow and not pay.

Involve thy whole body in guilt
" It was a mere mistake."
To destroy thee altogether ?

Less fact there seems ;

"

Show less fear of God.
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If a poor man wronged,
Even to utter violation of justice,

Thou shouldest see in any department
;

Be not startled by the occurrence :

For One loftier than the lofty is watching
Ay, there is a loftiest of all.

" Earth is the common resource :

The King- is tribiitary to the soil."

10

11

13

" Silver lover,
" Plenty loving,

18

19

20

VI

Silver grudger ;

"

Income failing :

"

This too is unsatisfactory.
" When means increase, The eaters increase

;

So what good to the owners, Save the sight of their eyes ?

"

" Sweet the sleep of the servant, Eat he little or much ;

But the glut of the master Deprives him of aieep."

I have seen on earth :

To its owners' harm.
Goes as ill as it came

;

Inherits nothing.
Equally so he himself dies

;

Can he carry with him.
is a serious trouble.

Even so must he go
;

From his toil for the air ?

He enjoys as under a cloud,

And soreness And fretting.

This is what I have seen :

The good thing Is the natural thing, To eat And drink
And enjoy good In all one's toil That one toils in On earth,

13
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Whatever has been
And is well known
Hence not able to cope

'

' The more words,
So what better off

Who knows what is best for man even now.
In the period of his present life,

Which passes like a shadow ?

Much less can any one disclose the future.

Has already been named,
As being human;
With the Almighty.
The more inanity ;

"

Is mankind at last ?

" More perfume in a name
But death shows its worth
So it is better to attend a funeral
For the former is the common end,
Thus grief is better
" A wry face makes

Than perfume of best fame
;

More truly than birth,"
Than a festival

;

And a lesson to survivors.
Than laughter

;

A smooth heart."

Is in the home of grief,

In that of gayety."

" The sage's heart
But the simpleton's

Better listen to a sage's rebuke
Than to the rollicker's song

;

For " like the crackling of nettles under the kettle,"
Such is the simpleton's giggle.

This too is inanity.

Oppression may drive the sage crazy.

As bribery corrupts the judge.
'

' But more decisive the end of au
affair

And length of spirit

So do not get easily out of temper
;

For that is the sign of a shallow mind.

Do not prate about '

' the degeneracy of the times
;

For that is not a judicious habit.
" Wisdom is as good as a legacy.

And a lucky thing for mortals."
It is a shelter like money,
And a life-giving boon.

Than its beginning,

Than height of spirit."

Look at God's arrangement

:

" Who can straighten
In jjrosperity enjoy it,

That God has equally ordained both
;

Yet so that none can discover his ^lan.

I have seen it all

A saint dying suddenly
And a sinner living on

" Be not too good
That virtually is suicide :

" Be not too bad
That likewise means jjremature death.

What he has crooked ?

"

And in adversity reflect

In life's inanity

:

In his piety.

In his wickedness.
Nor overwise ;

"

Nor foolish quite
:

18

19

30
21

23

23

24

The better course is the middle line,

As far from one extreme as the other :

The truly jjious will avoid both faults
:

" The philosopher's wisdom

" No mortal so good
Then to all the scandal

Else thou niayest overhear
Just as thou art conscious

Is stronger than a garrison.
"

As to be free from fault."

Pay no attention
;

Thy servant abusing thee
;

Of having abused others.

All this I philosoi^hically experimented upon
I determined I would be a sage :

But I was still far from it.

"Far away
Deep, how deep !

The by-gone lies

;

None finds vrho tries.
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I set myself earnestly

Of true philosophy,
Including criminal error

So I found
Her whose heart
And her hands
The saint will escape her,

But the sinner be caught by her.

To the thorough investigation
Intelligently pursued

;

In the most abnormal forma.
More bitter than death
Is a network of snares,

Aro bonds.

Mark what I found.
Putting this and that together.

Which I carefully reconsidered,

One true man in a thousand
But a true woman among as many

This however I made sure of,

That God made man upright,

But he has ingeniously perverted himself,

As the Preacher's experience
;

To make a generalization
;

But did not fully ascertain :

I really foimd ; .

I did not find.

Nevertheless there is none equal to the sage.

Who understands the principles of things :

His intelligence illuminates his very countenance.

And softens even homely features.

I recommend thee.

Even as a matter
Do not hurry testily away from him,

Nor stickle over a harsh mandate :

For whatever he jDleases,

" The king's word
And who dares say to him,

The one who observes his command
So the right opportunity

'
' V/atch the king's mouth ;

"

Of religious loyalty.

He will certainly do ;

Is law ;

"

'

' What art thou about ?

"

Will experience no trouble
;

The prudent will appreciate.

Every enterprise has its right opportunity
But here is the great trouble with man.
That he does not know
And what will take place

Especially is no one competent
Nor of any capacity

'
' There is no respite

No cunning felon

The future,

None can tell him.
To retain his own spirit.

To avert the day of death
In that fight

;

Flees that hold."

^

I have siirveyed the whole scene.

Giving attention to all human exertions.

At times one man rules over another for harm :

In such cases the iniquitous ruler had indeed a jjompoiis faneral
;

He had appeared on the stage of action.

And passed away from solemn probation
;

But was soon utterly forgotten in his own city,

On accoimt of his infamous career.

Surely this is inanity.

" When wrong is not avenged with speed,

Man's heart is set on wrongful deed."
Still, Though one sinner may repeat

his wrong a hundred-fold,
Nevertheless I am sure it will

be well with the pious,

While it will not generally be
so with the wicked,

And yet live long.

Who are truly such
;

Who will not usually live long,

But pass away like a shadow,
Since he is not pious.

However, this unsatisfactory thing does sometimes occur on earth.

That righteous men Experience the fortune of the wicked,

While wicked men Experience that of the righteous.

Truly this is inanity.

So I recommend cheerfulness
;

Since it is best for mortals
To enjoy their means of happiness.

This will be an offset to their toil

Their life-long upon earth.
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I had applied my mind to philosophy,
To investigate human oiaerations,

For example '

' unsleeping activity day and.night.

"

But I eventually perceived the divine plan,
That man should not comprehend the complicated scheme

;

However much he endeavor to explore it,

Still he cannot understand it.

Should even the sage profess to have ascertained it,

Still he cannot understand it.

So after applying my mind to this subject,
The result of my examination was
That the just And wise. And their services,

Whether love Or hatred. No one foreknows

;

" It all comes to the same at last :
"

One fate For the righteous,
For the clean.

For the sacrificer,

Saint,

Swearer,
This is the worst trouble to mortals :

One fate awaits them all

;

" Yet their heart is full of ill :

Madly passes here their stay
;

Then in death they pass away."

But no one courts such a fate :

" While life lasts,

Better a living dog
" For the living know
But the dead know
They cannot live over again.
Loved, Hated, Or envied,
Never again will they mingle

Are in the hand of God ;

All is in the future.

And the wicked
;

And the unclean

;

And the non-sacrificer

;

Or sinner

;

Or non-swearer.

" Then joyously eat thy bread,
While filling thy providential sjihere

;

"As in festive garments every day,
"Enjoy domestic bliss

"

As providence allots thee here
Since such is thy share in life

" But whatever thou findest to do,
No work Or skill. No wit Or will,

Once more
That not to the swift
Nor to the strong
Nor again to the wise
Nor yet to the shrewd
Nor indeed to the knowing

For time And accident
For in fact man
Like the fishes

Or like the birds
So they.

At a bad time.

Once again this have I seen.
And a remarkable one
There was a little city.

And there came against it a gi-eat

And built against it

But there was found in it

And he rescued the city

Yet no man remembered
Then I thought.
Yet the wisdom of the poor man
And his words

'

' The words of the wise
Above the ringleader's cry

kiner,

There still is hope
;

Than a dead lion."

That they must die
;

Nothing at all."

And are even forgotten :

All is now over
;

In earthly scenes.

And cheerfully drink thy wine,"

And jierfume for the head."
In life however unsatisfactory,
In life although unsatisfactory

;

Amid thy earthly toil.

With thy might be sure to do
;

In the world where thou must go.

"

I saw on earth.

Is always the race,

The battle,

Is always bread,
Is wealth,
Is favor

;

Will happen to them all.

Does not know his time :

Caught in an unlucky net,

Caught in the trap
;

The sons of man, are tripped.
When it falls upon them suddenly.

As an example of earthly wisdom,
It seemed to me :

With few Jiien in it
;

And besieged it,

Great fortifications.

A poor wise individual,
By his wisdom

;

That same poor individual.
*

' Better is wisdom than might 1

"

la often despised,

Are not at all heard :

In quiet are heard,
Among the fools."
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" Better is wisdom
But one sinner

"As putrid flies

So him we prize
" The sage's heart
The fool's

" Wherever he goes,

A fool always shows
That nothing he knows."

" Should royal ire

Thy wonted place
For answer tame

" There's a trouble on earth
Folly set in high place,

Lackeys riding sublime,

" One but digging a pit,

Or in breaking a wall,

Or in handling mere stones,

Or if sticks he would split,
" If the tool be dull,

Else lay out more strength :

" If the serpent has bit

Then quite useless the chai-m

" The mouth of the wise
The lips of a fool

" The talk of a dunce
And before he quits

'
' The dullard jdrates

As if he knew
Or what may be

" The siux>id's toil

As roves the clown

" How sorry the realm
Whose nobility feast

But happy the realm
Where the nobles but rest

For work the day.

The night for play."

" While the builders are lazy,

When the tenants are lax,
" For jollity's sake
And wine freely flows.

But somebody's cash
" Yet heed thy mind's state.

Though secret as fate

For like bird of the sky,

As on wings of the wind.

Make stench arise

As greatly wise,

" Scatter freely thy food
For surely some day
Give a portion to all,

For what trouble may fall,

So the clouds, with rain filled,

And a tree that is lopped,
[

Be it north or south dropped,
\

" "Who watches the wind.
Of clouds one afraid,

Thou never canst know
Or how the bones grow
God's plan is just so,

—

Then sow in the morn,
Which yields the best corn,
Perhaps in full horn

Than weapons of war
;

Destroys much good."

From richly scented oil
;

Will one small folly spoil."
Is at his right,

Is at his left."

Against thee fire,

Quit not apace

;

Will c^uiet blame."
Blundering rule oft gives birth :

Real worth in disgrace
;

Princes trudging through grime."

May himself fall in it

;

Thence a serjDent may call

;

May break some of his bones
;

Himself he may hit."

Whet the edge too full

;

Wit will tell at length."
Ere the spell has been wi'it,

To recover the harm."

Wins grace in all eyes
;

But swallow him whole."
Is a bore at once.
He jDuts one in fits."

Of coming fates,

What will be true,
|A soul could see."
'

Is useless moil,
A guy through town."

With a boy at the helm,
While the sun is yet east

;

With a prince at the helm,
"WTien the sun reaches west

;

The house-frame goes crazy
;

The roof leaks with ci'acks."

They cook and they bake
;

As on the world goes :

Must pay for the hash."
Lest the king thou berate

;

Thy critique on the great

:

Quick thy treason will fly
;

The king's ear it will find."

Abroad on the flood
;

The whole v/ill repay. '

And a little to spare
;

Nojie^on earth is aware.
PouFon groundthoughlmtilled

;~

j Will not vanish away,
( In its place it will stay.

"

To sow falls behind
;

To reap is delayed.
Which way will wind blow,
In each embryo

;

The whole he makes go.

Nor stop till the eve
;

Thou canst not conceive
;

From both thou 'It receive."

4
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How rich a delight
And glad to the eyes
Yet many though be
And every day
He must not foi-get

And many there '11 be

—

Enjoy thy prime,
With merry heart
Go at thine ease,

But know that for all

So avoid for thy heart
When thy youth thou shalt see

Then remember thy Creator,
Ero shall come that season later,

Years draw nigh, thyself the stater

Sun by day
Moon no ray
Cloud's relay

To welcome the light,

To see the sun rise !

The years one may see.

Feel joy though he may
;

That dark days come yet

;

Of inanity.

In youthful time

;

Take all thy part

;

See what thou please :

An account will God call.

And thy body a smart

;

To be inanity.

While the prime of youth is thine
;

When thy powers shall all decline :

That all pleasure they resign
;

Its light concealing,
Or star revealing.
With shower wheeling.

Guards then stooiJ before the door,
Totters too the janitor

;

Women lessen at the mill-stone.
Peeping through the lattice-gloom none ;

—

Portals streetward shut.
Inward mill-song mute.

Shrill as birdling pipes the old man's strain,
Cracked the chords in turn relax again.
Dreads he now to climb the least ascent,
Fancies risk where'er his steps are bent.
Blossoms white his head as almond-tree,
Burdens him each insect wearily.
Fails the caper^berry's pungency.

Wends he nearly to his final home,
Wallers for the solemn rites have come.
Quick the silver cord of life is snapped,
Down its golden lamp in ruins rapt

;

Dashed as pitcher on the fountain's side.

Shattered as the wheel for draught supplied.
So reverts the flesh to earth. Whence it had at first its birth :

But returns the soul to God, Who assigned its late abode.

" Utter inanity !

"

The Preacher exclaims
;

" All is inanity !
"

Nevertheless the Preacher in his wisdom
Has once more attemi^ted popular instruction :

He has weighed And in\c&cigated
;

Arranging similes Very many.
He has sought to put them in attractive phrase.
But has written His earnest convictions.

Such maxims wise
On driven nails

These, unified

A lesson read
For volumes more
But to jjeruse

The final gist
" God's fear jjreserve.

On this all turns
God tries each work
If good, he '11 see,

Like goads incise

;

Amassed, none fails.

By author tried.

To all who heed.
There 's ample store

;

Would pains abuse.

Is this ;—now list

:

His laws observe ;

"

For man's concerns.
However dark

;

Or ill it be.



INTRODUCTION.

I. AUTHORSHIP.

As this is the most disputed question relating to the present Iwok of Scripture, we con-

sider it first, and in doing so we will necessarily have to discuss manj^ incidental points

that are intimately related to the other sections of this Introduction. Tlie question of the.

age or date of composition is esj^eciallj'^ involved in this examination.

1. The I'raditionary View.—The great majority of Jewish and Christian critics, scholars,

and expounders have ascribed the Book of Ecclesiastes to Solomon, largely influenced, of

course, by the statement to that effect in the title (i, 1 ; see the comment there), which
voices the general sentiment of earlier antiquity. The rabbins may be said to be unanimous
on this head, and the church fathers adopted it without hesitation. The former class, and
some of the latter also, were competent, in point of learning and judgment, to determine
the matter, and amid the conflicts and disputes of more recent writers no rival candidate

has been named, much less advocated. We are therefore disposed to retain this authorship

until something more decisive shall be adduced against it.

It has, indeed, been suggested that the fanciful title of Qoheleth or " the Preacher " is

indicative of an intention on the part of the author to assume a fictitious name, and the

largely similar books of Ecclesiasticus and the Wisdom of Solomon, in the Old-Testament
Apocrypha, are adduced as confirming this view ; but the argument wholly fails for the follow-

ing among other reasons: (1) Neither of these two works gives on its face a clew to its ori-

gin, the author of the former being set forth in the anonymous preface only (by some other

hand) as "Jesus the son of Sirach," and the writer of the latter professing (vii, 1) to be
simply an ordinary "mortal man; " (2) the definite statement on the part of the author of

Ecclesiastes, that he was "the son of David, king in Jerusalem" (the last item often repeated

in various forms; i, 12, IG; ii, 7, 9,. 12, 25), is inconsistent with such a design of anonymous
authorship; and (3) there has never been a parallel in the history of literature to so audacious

and successful an imposture as this theory supposes, for modern writers, who wish to attain

currency and yet remain concealed under a nom de plume (like "Preacher" here), do not

assume the name of a well-known celebrity like that of the royal sage of Jerusalem.

2. Various other Opinions.—IMost of the commentators, etc., who reject the Solomonic
authorship of this book are obliged to content themselves with vague conjectures as to

who possibly might have written it, and some of them even imagine that several persons co-

operated in the task; but a few have attempted to be more definite, and the following table

of their suppositions on the subject sufiiciently discloses the hopelessness of all such guesses :

B. C.

975-588 .

,

699-588.,
536-500..
538-333.,

465-404

.

450-400

.

450-333.

433
430
420-330

.

. .Nachtigal.

..Paulus, Schmidt, Jahn, etc.

. . Grotius, Kaiser, Eichhorn, etc.

..Hermann, Nachman, Krochmal,
Umbreit, etc.

. . Van der Hardt, Keil, etc.

..Hiivernick, Weber, Zockler, etc.

. .Rosenmiiller, Bernstein, De-
litzsch, etc.

. . Hengstenberg, Stuart, etc.

..Ewald.

B.C.
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B. The Philological Argiiment.—Chief stress has been hiid by the opponents of the Solo-

monic date upon the alleged later Hebrew style of the language, and especially the so-called

Aramaisms and other corruptions in the book. Lists of these words have been ostentatiously

drawn up, a few by Grotius and more copiously by Knobel, Davidson, Zockler, and Keil;

but the inappositeness of most of them has been shown by Herzfeld, Von Essen, Pusey,

Tayler Lewis, SchafTer, and others, so that out of the entire array of about one hundred, only

half a dozen remain as really of a decided Chaldaiziug cliaracter, and none of these can be

clearly identified as chronologically fixed.* On the other hand, it is certain that the general

character of the post-exilian Hebrew, as evinced by the actual specimens which exist (Ezra,

Nehemiah, Esther, Daniel, Zechariah, Haggai, Malachi, etc.), does not resemble that of

Ecclesiastes. The phraseology of this book, indeed, is peculiar, hwt it cannot be explained

on tlie theory of a later date. It is doubtless due in part to the intimacy of Solomon with

his Gentile neighbors, and many of its most peculiar terms and phrases to his own
idiosyncrasy, esj^ecially the effort to express philosophical distinctions in the untractable

vernacular of his nation. See these points exemplified in our articles on the book in

McClintock and Strong's CyclofORdia, vols, iii and xii ; and the individual words treated

in the foot-notes to our Commentary. The following is an alphabetical list of some of the

most striking of these verbal peculiarities which we have ourselves collected ; for a minute

dissection of many idiomatic combinations see the anonymous treatise on the Authorship of

Ecclesiastes (really by the Rev. David Johnston, of Scotland), and for others see Dr. C. H.

Wright's Doimellan Lecture for 1880-1, p. 488-500.

1?5*) 'illmc, vi, 6.

''J^?> 'amy, expletive, i, 10, etc.

''J^5I 'anly, elliptical for Vtinartiy, viii, 2.

y^'M, ffuipmmdts, X, 8.

f'^n. hdhel, i, 2; xii, 8.

nin, horeh, ii, 22.

|331, uic-hel-en, viii, 10.

I^T, z^mdn, iii, 1, etc.

i'J'n, cholydw, V, 17 [16].

]*?n' chepJiets, iii, 1, etc.

N^iT", yeJiuw\ xi, '.].

n33, keidr, i, 10, etc.

p"l^'3, Mshroicn, ii, 21, etc.

r^T'ip, m'^diyndh, ii, 8.

^VC?'^??* DipO, m^qoicm she-han-n^chdliym, i, 7.

* Delitzscli, in his Ci>mme)itary on Ecclcsiasietf
(Clark's Lilinirn, Ediiih., 1s;t, p. UM), sq.) adduces a list

of nini'fv-tlve '']iiiii<i.rlr<iiii)irna or words and forms in
Kolii'lctli peculiar ti) tiie later Hebrew,"' as^' placing it

beiiiind <ill iliiiiht that in this book wehave aproduction
of the pcist-cxilian period.'' But this formidable array,
upon close scrutiny, altogether fails to support such a
conclusion.

1. If it proves any thinpr, it proves too much ; for a
larf!:(^ mnulier of tlie words cited occur elsewhere only
in the Talmud, ami therefore by a similar reasoning we
must bring down thi' composition of the book to that
date, which is historically impossible.

2. A large proportion of the words are confessedly
found nowhere else in Hebrew literature. These prove
nothing as to the date.

3. A (onsidcnible number are occasionally found in
some of the earliei- books, as Isaiah, etc. These likewise
cannot fairly lie counied for this imriiose.

4. The coiiii);iiailvely small resiiluuin left may reason-
ably be exiilainec I as ileriving I lieir deteriorated and pecul-
iar cast from tliecoirupting inllueiice of s<ilomon's known
proclivities to foreign associations. A similar tendency
to debased (so-(^alled " later '") forms is observable in
Other compositions of Solomon, es|iecially the Canticles.

5. A notable example of Delitzsch's inconclusivenessin

D"'p3:, nekdfiym, v, 10 [18 J,

PjlD, fiucjjh, iii, 11, etc.

nni?, 'dhdd, ix, 1.

Dy, 'hn, i, 10, etc.

D^y. '61dm, iii, 11, t

C^V' 'inydn, i, 13, etc.

^'i!'}?' l^avde^, ii, 5.

"lE^'S, pesher, viii. 1.

DSriS, plthjdm, viii, 11.

nn niyi, re'itwth ruwach,

jVi?"!, ra'yowii, ii, 22).

~K', she- (as pref. ), often,

te shel, viii, 17.

t3^^'. shd/at, etc., ii, 19, etc,

!i^^' tdqan, i, 15, etc.

etc.

i, 14, etc. (so

this argument is seen in his objecting to the rendering of

D?yn by " the world " in chap, iii, 11, on the ground that

this is a post-biblical sense. Certainly this is no more
true than in the case of many of the words which he has
adduced for the very purpose of lowering the date of the
book. On the contrary, Dr. Tayler Lewis has shown (in

his note ad loc. in the American edition of l.anges Coy/i-

tiK iitiirii) that this later meaning unilerlies and often
crops out from the undoubtedly earlier uses. The same
is doubtless true of tin; oilier words in Delitzsch's list.

0. Arguments as to authorship, drawn from the use of

particular words, are precarious, because negative. In
this instance they are more than countiMlialaiiced by the

style of reasoning and other circumstances, which are
eminently Solomonic.

I- This woi'd is treated by Delitzsch with curious incon-
.sistency; after using it as an evidence of the posl-biblical

date of Ecclesiastes as being found in the sense of " the
world " in the Talmud only, he still refuses to render it

so, but insists upon giving it the Biblical sense of "eter-
nity." The truth is that iioni- of those positions are cor-
rect. Ill Talmudical writers it properly means ruhjtfv or
illiterate, in the phrase " men of the world," that is,

common or unlearned people.
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From a comparison of the Apocryphal books of Ecclesiasticus and Wisdom, the former of

which, at least, is admitted to have been originally written in Hebrew about B. C. 200, with

the canonical books of Daniel and Ezra, as having no new-Hebraism in common, Pro-

fessor Mai-goliouth, of Oxford, has shown * that these latter must belong to the period of

the captivity, so conclusively that Drs. Driver and Cheyne have been compelled to retract

their assertions to the contrary ; and by a precisely similar process it may easily be proved

not only that the Book of Ecclesiastes, notwithstanding some analogies to the two Apocry-

phal books referred to, is so materially different in pur^jort and phraseology that the late

date assigned it by some is impossible, but also that, however much it may in certain Avords

or phrases resemble the two canonical books just referred to, it cannot be assigned to the

age of the captivity on account of the total difference in general style and import, as well

as in linguistic composition. For example, the comparatively few Aramaisms in Ecclesias-

tes are, as a whole, scarcely more numerous or individually moi'e marked than those found in

many other biblical books undisputedly of classic times ; and the half-dozen special coinci-

dences in peculiar terms are not decisive of a community of date, nor indeed of any definite

date at all. On the contrary, the diffuse, verbose, repetitional, and loose style of Daniel and

Ezra is wholly unlike the terse and varied one of Ecclesiastes; there are here no Chaldee

passages, as those books contain, nor any outright foreign terms as tliere occur (for example,

the names of Greek musical instruments, Dan. iii, 5, 7, 10). A similar conclusion results

from a comparison with other books of the exile, especially Neheraiah and Esther, which

abound with words evidently of extra-Palestinian origin (for example, the title Tirshatha

[Xeh. vii, G5, 70; x, 1 ; Ezra ii, (33], and the names for joost-horses [Esth. viii, 10, 14]). Xor
are the post-exilian books that were written in Palestine, such as the prophecies of Haggai,

Zechariah, and Malachi, cast at all in the mould of Ecclesiastes; for while their compara-

tively pure Hebrew betrays a studious effort to conform to the idioms of the classic

standards (as is usual with writers to whom a language is not altogether vernacular), they

exhibit no such freedom as the author of Ecclesiastes does, who evidently handles the lan-

guage like one " to the manor born." In short, all the evidence, when closely sifted, goes

to show that the "later Hebrew " is not that of this book as a whole or characteristically.

Its peculiarities must be explained on some other theory.

On the other hand, as I have constantly pointed out in tlie course of this Commentary,

the Book of Ecclesiastes bears a very strong literary likeness to the other writings of Solo-

mon, not only in 2)hilosophic style, but even in individual expressions. This is obviously

and characteristically true in comparison with the Book of Proverbs, where the same

adagial form, and especially the striking peculiarity of the "wisdom" doctrine, clearly

mark an identity of authorship. But even in comparison with the Canticles, despite the

entire dissimilarity of theme and circumstances, the same dramatic skill and allegorical

power, as well as an equal poetic genius, are evinced in the closing chapter of the present

treatise, which for scenic effect will compare favorably with any of the plays of Shakespeare

or other moderns. In order to exhibit this resemblance in its proj^er light I subjoin a dram-

atized scheme of the chapter in question.

A Tableau of Old Age.

Time—Oriental whiter, with its dark days and murl\\- nights, and its ever-recurring sliowers.

.

Place—A dilapidated palace.

Outside, the superannuated guardsmen (the trembling arms), and the decrepit janitor (the

tottering legs). Within, the scanty domestics (lost teetli), the closed blinds (failing sight) and barred

doors (dull hearing), and the silent halls (mill-stones disused).

Texaxt—The childish tones and cracked voice, the timidity at venturing abroad, the blanclied locks,

the weight of an insect almost insupportable, and the loss of the sense of taste.

The Fixal Scene—The grave dug, the undertaker bustling about for the funeral, with the profes-

sional mourners in his train to wail over the corpse. In the chamber of death, the silver chain of

the chandelier snapped from the ceiling, and the golden lamp shattered and empty on the floor.

In the court-yard, the buckets of the well or cistern leaky, and the pulley fractured.

The Moeal—The body buried, and the soul gone to the immediate presence ofGod in the invisible world.

* See D. S. Marsroliouth, ,l)i essaj/ on the place of Ecdcuiasticuis in Semitic Literature (London, 1890, 8vo).
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4. The Historical ami Archceological Arguvient.—It has been asserted that the circum-

stances of Solomon's reign do not agree with the idea of his authorshij) of this book ; for

example, he would not be likely to refer to the prevalence of tyranny, as he so often does

(iii, 16; iv, 1, 13, etc.), if he were king himself at the time. On the contrary, this allusion

appears to us to strengthen his title, for it is not so minute and definite as to become per-

sonal, and yet corresponds to the notorious fact of the unpopularity of his public works,

which excited the sedition of Jeroboam and others (1 Kings xi, 14-40), and eventually led

to the disruption under Kehoboam (2 Chrou. x). The weakness of the argument drawn

from the author's use of the past tense in speaking of his own administration (i, 12; ii, 7)

is pointed out in our Commentary at those jiassages. Any inference from whatever slight

discrepancy may be discovered in such details is more than overbalanced by the striking

coincidences elsewhere found in this book with the Solomonic date—such as the references

to the author's parentage and position ( i, 1, 12; ii, 9), his jiublic works (ii, 4-9), wisdom

(i, 13, 16; ii, 3, 9, 12, 15), his son (ii, 19)—all of which could be predicated in this em-

phatic way of no other sovereign or private person of whom we have any knowledge. Even

the angelology of the book, slight as it is (v, 6 [5]), corresjjonds to the period in question,

having its parallel in the prior book of Job (i, 6-12; ii, 1-7), rather than in those of the

post-exilian age (Dan. ix, 21; x, 13; Zech. iii, 1-7). So, likewise, the notice of an abun-

dant literature, especially in the adagial line (xii, 9-12), tallies precisely with the produc-

tions of Solomon (1 Kings iv, 32, 33; Prov. i, 1 ; x, 1; xxv, 1, etc.). Of no other age or

man in Israelitish history could all these facts be predicated, nor has the ingenuity of ob-

jectors to Solomon ever been able to adduce one with any degree of plausibility. Somebody

certainly Avrote the book, and such eminent ability could not have remained permanently

anonymous or undetected. That a pseudo-Solomon should have palmed off his production

as genuine, not only among foreigners of late generations, but among his own people and

contemporaries, is incredible ; no counterfeiter could have so thoroughly covered his

tracks, or suppressed his own identity; a slip somewhere, and that more palpable than has

here been pointed out, would have been sure to betray him. We find no such anachronism,

inconsistency, or inadvertence here, but on the contrary many coincidences and corrobora-

tions.

II. CANONICITY.

Notwithstanding the great variety and uncertainty of interpretation, the Book of Eccle-

siastes has held its place in the sacred canon from the first unchallenged, until very recent

times, except by arch heretics. The Talmud (both text, or Mishna, and commentary, or

Oemara) expressly acknowledges it, all the ancient versions (the Septuagint before, and

those of Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotiou after, the Christian era) contain it, and the

earliest Christian lists likewise give it. The rabbinical queries concerning it relate only to

its public use and exposition, and the first to dispute its divine authority was the notorious

Theodore of Mopsuestia, who died about A. D. 429, and his views were condemned at a general

council in the next century. Most of those who impugn its Solomonic origin do not on that

account or on any other deny its canonicity; the latter has been assailed by a few modern

destructive critics only, especially Augusti, De Wette, and Knobel ; and this merely on the

alleged ground that its teachings are Epicurean, Stoical, skeptical or materialistic. Such

objections—diametricall}' opposed to one another—are, as we have every-Avhere taken occa-

sion to show in our Commentary, unfounded, and only evince the superficial and careless

manner in which the book has been studied and expounded. Viewed in its just light, this

treatise is not only a pre-eminently common-sense statement of the actual facts and circum-

stances of human life, but also a truly 2>hilosophical discussion of its most serious and deep-

est relations, and especially a theodicy—so far as the present stage of existence and Jewish

revelation allowed—of the dispensations of Providence. How nugatory are all such cavils

we shall again have opportunity to remark under subsequent heads of this Introduction,*

and they will be considered more fully in the course of our comments.

* See especially page ~0 aud following.
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III. OCCASION AND PURPOSE.

Taking it for granted, then, that Solomon wrote this book of Holy Scripture, we must

evidently assign it to the later years of his life, as the experience set forth at its beginning

and the paternal attitude assumed at its close demand. The royal sage had drunk the cup

of every earthly joy, and found bitter dregs at its bottom ; and it is against the errors both of

ambition and of philosophy, of selfishness as well as of irreligion, that he now Avarns his

readers. That Solomon began his career with unusually bright means and promise of success,

we know from the sacred chronicle ; and from the same source we learn that in mature life he

followed up these advantages to a high degree of literary achievement, of national and per-

sonal reputation, and of secular success; but we finally read in the same impartial record

that in his later years he partially declined from this high position, and failed of the ulti-

mate and assured results of so glorious a prestige. So far the independent history and this

autobiograjjliy are in full accord. In completing the j)arallel we have to take several facts

into the account, which are either clearly implied iu the comj^arison or fairly deducible from it.

1. Solomon must have been a Discqipointed Man.—This is traceable in the Scripture record

of his political reverses in his latter days to which we have referred in the foregoing sec-

tion of this Introduction, and still more distinctly in the prophetic denunciations of his

religious deterioration (1 Kings xi, 9-13; 30-39), which he must have felt were a just retri-

bution for a violation of his own early vows as well as of his paternal counsels (1 Chron.

xxviii, 9; 2 Chron. vii, 12-22). Accordingly the book before us is an echo of this melan-

choly conviction, and a confession of failure iu the highest ends of life. "Vanity of

vanities " was a most fitting dirge after such an experience.

2. Solomon''s Apostasy was not Complete nor Final.—There has been some injustice done to

him by most expositors of the narrative of this part of his career, and no little misunder-

standing of the character of his youthful piety. The request wliich he made of God at the

memorable interview soon after his inauguration (1 Kings iii, 5-14) was not directly for per-

sonal holiness, but rather for capacity and skill for his oflicial duties; and his prayer at the

dedication of the temple had the same national aspect (1 Kings viii, 22-01). Ilis whole

subsequent aggrandiz.ement was of a like political, commercial, literary, and artistic nature;

and neither his conduct nor his writings evince deep spirituality of mind or great sanctity of

heart. He seems never to have had the rich seasons of communion with God, nor the pow-

erful and refreshing style of devotion which David habitually displays. He w^as religious,

it is true, but after a very different type from that which so closely allies the Psalmist to

the true Christian. Correspondingly, the Book of Ecclesiastes exhibits a religiousness

of the intellect more than one of the emotions; it is, indeed, rather morality than piety, al-

though based upon the motive of the fear of God (Eccles. iii, 14; v, 7 [6]; viii, 12, 13; xi,

9; xii, 1, 13, 14), which is good so far as it goes, but is inadequate as compared with the

impulse of love, which shines so conspicuously in his father's effusions (Psa. xviii, 1 ; cxvi,

1, etc.). How clearly does the royal sage appear in both pictures to occupy at his best the

lower and more theistic plane of a mere servant of God, instead of rising to the rank and

privilege oi a, child—a relation not known, indeed, by that name in the Old-Testament

economy, but substantially apprehended and enjoyed by many of its saints.

On the other hand, and as we might have presumed from the foregoing view' of Sol-

omon's early religious experience, his fall was not so precipitate nor so total—we may even

say, not so radical—as it would have been in the case of David ; who, with all his tempo-

rary derelictions—and they were many and sometimes grievous—ever adhered most strictly to

the worship of Jehovah alone. Nor does it appear that Solomon himself at any time

abandoned or intermitted the regular temple services, but only that he permitted and en-

abled his heathen wives to carry on each their own native cultus (1 Kings xi, 7, 8), and

thus allowed and encouraged the people at large to commit idolatrj' (1 Kings xi, 33). It is

doubtful, even, whether he personally engaged in these pagan rites, or sanctioned them

by his actual presence ; for the language of the sacred writer is not explicit on this point

(1 Kings xi, 1-6), and its expressions ("going after other gods," etc.) are rather to be in-

terpreted in the light of the associated statements, that he loved these foreign wives, and

weakly yielded to their entreaties to be allowed and accommodated with their individual
'5"
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forms of worship. This was indeed a great oflfence, especially in a sovereign, and the

sacred narrative does not seek to conceal or palliate it; nor would we. Yet we must look

at the facts in their just relations, and not infer an absolute and wilful apostasy on the part

of Solomon from his own national religion. He did what many a less conspicuous saint—

-

church member, we should rather say—does to-day in Christendom, namely, wink at " cov-

etousness, which is idolatry" in his family, yea. in himself, while still adhering as closely

as ever (perhaps more so) to the outward forms of regular ecclesiastical service. At all

events, we may say that if Solomon never was very devout, he did not fall very far when
he partially deviated from the strict rule of monotheism, and—^like the Samaritans of later

date—attempted to combine it with 2:)olytheism.

Yet from this degree of blacksliding, or from whatever deeper die of the same sin he

may have fallen into, the Scripture record gives no very doubtful evidence that he was
eventually reclaimed. We find this in the fact that h-e was not himself actually visited with

the penalty of apostasy ; he reigned unmolested to the end of his life, and bequeathed his

undivided dominions to his son as successor. True, the kingdom was afterward divided,

and as a punishment for this transgression (1 Kings xi, 11, 31); because, as in the case of

David (3 Sam. xii, 14) and Manasseh (3 Kings xxi, 10-16), so great a public scandal must

be avenged in some way, although the parties immediately guilty of it were spared by a

timely repentance (3 Sam. xii, 13; 2 Chron. xxxiii, 11-13). This is in consonance not

only with the many other instances and maxims on record of the divine forbearance and

remission under the Old Economy (see especially Ezek. xviii, 21, 22; Jon. iii, 10), but it

is in accordance with Solomon's own sentiments in his dedicatory prayer above alluded to

(1 Kings viii, 46-52). Inasmuch, then, as Solomon was not himself visited with dethrone-

ment, subjugation, exile, or premature death, there is a fair presumption that he repented

of his sin, and thus averted the personal penalty, although a public retribution still over-

hung the nation for its participation in his crime of treason against Jehovah, and especially

for its repetition and incorrigible continuation, with more aggravated features, in the follow-

ing reign (1 Kings xiv, 22-24). It is noteworthy that the compiler of the parallel account

in Second Chronicles, although rehearsing Solomon's anticipation of the divine lenience (vi,

36-39), omits all reference to the history of his defection, as if it had been condoned; but

that he was aware of it, is evident from his allusion (x, 15) to one incident in connection

with that transaction (1 Kings xi, 29-31).

But we are not left to these inferences merely in this matter : if this book be really the

production of Solomon, as we have shown to be altogether probable ; and if it be a veritable

narrative of his own experience early and late, as it likewise very clearly appears to be;

then we are fairly entitled to use it in evidence of his eventual return to the right path, if,

indeed, he ever consciously and purposely forsook it (see Prov. xxii, 6). Certainly there is

nothing impossible or even imj^robable in such a supposition of itself, and there is nothing

positively known against it on historical grounds. We therefore regard this book as the

latest utterance of a restored blackslider, or at least see nothing in it inconsistent with a

reasonable construction of the facts in his career. In writing this quasi-autobiography it was

not essential—nor would it have been either delicate or useful—to recaj^itulate this humil-

iating scene in his life; in fact, the drift of the book did not call for it. His object was to

deal with a different topic, a theosophical and anthropological jDroblem
;
yet he does this in

the chastened and humble spirit of one who had bitterly suffered, not so much (like most

men) the outward buffetings of Providence, as the inward grief of having failed to make
the highest attainment which in youth he had proposed to himself; and he therefoie

admonishes his readers to turn their attention early and constantly to a deeper wisdom and

a surer peace than he had himself found. The lesson itself we will further develop under a

subsequent head.

IV. STYLE.

We have already been obliged to touch upon this topic in treating of the authorship of the

book, but there remain several important features of it to be considered growing out of the

nature of the task, and the manner in which the writer chose or was compelled to handle it.

1. It is essentially Poetical in Form.—Although not lyrical in its nature, like the Psalms

—
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that is, not designed to be sung or accompanied by music in worship or liturgical service,

and therefore not cast in the strict mould of Hebrew versification, peculiar and yet free as

that is—still it has the essential distinction of the parallelistic arrangement and the terse

figurative and alliterative style, as well as the pithy and condensed phraseology, with a

certain degree of unusual construction, which mark true poetry in whatever language and
among all nations. At the same time its didactic purpose and opigramniatic origin called for a

certain piquancy and even enigmatical air about its language, which, added to the profunditv

of its theme and the philosophical aim of its treatment, could not fail to cause much
difficulty in its execution and considerable obscurity in its expression. As we have already

intimated, the writer was compelled to take extraordinary license with his mother-tongue

in compassing this composite aim, and even to coin new terms as well as to use old ones in

rare or peculiar senses. The distinctive character of the Book of Ecclesiastes in this respect

has been justly recognised by the Masoretic editors, who have placed it in connection with

the other poetical books, but have not given it the poetical accentuation. That the author

himself fully realized the sjime traits of his composition, is evident from his own statement

(xii, 9-12), that it was intended to be adagial in its substance, and discriminatively true in its

teachings, yet pleasing in its form and pungent in its phrase ; at the same time homogeneous in

its matter, and brief in its extent. His own genius and habit, as thinker and writer, inclined

and qualified him pre-eminently for this mode of presenting his ideas; and the custom of

antiquity, no less than of modern literature and folk-lore, points it out as the most natural

and effective form and style in which to set forth the accumulated wisdom of a life-time

and of all preceding ages. Proverbs have a spice and a pregnancy about them, which add
to their charm and instructiveness; while their paradoxical quaintness and variety of appli-

cation seize upon and retain the attention of the hearer or reader. They are generally in

verse or in poetry more or less rhymed, so that the sound may aid the sense in remember-
ing and readily repeating them from lip to lip. All these elements and aspects are found

to be admirably combined in the present essay or poem—call it which or both, as we may;
and they must all be carefully borne in mind by the exjjositor and student. We have done
what we could to assist the eye of the English reader by our " Rhythmical Rendering," his

taste by our "Metrical Aversion," and his understanding by our " Commentary " and '"Notes."

2. It is likewise Arffumentative in its Contents.—The topics discussed are among the most
intricate and profound that can engage the human intellect or occupy the moralist's heart.

It is essentially an attempt to solve that world-wide and time-long jiroblem, how to recon-

cile God's sovereignty with man's freedom ; the compatibility of earthly suffering with celestial

goodness ; the disorders of the present state with justice of final awards. These momentous
questions, as we will presently show, it does not really answer; but it does the next best

thing, and the only thing possible to finite investigation, namely, its calm and thorough

discussion from the human point of observation, furnished with the strongest light that a

most highly favored jiosition, ample opportunity, and searching inquiry could afford. But
the process necessarily involves close reasoning, severe logic, and ingenious disceriDtion ; and
the subject has to be looked upon from every side, not at once and in general, but succes-

sively and therefore somewhat discrepantly, so that one view may be balanced and corrected

by another. All this involves some appearance of confusion, some contradiction, perhaps, in

representation, in order to arrive at the discrete and harmonious truth. This process, of

course, in a poetical essay, especially in the vivid and rapid method of Oriental discussion,

and above all with the trammels of a non-metaphysical vocabulary, an unreduced syntax,

and an uncurbed rhetoric like that of the Hebrews, demanded and must have produced a

large laxity of expression and great variety of presentation in the present case; and instead

of complaining of incoherence, ungracefulness, obscurity, and lack of contiuuitj', we ought

rather to admire the writer's skill and deftness in managing so completely and lucidly and

efficiently his arduous task. We shall gain nothing surely by (piarrelling with his effort', or

complaining of his method in carrying it out. The judicious and appreciative critic will ac-

cept both as the best that could have been expected under the circumstances, and will patiently

and carefully set himself to ascertain the author's real meaning, rather than pick flaws in

his terminology, dispute his logic, or deny his accuracy. When fairly treated, we find the

premises and the conclusions ecpially legitimate, although the syllogistic method is not
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pursued in connecting them. There is a deep philosophy about the book, and its state-

ments are well worthy our acceptance and even our admiration. We can afford to take

some pains in adjusting its details and in penetrating its inner sense.

3. It is eminently Co?ni/ion -sense in Tone and I'einper.—Not only are the facts adduced

those of every-day life, but its illustrations are likewise drawn from the most familiar

affairs of people at large; and there is a practical air pervading the entire survey of the

field, wliich has always made the book a favorite source of quotation and exemplification.

Eacli human being is concerned in the matters treated of, and all have liad their troubles

essentially in the manner described. Speculation is not resorted to for relief, but comfort

is derived from a calm inspection and review of all the facts and circumstances of the

situation. We believe we have exonerated the writer from all sinister aims, and vindicated

him from all extreme leanings. He takes up the cause of universal humanity as it actually

exists, and after carefully examining tlie case in its manifold aspects and bearings, he draws

his inferences, off-setting the favorable against the unfavorable features, and recommends

what every body at all rational or well-balanced in mind at last finds to be the only recourse,

namely, to take experience as it is, and make the best of it. This he says in plain terms at

last; indeed, he reiterates it over and over again, mingling, it is true, the dark with the

bright hues of the landscape, but striking a fair balance on the whole. The language is

unexceptionable in point of morality and decorum, and the results are tersely and forcibly

put. More than this could not reasonably be required of him in such a literary vmdertaking.

Many of the figures are particularly fine, and the beauty of the closing chapter is universally

conceded. The whole essay comes home to the head, the liand, the heart, and the soul of

the ordinary struggler in life's contest, with a pathos and a power, a pertinence and a

particularity, which are not merely despite its ruggedness and abruptness and repetitious-

ness of style, but largely because of them. The reader perceives and feels that the writer,

although a king and a sage, is yet a true man^ in earnest symjiathy with his fellows of the

common soil, and that he writes so as best to relieve them in their troubles, and guide them

in their doubts and distractions. He is less solicitous about the smoothness of his sentences

or the perspicuity of his words, than about their force and effect. His phrase may be at

times homely, but it is every-where and on the whole healthy ; and his periods, when the

most jagged and antithetical, are still the most incisive and mutually bracing. The drift

and tenor of his doctrine will more fully come into the purview of our next heading.

V. CONTENTS AND PLAN.

Without repeating what we have already liad occasion to remark on this branch of our

Introduction under other divisions of it, or anticipating what will be given in greater de-

tail in our "Tabular Analysis," we may here gather up in a few paragraphs the general scope

and purport of the writer's disquisitions in this entire book, and his order in disposing his

lucubrations.

1. Elements.—In his survey of the world and of life the writer finds certain facts given

and therefore taken as the basis of his reasonings. These may be summarized under the

following category, proceeding ah intra outward and upward.

First, there is the individual person, with his human nature,—impulsive, ambitious,

hopeful, and energetic as to himself, his powers, and his desires
;
yet more or less thoughtful,

solemn, and serious in his prospects and anticipations. All this is favorable. On the other

hand, he soon discovers that he is limited, and, worse than that, mortal; and his researches,

efforts, and acquirements not only fail of present success, but must soon end, and be resigned

to other hands. This is the unfavorable side of the case. Man is a contradiction in himself.

Secondly, he is surrounded and inextricably involved with others, who are equally a

riddle and a medley of capacities and pursuits; and unfortunately these often run counter

to his own, and lead to still greater confusion and trouble. Society is a Babel, and the

Avorld a pandemonium.

Thirdly, the material universe, although insensate and passive, is energized and per-

meated by forces as various and conflicting as those operating in the mental and moral

spliere
;
and although these are so adjusted and balanced as not to destroy the physical
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fabric or continuity of nature, they nevertheless often override and thwart man's endeavors

and aggravate liis misery.

Fourthly, above and beyond all these are evident tokens of a sovereign Power, who
has created and who still controls these sublunary entities and operations: lie must be crood

and wise and omnipotent, and yet he suffers this disorder to go on for the present, and has

not even assui'ed the unfortunate subjects of it as to what will be the outcome or explanation,

beyond the mere certainty of their own mortality and accountability to him. This consum-
mates the prolilem, and reduces man, whether high or low, to the sheer necessity of suc-

cumbing to his fate, and submitting to his lot; taking life and fortune as it goes, gettino-

what good he can out of it, but not troubling himself with anxiety for the futui'e, bevond
an ordinary prudence in conducting his affairs, and in securing the favor of the Being upon
whom .all things now and hereafter dej^end.

Now be it observed, these are not the chimeras of tiie writer's own imagination, nor the

arbitrary selections of a one-sided partisan or theorizer, but the absolute and stark facts that

stare every man in the face as he looks into his own experience, or gazes abroad upon the

race around him ; they have, moreover, always been the prominent features of history, and
they are likely to be its permanent outlines till the end of time. The author recommends
his reader to accept tliem as such, and humbly, systematically, and constantly endeavor to

adapt himself and conform his conduct and aspirations to them; trusting implicitly to the

superior power and skill of the great Ruler, who in some way or other, at some time or

other, will make it all right in the end, or will at least reward his pious servants for their

own faith and obedience.

We ask. Is not this a true picture ? We further inquire, Has philosopliy or religion,

even under the light of Christian revelation, ever advanced substantially beyond this limit?

The wisest, tlie most saintly, need not seek to transcend or ignore these grand lines of hu-

man activity and virtue. As we cannot escape from the world or from ourselves, we can

find satisfaction and repose only in harmonizing these elements; and we will avoid disap-

pointment only by not relying upon earthly resoiu'ces while yet calmly using them, and by

depending upon higher considerations for our essential and ultimate happiness, namely, the

consciousness of faithfully fulfilling the laws of our being, and making all our surroundings

contribute to this mental and moral independence. This is the summum honiun, and it is

the crowning pinnacle of wisdom and worth.

2. Doctrines.—Under this head we shall not recapitulate what we have just drawn ujj

as the outcome of the whole essay, but discuss certain generalizations which have been

falsely attributed to the writer as underlying and outcropping all his investigations and

conclusions. They may be substantially reduced to four or five modern terms.

First, the author of Ecclesiastes has been chai'ged vi\t\i pessimism; but this has only

been done by those who have a narrow and im2)erfect apprehension of his meaning and de-

sign. That man is corrupt morallj'^, and that the world is disordered, cannot be denied by

any ^philosopher; and reformers have in every age ajipeared who have taken this cardinal

fact as their watchword. But the writer of this book clearly acknowledges that this was

not the original constitution of things (iii, 11 ; vii, 29), and he more than intimates that it

will somehow be remedied or compensated (ii, 26; v, 8; viii, 12, 13), and that meanwhile

it effects a moral discipline which is worth all it costs (iii, 18; vii, 2, 3). He is emphatic

as to the folly and inutility of harping on tlie evils that we see or experience (vii, 10), and

he most earnestly and cordially advises the expectation of improvement (vii, 8; viii, 3-5),

condemning all hasty and unwarranted inferences from the continuance and impunity of

evil (vii, 9, 11-19; viii, llj. Above all, such objectors have overlooked the recommen-

dations of cheerfulness with which this book so abounds that it has been pointed to by

others as falling into the very opposite fault, which we will therefore next consider, as

certainly at least savoring of ojitimisin.

Second, an equally superficial objection has been brought against our author as advocat-

ing a voluptuary system as an antidote for earthly vexation very much on the principle of

"Eat and drink, for to-morrow we die." This view is amply refuted by a simple reference

to the frequent warnings in the book itself against over-indulgence of appetite (ii, 1-3; x,

16, IT ; xi, 9, lOj, licentiousness (vii, 26-28J, selfish ease (iv, 5 ; ix, 10 ; x. 18), avarice
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(v, 10-13, etc.). and kindred vices (v, 6, etc.). The passages which have been pointed to as

favoring sensuality (ii, 34; iii, 12, 13, 22; v, 18 [17J, 19 [18]; viii, 15, IG; ix, 7-9; xi, 9)

are to be explained as inculcating merely a cheerful and thankful use of the legitimate

gifts of Providence, and the context clearly indicates that to be the author's meaning.

Third, a species of agnosticism has sometimes been attributed to the author of Ecclesi-

astes, on the ground of his continual references to man's limited knovpledge (i, 8-11 ; ii, 19;

iii, 11; vi, 12; vii, 24; viii, 17); but these are merely statements of the trite truth of man's

liability to error, and do not relate to an ignorance of God and divine things. On the con-

trary, wisdom is constantly applauded in the same breath (ii, 13, 14; iv, 13; vii, 4-G, 9,

11, 12, 19; viii, 1; ix, 13-18; X, 2, 3, 12), although, as every body knows, it is not avail-

able for pecuniary 2)urposes (vi, 8; ix, 11, 15; x, 6), and cannot avert grief (i, 18; vii, 4,

16, 23) or death (ii, 14-16).

Fourth, it has been said that the author's teachings are strongly tinged with, fatalism in

various passages (ix, 1, 2, 11, 12; xi, 2-6); l)ut these are evidently but the common-place

assertion of the unexpectedness and inevitableness of death, Avhich is more distinctly ex-

emplified in other places (iii, 19; vi, 6-8; viii, 8); and a necessitarian interpretation of

them is directly refuted by tlie frequent statement of a discriminative use of opportunity

favorable to success (iii, 1-9; iv, 9-12; ix 10; x, 10; xi, 1-3; xii, 1).

Lastly, a feeble atterai)t has sometimes been made to deduce materialis)ii from some of

the writer's allusions to the condition of the dead (iii, 20, 21; iv, 2, 3; ix, 5, 6, 10); but

this too is a misapplication of them, as we abundantly show in our Commentary, for they

merely relate to the bodily condition, and arc offset by the distinction made in some of

them (iii, 21), and elsewhere (xii, 7), between this and the spirit which survives for retri-

bution (viii, 10; xi, 9; xii, 14).

The specifications of erroneous lessons on these and other abstract jwints are not sus-

tained by a candid examination and comparison ; on the contrary, as already declared, we
find the author eminently sound and conservative in his instructions, voicing the general

sentiment of well-informed and carefully observant humanity throughout, although often

put in an e-v-ixirte form and in hyperbolical phrase for the sake of vividness and effectiveness.

3. Arrangement.—Irregularly and almost incoherently as the author at first sight seems

to proceed in his argument, upon a closer inspection we find that he marshals his materials

in a most admirable order, advancing from point to point by a gradual jjrogress, until at

last his discussion culminates in a climax of exhortation and consolation. For the details

we again refer to our "Tabular Analysis" and Commentary, purposing hereto mark the

salient angles only of his scheme of disputation and instruction.

First, he strikes abruptly the key-note of his thesis, which is, that all sublunary exjieri-

ence is evanescent (i, 2); and this he repeats at intervals, in order to maintain the uuit}^ of

the harmony among his several chords, which sweep alternately from the threnetic basso

of despair to the parenetic soprano of hope—wails intermingled with corafortings (i, 3-11).

His heart has been saddened and discouraged by his personal experience (i, 12-ii, 11), and the

disappointment has been intensified by witnessing the griefs of his fellow-men (ii, 12-26);

imtil death—the one thing certain and common, but a surprise after all and a seemingly final

catastrophe—is awaited as the still more mysterious consummation of a checkered but uu-

explainable life (iii). What should be beyond, he dares not inquire; but feels an intuitive

sus|)icion—perhajis we may call it a conviction—that it does not end the mortal's being,

l)ut is oidy the entrance upon the grand (Tenonement (iv, 1-3). The solution of the prob-

lems of time is reserved for eternity.

Secondly, he reviews human society and history more calmly and more deliberately,

scrutinizing details, especially instances—whether typical or exceptional ; and he finds but

one ruling principle by Avhich to thread the tangled skein of earthly existence and affairs,

namely, a divine superintendence, which, although sovereign and inscrutable, is neverthe-

less a warrant of a real plot or ])lan running through it, and an assurance of beneficence in

it and of a proper adjustment after it (iv, 4-Yi). The result, of course, as before, is not dis-

tinctly nor even dimly apprehended, but it is anticipated on general groimds, and there is

at least a sense of relief from total anarchy.

Thirdly, a still closer inspection of men by classes is made, with a view to ascertain
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the actual value of human wisdom ; and the writer more fully perceives that it is competent
for much practical advantage (vii, 1-22), but is inadequate for a full solution of the great
problem (vii, 23-viii), and especially unavailable in the event—death itself (ix) ; hence he
moralizes on the application of it in the lower as well as the higher walks of social life (x).

He is gradually approaching a philosophical resting-place for the heart rather than for the
head—an acquiescence of the will where reason cannot penetrate; and this is the true
induction by faith in lieu of sight.

Fourthly and lastly, he assumes more pronouncedly the role of a teacher, carrvin^ out
the above discovered principle of contidence in a benign though seemingly arbitrary Provi-
dence, and exhorting to a generous use of this life's, opportunities (xi, 1-Gj, above all a dil-

igent one of the favored season of youth (xi, 7-xii, 7). He seems to look back over his

own life, so promising in its dawn, but squandered too much upon secular enterprises and
expectations; and now in his old age he feels that it is too late to retrieve the i)ast (xii,

8-12). The concluding words are in keeping with this sentiment, urging his reader to

ponder well the main lesson thus portrayed, and in any case to remember that piety is ''the

one thing needful" for all, as Avell in time as for eternity (xii, 13, 14),
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TABULAR ANALYSIS.

-4.—Introduction (i. 1-1 1).

I.—Title, aiitlioi'sliip, ami topic (i, 1, 2).

1. Personal (i, 1).

2. Universal (i, 2).

11.—General illustration (i, 3-11).

1. Human pursuits unsatisfactory (i, 3, 4).

a. Individual (i, 3).

b. Successive (i, 4).

i. Man transient—the dweller (i, 4 f. c).

iL Earth permanent—the dwelling (i, 4 1. c).

2. Nature monotonous thougli changing (i, 5-7).

a. The sun (i, 5).

b. The wind (i, 6).

c. The rivers (i. 1).

3. Earthly interests wearisome (i, 8-II).

a. Never complete (i, 8).

b. Nothing new (i, 9, 10).

c. Soon forgotten (i, 11).

B.—Personal statements and inferences

(i, 12-ix, IS).

1.—From experience (i, 12-ii, 26).

1. The attempts (i, 12-ii, 11).

a. Intellectual (i, 12-18).

i. In general (i, 12-15).

(1.) The opportunity (i, 12).

(2.) The effort (i, 13).

(a.) Earnest (i, 13 f. h.).

(6.) Painful (i, 13 1. li.).

(3.) The failure (i, 14, 15).

(a.) Actual (i, 14).

(&.) Necessary (i, 15).

ii. In particular (i, 16-18).

(1.) The vantage-ground (i, 16).

(2.) The signal failure (i, 17, 18).

(a.) More extensive—because both

normal and abnormal phases of

life are embraced (i, 17).

(b.) More intense—because a deeper

appreciation is acquired (i, 18).

b. Material (ii, 1-11).

i. Vulgar (ii, 1-3).

(1.) Jovialitv—a depressing reaction (ii,

1, 2).

(2.) Inebrietj'—philosophically conduct-

ed so as to realize the excitement

without reaching the stupor (ii. 3).

ii. ^Esthetic (ii, 4-11).

(1.) The appliances (ii, 4-8).

(a.) Real estate (ii, 4-6).

(&.) Personal property (ii, 7, 8).

(2.) The failure (ii, 9-11).

II.—

1,

(a.) Not from lack of resources— exter-

nal or internal (ii, 9).

(&.) Nor from want of realization

—

objective or subjective (ii, 19).

(c.) But from sheer inability thus to

meet the demand of the mind
(ii, 11).

Tlie results (ii, 12-26).

a. Discouraging (ii, 12-23).

i. For the present (ii, 12-16).

(1.) Because the limit lias been reached
(ii, 12).

(2.) Because death must terminate suc-

cess (ii, 13-16).

(a.) Wisdom advantageous neverthe-

less (ii, 13, 14 f. li.).

(b.) But ultimately unavailing (ii, 14 1.

h.-16).

(i.) Against the common doom (ii,

14 1. h., 15).

(ii.) Or even against oblivion (ii, 16).

ii. For the future (ii, 17-23).

(1.) Either one's heirs (ii, 17-21).

(a.) Who may squander (ii, 17-19).

{b.) What they never amassed (ii, 20,

21).

(2.) Or one"sself(ii, 22, 23).

(a.) Who is thus cheated of the final

satisfaction (ii, 22).

(b.) Which he was too busy to take
during life (ii, 23).

b. Encouraging (ii, 24-26).

i. Current enjoyment (ii, 24, 25).

(1.) The true philosophy (ii, 24).

(a.) Both as a human privilege (ii, 24

f. h.).

(&.) And as a divine allotment (ii, 24
1. h.).

(2.) The obvious opportunity (ii, 25).

ii. Providential retribution (ii, 26).

(1.) To the good (ii, 26 f. h.).

(2.) To the bad (ii, 26 1. h.).

From observation (iii, 1-ix, 18).

The compensations of Providence (iii, 2-iv^

16).

</. In the average series of affairs (iii, 1-15).

i. Their mutual counterbalance (iii, 1-8).

(1.) Every thing in its turn (iii, 1).

(2 ) Examples of common opposites (iii,

2-8).

(a.) In the line of natural reaction

—

by two parallels each (iii, 2-4).

(i.) Descending scale [for the worse],

(iii, 2).

39



40 ECCLESIASTES.

(ii.) Ascending scale [for the better]

(iii, 3, 4).

[1.] Actnal (iii, 3).

[2.] Sentimental (iii, 4).

(6.) In the line of social reciprocity

(iii, 5-8).

(i.) Of pnrpose—two universes, one
ascending, the other descend-

ing (iii, 5).

(ii.) Of accident—three converses,

the first two descending, the

third ascending (iii, 5-7 f. h.).

(iii.) Of sentiment—three reverses,

the first and third ascending,

the second descending (iii, 7 1.

h., 8).

ii. Their necessary routine (iii, 9-15).

(1.) Its moral purpose (iii, 9, 10).

(a.) Man's discipline (iii, 9).

(b.) A puzzle to himself (iii, 10).*

(2.) Its proper use (iii, 12, 13).

(a.) Practical appropriation (iii, 12).

(6.) And comfort for the time (iii, 13).

(3.) Its ine.xorable rule (iii, 14, 15).

(a.) A divine appointment (iii, 14).

(&.) All ever-recurring experience (iii,

15).

b. In tlie contrasted positions of society (iii.

16-iv, 16).

i. Subjection (iii, 16-iv, 3).

(1.) Equalized by God (iii, 16-22).

(a.) As the supreme sovereign (iii, 16-

17).

(i.) Who temporarily permits un-

just judges (iii, 16).

(ii.) But will eventually rectify all

(iii, 17).

{h.) Through the common decree of

mortality (iii, 18-22).

(i.) Which men share with other
animals (iii, 18-21).

[I.] This a liumiliating fact (iii,

18).

[2.] Showing an indisputable af-

finity (iii, 19, 20).

[a.] In nature (iii, 19).

[6.] And composition (iii, 20).

[3.] Yet with a notable difference

of destiny (iii, 21).

(ii.) And this teaches an important
practical lesson (iii, 22).

[1.] To take the good of life while
it lasts (iii, 22 f. c).

[2.] Since such is evidently the

divine will (iii, 22 m. c).

[3.] And not wait for the future
(iii, 22 1. c).

(2.) But redressed only in the grave (iv,

1-3).

(a.) Cheerless condition of the op-

pressed liere (iv, 1).

{b.) Making life itself a burden (iv, 2, 3.)

(i.) So that death is preferable (iv,

2.)

(ii.) Or the unconsciousness of the
unborn (iv, 3).

ii. Success (iv, 4-16).

(1.) Implies competition (iy, 4-6).

(a.) Evils resulting (iv, 4, 5).

(i.) To the energetic—euvy of

others (iv, 4).

(ii.) To the inactive—suicidal de-

spair (iv, 5).

(b.) Advantage of a moderate am-
bilion (iv, 6).

(2.) Requires partnership (iv, 7-12).

(a.) For enjoyment (iv, 7, 8).

(b.) For accomplishment (iv, 9-12).

(3.) Involves revolution (iv, 13-16).

(a.) As in thecasc [frequent in histor}-]

of a dotard superseded on the

throne by an oljscure youth [who
if an lieir is often kept in prison

for fear of insurrection] (iv, 13,

14. [Render '' For also in his

(the other's) kingdom he was born
poor "]).

(6.) Which example in its turn is soon
effaced from the national enthu-
siasm by other transitions (iv, 15,

16 [Render "(in comiection) with
the lad, the second (king), who
stood up in his (ihe former
king's) stead "]).

2. Some plain duties of mankind (v, vi).

a. Toward their suijeriors—loyalty (v, 1-9).

i. Whether God—as to vows (v, 1-7).

(1.) General sobriet}^ (v, 1-3).

(a.) Deliberation (v, 1 ).

(b.) Reticence (v. 2).

(c.) Seriousness (v, 3).

(2.) Special conscientiousness (v, 4-7).

(a.) In fulfilling promises (v, 4, 5).

(b.) Guilt otherwise incurred (v, 6).

(c.) Heedless language impious (v, 7).

ii. Or rulers—as to contentment (v, 8, 9).

(I.) In view of God's supreme jurisdic-

tion (v, 8).

(2.) In viewof man's mutual dependence
(V, 9).

h. Toward themselves—enjovment (v, 10-vi,

12).

i. While life lasts (v, 10-20).

(1.) Without hoarding (v, 10-17).

(a.) For one'sself (v, 10-12).

(i.) Avarice never satisfied (v, 10).

(ii.) E.Kpenses commensurate with
income (v, 11).

(iii.) Miseries of the millionaire (v,

12).

(b.) Or for children (v, 13-17).

(i.) Injury to the heir (v, 13, 14).

[1.] By tempting to prodigality

(V, 13).

* The meaning of this verse seems to be that the orderly system of creation, although reflected In man's nature
(as a microcosm), does not reveal the secrets of Providence even to him.
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[2.] By inducing habits of de-

pendence (v, 14).

(ii.) Injustice to tlie testator (v. 15-

17).

[].] WJio must leave every tiling

(v, 15, 16).

[2.] After a life of privation (v,

17).

(2.) Without asceticism (v, 18-20).

(«.) As God obviouslv designs (v, 18,

19).

(i.) By according tlie opportiuiity

(V, 18).

(ii.) And afTording the means (v, 19).

(h.) As conscience rightlv indicates (v,

20).

(i.) By a retrospect of life (v, 20 f.

c.).

(ii.) And the approval of heaven (vi,

20 I. c).

ii. "While capacity remains (vi).

(1.) Which is essential in the present (vi,

1-9).

((/..) No acquirement can conipeiisate

for it (vi, 1-6).

(i.) Either in possessions (vi, 1, 2).

[1.] These rather aggravate tlie

evil (vi, 1).

[2.] Since some one else niyst en-

joy them (vi, 2).

(ii.) Or in longevity (vi, 3-6).

[1.] This mav extend the lineage

(vi, 3 f. c.).

[2.] Without ensuring comfort
while alive or regard when
dead (vi, 3 resh-5).

[3.] But only j^rolongs the misery
(vi, 6).

(h.) Not even genius can dispense with

it (vi, 7-9).

(i.) For sustenance is the par-

amount and continual demand
(vi, 7).

(ii.) And Avisdom is not wealth
(vi, 8).

(iii.) Nor is speculation the reality

(vi, 9).

(2.) As it is irrecoverable in the future

(vi, 10-12).

(«.) Since man is confessedly imi)er-

fect (vi, 1 0).

(i.) In his own constitution (vi, 10

f. h.).

(ii.) In comparison with God (vi, 10

1. h.).

(h.) And imsusceptible of improve-
ment (vi, 11, 12).

(i.) Tendinis rather to deterioration

(vi, 11).

(ii.) And unable to forecast his needs
(vi, 12).

[1.] Even for his own brief life

(vi, 12 f. h.).

[2.] Much less for posterity (vi,

12 1. h.).

6

3. The true philosophy of life (vii-i.x).

u. Patience under ordinary ills (vii).

i. Its practical value (vii, 1-22).

(1.) As a moral discipline (vii, 1-10).

(a.) Reformatory—of conceited hilar-

ity (vii, 1-6).

(i.) By the silent lesson of mortal-
ity (vii, 1-4).

(ii.) By the spoken rebuke of wis-
dom (vii, 5, 6).

(h.) Repressive—of severe outbursts
(vii, 7-10).

(i.) Under provocation (vii, 7-9).

[1.] As of briberv in judges (vii,

7).

[2.] Where self-restraint may yet
triumph (vii, 8).

[3.] And resentment is a weak-
ness (vii, 9).

(ii.) In a croaking spirit (vii, 10).

[1.] Which is probably unjust
(vii, 1 f. h.).

[2.] And in any case useless (vii,

10 1. h.).

(2.) As an intellectual e.\ercise (vii, 11-
22).

(«.) The value of discretion in general
(vii, 11, 12).

(i.) Often available in a pecuniary
point of view (vii, 11, 12 f. h.

[Render "good (equally)
with "]).

(ii.) But especially in higher emer-
gencies (vii, 12 1. h.).

(h.) In application to divine Providence
(vii, 13-18).

(i.) Its mysteries (vii, 13-15).

[1.] Ine.xplicable by man (vii, 13).

[2.] Yet on the whole self-bal-

ancing (vii, 14).

[3.] Thougli not alwa^ys discrim-
inative of moral worth (vii,

15).

(ii.) Its retributions (vii, 16-18).

[1.] On the sanctimonious (vii, 16).

[2.] On the dissolute (vii, 17).

[3.] True piety tlie onlv safety

(vii, 18).

(c.) In application to human inter-

course (vii, 19-22).

(i.) Sagacity a political fortress

(vii, 19).

(ii.) But criticism to be sparingly

indulged (vii, 20-22).

[1.] Because no one is faultless

(vii, 20).

[2.] And an eavcs-dropper may
learn his own foibles (vii, 21).

[3.] Or is at least conscious of

them (vii, 22).

ii. Even when problems are insoluble (vii,

23-29).

(1.) As is often found to be the case (vii,

23, 24).
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(a.) Either from our own folly (vii, 23).

{b.) Or the difficulty of the subject

(vii, 24).

(2.) Especially in judging of human nat-

ure (vii, 25-29).

(a.) Normal and abnormal specimens

met with (vii, 25).

(&.) Sexual purity the most inscrutable

(vii, 26-28).

(i.) Harlots a public nuisanr-e (vii,

26).

(ii.) But perfect female virtue rare

(vii, 27, 28).*

(c.) Corruption the result of the Pall

(vii, 29).

b. Resignation amid unavoidable allotments

(viii).

i. From man (viii, 1-9).

(1.) Yolunlarily (viii, 1-5).

(a.) Moral considerations (viii, 1, 2).

(i.) Self-culture (viii, 1).

(ii.) Loyalty (viii, 2).

(b.) Prudential considerations (viii, 3-

5).

(i.) Conciliation (viii, 3, 4).

[].] By yielding in act (viii, 3).

[2.] By submittiug in word (viii,

4).

(ii.) Impunity (viii, 5).

[L] By avoiding liability (viii, 5

f. h.).

[2.] By biding one's time (viii, 5

1. h.).

(2.) Necessarily (viii, 6-9).

(«.) Internal consideration— individ-

ual impotence (viii, 6-8).

(i.) Of mind—as to the future (viii,

6, 7).

[1.] In providing for emergencies
(viii, 6).

[2.] Whicli cannot be foreseen

(viii, 7).

(ii.) Of body—as to death (viii, 8).

[1.] "Whicli is sure to come at

last (viii, 8 f. h.).

[2.] No convict can escape that

dungeon (viii, 8 1. h.).

(b.) E.\ternal consideration — social

tyranny (viii, 9).

(i.) This is a sore puzzle (viii, 9

1 h.).

(ii.) Yet a stubborn fact (viii, 9 1. li.

[Omit " own "]).

ii. From God (viii, 10-17).

(1.) Rehgiously (viii, 10-14).

(a.) Moral consideration—reputation

(viii, 10).

(i.) While alive—respectability (if

not too bad) and privilege (viii,

lOf. h.).t

(ii.) When dead—oblivion, imless

good (viii, 10 1. h.).

(b.) Prudential consideration—retribu-

tion (viii, 11-14).

(i.) Often delayed—and then cu-

mulative (viii, 11).

(ii.) But ultimately certain (viii, 12,

13).

(iii.) E-xceptions only apparent (viii,

14).

(2.) Philosophically (viii, 15-17).

(rt.) Practical considerations (viii, 15).

(i.) Much enjoyment always pos-

sible (viii, 15 f. h.).

(ii.) Despite Providential inflictions

(viii, 15 1, h.).

(//.) Speculative considerations (viii,

16, 17).

(i.) Worry does no good (viii, IG).

(ii.) The problem insoluble (viii, 17).

c. Contentment with common circumstances

(ix).

i. Because deatli comes to all alil;e (ix,

1-6).

(1.) As an arbitrary doom (ix, 1, 2).

• (a.) Divine and unforeseen (ix, 1 [omit
" by " and " that " in 1. c.]).

(h.) Irrespective of moral character

(ix, 2).

(2.) As an absolute stop (ix, 3-6).

(a.) Recklessness of mortals neverthe-

less (ix, 3).

(&.) The opportunity never to retin-n

(ix, 4-6).

(i.) Probation over (ix, 4).

(ii.) Earthly consciousness g-oue

(ix, 5).

(iii.) Human interests severed (ix, 6).

ii. Hence one should improve life while he
may (ix, 7-12).

(1.) As a divine privilege (ix, 7-10).

(a.) Both for comfort (ix, 7-9).

(i.) Personal (ix, 7).

(ii.) Social (ix, 8).

(iii.) Domestic (ix, 9).

(6.) And for activity (ix, 10).

(2.) As an uncertain scene (ix, 11, 12).

(«.) In tlie measure of its success (ix,.

11).

(/;.) In the time of its close (ix, 12).

iii. For even wisdom makes no material

difference in these respects (ix, 13-

18).

(1.) In spite of its intrinsic worth (ix,

13-16).

* The slur here cast by Solomon upon the sex is notoriously true of much of Oriental society, and may have
been the experience of his own harem. He had a bad lot to judge from ' But the men in the East are unspeaka-
bly worse as a rule.

t IQ this comprehensive but somewhat abstruse verse (which requires no amendment in the rendering) the

burial is a decent mterraent (as in vi, 3), and "the place of a holy (man)" [not "the holy place," for which
a specific Hebrew word exists] is not specially the Temple, but life itself, which as a scene of probation has a
peculiarly sacred character.
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(a.) Illustration of its practical power
(ix, 13-15 f. h.).

(b.) Its failure of secular reward
nevertheless (ix, 15 1. h., 16).

(2.) By reason of its inherent modesty
(ix, 17, 18).

{a.) Which is out-clamored Ijv folly

(ix, H).

(b.) Or counteracted by vilhiuy (ix,

18).

C.—Adagial reflections and counsels (x,

1-xii, 7).

I.—Prudential (x).

1. In social life (x, 1-7).

a. Private (x, 1-3),

i. A single foible ruinous (.x, 1).

ii. Tact ready and obvious (x, 2, 3).

b. Public (x, 4-7).

i. A steady temper with a concessive

manner will bring a king to terms (x,

4).

ii. Office is not always a mark of merit (x,

5-7).

(1.) This is a blunder of tlie appointing

power (x, 5),

(2.) Fools promoted and the wealthy
plundered (x, 6).

(3.) Like slaves on horses and nobles on
foot (X, 7).

2. In individual life (x, 8-20).

a. Private (x, 8-15).

i. In act—judgment necessary, however
simple the matter (x, 8-10. [For

"shall" render " may"]).

(1.) To avoid accident (x, 8, 9).

(a.) From without (x, 8).

(&.) From within (x, 9).

(2.) To ensure success (x, 10).

ii. In word—folly self-evident (x, 11-15).

(1.) By the manner (x, 11-13).

(a.) Like a clumsy serpent-charmer
(x, 11. [Render "If the serpent

bite before enchantment, then tiie

charmer has no advantage "]).

(b.) Wholly unattractive (x, 1 2).

(c.) More and more absurd (x, 13).

(2.) By the matter (x, 14, 15).

(«.) Especially given to prognostica-

tion (x, 14).

(b.) Like a rustic trying to And his way
to town (x, 15).

b. Public (x, 16-20).

i. In act (x, 16-19).

(1.) Royal (X, 16, 17).

(a.) Childish proHifracv—a curse (x,

16).

(b.) Noble self-denial—a blessing (x,

17).

(2.) Executive (x, 18, 19).

(«.) Ruinou.s negligence—as in build-

ing (x, 18).

(b.) Wasteful revelry—as in feasting

(x, 19).*

ii. In word (x, 20).

(1.) Avoidance of criticism (x, 20 f. h.).

(2.) Lest it be reported (x, 20 1. h.).

II.—Religious (xi, 1-xii, 7).

1. Beneticent exertions (xi, 1-8).

a. Wide-spread and disinterested (xi, 1-6).

i. With a liberal hand (xi, 1-3).

(1.) Geographically expressed— on sea
and on land (xi, 1, 2).

(a.) Because results will eventually

accrue (xi, 1).

(b.) Because many are needy (xi, 2).

(2.) Figuratively expressed—the sky and
the forest (xi, 3).

(a.) Because means imposes the duty
of generosity (xi, 3 f. h.).

(6.) Because benevolent labor will not

be lost wherever bestowed (xi, 3

1. h.)

ii. With a trustful heart (xi, 4-6).

(1.) As to the omens of success (xi, 4.

[For " sliall " render " will "]).

(2.) As to the process of Providence
(xi, 5).

(3.) As to the improvement of opportu-
nities (xi, 6).

//. In all the vicissitudes of experience (xi, 7,

8).

i. Whether sunny (xi, 7, 8 f. li.).

ii. Or cloudy (xi, 8 1. h.).

2. Youthful piety— its duty and its privilege

(xi, 9-xii, 7).

a. Witiiout asceticism or excess (xi, 9, 10).

i. Which entail divine punishment (xi, 9).

ii.' And involve physical misery (xi, 10).

b. Witiiout waiting for old age (xii, 1-7).

i. Which brings trouble enough of itself

(xii, 1). "

ii. And cuts off all activity (xii, 2-7).

(1.) Like a winter's day (xii, 2).

(2.) Or an antiquated mansion (xii, 3, 4
f.-sec. c).

(«.) The palsied arms (xii, 3 f. c).

(b.) The tottering legs (xii, 3 sec. c).

(c.) The lost teeth (xii, 3 third c.).

{(l.) The dimmed sight (xii, 3 1. c).

(e.) The failing senses (xii, 4 f. 3.).

(/.) The feeble functions (xii, 4 sec. c).

(3.) Other marks of superannuation (xii,

4 rest, 5 f. li.).

(a.) The shrill and cracked voice (xii,

4 rest. [For " at " render " to "]).

* This verse is thus usually applied in a reproachful sense to the riotous malfeasants of ver. 16, and the last

clause is understoml to mean tliar the state treasure is appropriated to meet such expenses; but the lan^^ua^e
is so very sri'ueral that it uia.v perhaps dpnotf the contrary, thus givins- a contrast as in ver. 17, i. e., funds are so
abundant (by wise administration) that frenueut festivals can be afforded. In this latter way the symmetry of the

paragraph is perfect.
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(h.) The timid step (xii, 5 f.-sec. c).

(c.) The other signs—figuratively ex-

pressed (xii, rest of f. h.).

(i.) Tlie gray hair (xii, 5 third c).

(ii.) The general debiHty (xii, 5

fourth c).

(iii.) The deadened taste (xii, 5 fifth

c. [For "desire" render "caper-

berry "]).

(4.) Tlie funeral scene (xii, 5 rest-7).

(«.) The procession to the grave (xii,

5 rest).

(h.) Lil<e a broken tent-lamp or water
apparatus (xii, 6).

(c.) The dissolution of soul and l)ody

xii, 7).

I).—Conclusion (xii, 8-14).

I.—The writer's i)urpose (xii, 8-12).

"1. General (xii. 8-10).

a. Solemnization (xii, 8).

b. Instruction (xii, 9).

c. Entertainment (xii, 10).

2. Special (xii, 11, 12).

a. Stimulation—permanent and consistent

(xii, 11).

b. Admonition—brief and simple (xii, 12).

II.—The great lesson (xii, 13, 14).

1. Piety (xii, 13).

2. Accountability (xii, 14).



ECCLESIASTES;
OR. THE PREACHER.

CHAPTER T.

1 77i« Preacher nheioeth that all human cowseg are vain : 4 because the creatures are restless in their courses, 9 they
bringforth nothing nnc, and all old things areforgotten, 12 and because he hathfound it so in the studies of wisdom.

A V The words of the Preacher, the son of 1 The words of i tlie Preacher, the son of J^ J^-^-—' David, king in Jerusalem I David, king in Jerusalem.
~ '

2 *Vanity ot vanities, saitli tiie Preacher, vanitv „ ,r .^ , .^. •. i -r. ,

of "vanities; all is vanitv.
'

i

Vanity of vanities, saith the Preacher; vanity

3 tWhat profit Miath a man of all his labour M'hich 3 of vanities, all is vanity. What profit hath man
he taketh under tlie ^sun? of all his laV)our wherein lie laboureth under the

* Ps. xxxi.\, 5, 6d ; Ixii, 9 ; exliv, i ; ch. sii, i

iii, 9.
t rh. ii, 23 ;

1611. a vanities, :Sun <ixxxvi,6

Heb. Koheleth.'

I Or, tlie great orator Heb. Koheleth. British.

1,1. The^+ speeches" [words] + of Congregator/
||

This stands as a designation
of authorship or a general title of the book. That it was placed here by the author him-
self, appears from tlie specifj-ing clauses following, as well as from its coincidence with the
phrase in ver. 12. It is also intended (as there) to give emphasis and weight to the treatise,

and especially to indicate the didactic character of the discourse, tlie' + building'-one [son] +
of Darling-,

|!
Added in order to distinguish the writer personally, by the mention of that

well-known character, king- in-f Possess-peace.'"
i|

Identifying the writer with Solo-
mon, wlio was the only son of David that succeeded him on the throne. For the practical
value of this caption in detel-miniug the authorship, see the remarks in the Introduction.

2. Breath"* -1- of breaths P
\\
A respiration or any slight current of air is the symbol

of something both trivial and transient, and the sentiment here given in its most emphatic
form at the head of the essay, in the manner of a theme, ]iervades the entire piece as an
undertone, has -I- said Cong-reg-ator;^

I
An indication of this as the author's motto, like

the "text" of a modern sermon, the -f complete [Avhole]"' is" a-f-breath.'
||

The totality
or general upshot of human life and experience is here pronounced unsatisfactory. This idea
is to be expanded and illustrated in the discussion before us. We shall see that it is true
as intended to be understood, not absolutely and necessarily, but in point of fact and effect
upon its subjects. In the present state of existence we have but a partial view of our entire
being and relations, and no individual commands even the whole field of this limited vision.
Therefore all our impressions and statements must be as yet ex-parte, and even philosophy
can but confirm, or at best theoretically correct, our conclusions.

3. The author here opens the topic itself with a general remark, which at the same time
explains the sense in which the preceding exclamtition was uttered. What" exceed-

' Article omitted before noun in construct.
^ ddbdr, an openhtg of the mouth to speak ; hence,

au address.
•^ Fern. act. participle of rjdhul, to assemble a con-

gregation ; hence, topreach ; here used as a nom-de-
pltime or fancy title of the writer, and therefore in

the fern, (but taking a mase. verb, except in vii, 27)
and without the article (except in xii, 8) as an abstr.

for the concrete, like Veritas^ Jnstire, etc., among
moderns. "Words of preaching" thus become
ecinivalent to a sermon.

^' A shortened form of the dual, with '^c/iirik

furtive," the only instance in the language.
* hebel, used of a gentle breexe (Isa. Ivii, 13), and

so frequently in this book in kindred senses (as in

the last clause of this same verse). It here has the

peculiar form hdbil, said to be a Chaldaisin ; but it

seems rather to have been modified by the writer on
purpose to express a special idea, and thus strike the
key-note of his treatise, by coining, as it were, a new
word. It accordingly occurs in this phrase only (so

also xii, 8), and is therefore no evidence of later date.
'" The repetition denotes intensity, one of the Heb.

forms of the superlative.
*' kol, from hUdl, to perfect ; collateral to kdld\

to retain (through the idea of full control), and to

kdldh, to cease (through natural termination, as

being "finished"), and akin to iidkol, to be able

(through the above idea of contiol); comp. also Gr.

o/iof, [.at. nlliis, Engl, whole, and perhaps all.

" t'opula verb omitted because unemphatic.
' hdJtel, the usual form " in pause."
** mah-, a sort of " construct " form of the inter-

rogative before makkeph and dagesh.
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_^_ "y ^ 4 One frenenition passetli away, and an-—
' '

otiiei' generation conietli : *but tlio earth

abidetli for ever.

5 TJie "sun also arisetli, and tlie "sun goetli down,
and t liastetli to '• his place where he arose.
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J^, "V", (5 The windgoeth toward tlie "south, and
turneth about unto the 'nortli; it whirlcth

about continually, and the wind returneth again
iiecording to his [its] circuits.

7 *Ali the rivers run into the sea; yet the «sea is

not '' full ; unto tlie place from whence the rivers

come, thither they ti'eturn again.
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A. "V. ^ ^^' tilings are full of "labour; man—'
'- cannot utter it : the eye is not satistied with

eeeing, nor the ear filled with hearing.

9 *The thing that hath been, it is * that which shall
« be ; and that which is ''done ^is that which slialL

be /done : and t/tere is no new ? thincf under the sun.
10 Is there '^any 'thing whereof it may be said,

Sec, this «««new? it hath been already of old time,
which was before us.

* eh. iii. 15.

1611. alabour, itliat cbe : rfclone, e is/done ; j/thing /lany i thing,

8 thither they go again, i All things are _^_ J^
full of weariness ; man cannot utter it

:

tlie eye is not satisfied witli seeing, nor the ear
9 -filled with hearing. That which' liatli been is

that -which shall be; and that which hath been
done is that which shall be done : and there is

10 no new thing under the sun. Is there a thing
whereof men .say. See, this is neW ? it hath
been already, in the ages which were before us.

1 Or, All words are feeble

8. From this the writer advances to the main or moral branch of nature, namely, tlie hu-
man side, but still in a general way, as is suitable for an introduction. Complete^' the-j-
speeches [matters]-' are" -weary [wearisome];^" not -will + be-able a + person"" to
-hspeak^" tlieiii :

||
As much as to say, that the list of illustrations is endless, the theme in-

exhaustible; also that human life itself is of a like character, a vast and discouraging scene
for contemplation and discussion. A few points only can after all be noted, and specimens
at best can be selected. Of these the senses afford the readiest examples, and most nearly ap-
proaching the physical facts already considered, not "will + be-sated^' eye^- for -i- see-
ing", and + not will + be 4- filled ear^' from-l- hearing-. j|

By these two avenues we
acquire most of our knowledge of external things ; and they are here placed in the order of
their most fre(juent use. However much lie sees or hears, any individual can nevertheless
learn thereby comparatively few of the immense number of visible or audible facts that oc-

cur ; and yet his capacity for sights and sounds is inexhaustible. Here too is a paradox,
and one which man finds in himself; at once a glory and a humiliation. But the pertinence
of the illustration lies especially in the fact of the continued and apparently limitless rejie-

tition of the act or perception, inducing the thought of listlessness under such reiteration as
if involuntary and even compidsory. It thus becomes a mediating link between the idea of
weariness from sameness (in the preceding clauses), and lack of interest from want of nov-
elty (in the following ones).

9. What it is which + has -f- been, he [that] it is which -f- will -f be ; and -t-what
it Is which -1- has + been + done, he [that] it is which + will -hbe + done : 1|

The modern
world is frequently hearing of "the lost arts" of antiquity, and is constantly suri)rised at

discovering in ancient records and monuments signs of intelligence and skill which we
have been in the habit of claiming as more recent inventions and improvements. The
distinction which the writer makes in the two members of this parallelism between Avhat
cvists and what Jias heeii acJileted, is an important one ; for, so far as we know, nothing
(material at least) has lieen created since the original flat ; and every effort (human at least)

is parallelled (most of them ecpialled, some even excelled) by earlier exertions ; while (in

the natural world at least) the same processes hiive invariably gone on from the beginning.
Tlie main thing here meant is the uudeviating course of terrestrial law, as is deflnitely stated
in the next clause, and + nothing + of complete"' [any] new + Unns is there under the
-I- sun.

II

This of course is true not absolutely and strictly, but relatively and in point of
bearing upon htmian life and experience in general, which is the subject of discussion. In
this sense the remark has been quoted so often as to become an aphorism. Its force and
aptness are so great and so fundamental to this whole essay, that the writer dwells upon it

by a pungent inquiry and a vivid picture, in the next verse.

10. Suppose there exists" a-f-speech [matter],^' of which -fone +may + say, "See
yon, it is new !

"
II
A very common experience, and .sin-e to be doomed to refutation in

the sunmiary way following. already it -I- has -hbeen for -f- the -I- vanishing-points
[ever];" it is that which + has -h been from-has + to + the + face + of-hus." ||

The

^' dubdr, lit. a " word " (see note -) ; often used
(like the Greek /»//va) of a subject of conversation or
writing, a to/nc ; and here to be taken in that sense,

as the second hemistich of the parallelism shows.
^* yugea\ lit. faint or exhausted from toil ; from

yaga\ to tire ; hero meaning tiresome to the speak-
er, rather than to the hearer, as the next clause

shows.
'^*

'«//.s7(, a (male) individual, anybody.
"" dahbcr, to utter, i. c, exhaustively or satis-

factorily.

^' The verb (sdbea^) is intransitive or neuter (which
can only be expressed in English by the passive),

whereas that of the second member of the parallel-

ism is truly passive. A similar variation occurs in

the preposition following. The reason for both
these differences lies in the nature of the two

senses respectively ; vision seeming to the subject

an active perception as if going forth to the object

(hence in Greek such verbs govern the accusative),

while hearing seems to be reception of sound as

coming from the object (hence such verbs in Greek

govern the genitive).
'- Article tersely omitted, to denote the universal-

ity of the fact.

"^ i/i'x/i, lit. an niti/i/, put hypothetically here ; in

opposition to ''ai/iii, a nonniity, preceding.
^^ 'ohhii. (often iu tlie plur. by Hebraism, comp.

note "' '-), usually denoting endless time (past or

future) ; strictly the hidden point of memory or

prescience, as far backward or forward as one can

see.

^^ A frequent idiom, which Ave translate thus

baldly on account of the vaiiation of the phrase.
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J^^ "y^ 11 Thet'e ix no remembraiieo of former—'- ' "things,- neither shall there be '' atu/ re-

membrance of « thiii(/s that are to <= come with <* those

that shall come after.

12 ^ I the Preacher was king' over Israel in Jeru-

salem.
13 And I gave my heart to seek and search out

by « wisdom concernintr all "things that are done
under heaven : this sore travail hath God given to

the sons of/ man *to be exercised therewith.

* Or, to afflict them.

1611. athings 6any ccome, rfthose ewisdom, /man.

11 There is no remembrance of the former _^^ J^_
generations ; neither sliall there be any

—
* •

remembrance of the latter generatio7is that
are to come, among those that shall come
after.

12 I 'the Preacher was king over Israel in Jeru-
13 salem. And I applied my heart to seek and

to search out by wisdom concerning all that is

done under heaven: it is a sore travail that God
hath given to tlie sons of men to be exercised

I See ver. 1.

boasted discovery soon turns out to be an old thing under a new name. Every man is apt

to fancy that his is a novel experience, because it is so to liim ; but history lias many even

more strange.

11. There is nothing' + of remembrancer for + the + head-ward"' + ones ; ||
The

past generations are overlooked and forgotten Ijy those now Uving, by reason of their inter-

est and exaggerated view of the importance of the ])reseut. This is but another form of put-

ting the preceding tliought, for the purpose of sliaping it into tlie line of the one following.

and + also for + the + after-wise'" -I- ones -who-f-will + be, not will + there + be for +
them remembrancer among' [equally withj''-"' tiiose who + will + be for + the +
afterward. ||

Just as preceding generations (and their experiences) are now ignored, so will

coming generations (and much more the present) l)e forgotten by those that succeed in the

still distant future. This is the climax of the succession. One age crowds the other off the

stage of action in the ceaseless series, and each in turn seems to have lived in vain with all

its petty round of labors and concerns. Transient and traceless as the seasons, we must all

pass away from earth, and the very recollection of us will be effaced. A melancholy pros-

pect indeed, if this life is all, and to those who live for themselves only. It is by this

general view of the ])rcsent existence and its termination, that the Preacher seeks to sober

the giddy and selfish mind of mortals, and prepare it for a higher and holier aim and a

more lasting destiny. Divine wisdom itself has pursued no more effectual method of in-

struction and discipline than by weaning the human heart (through old age, disappoint-

ment, pain, and grief ; as well as by revealed promises of fuller and more jjermauent enjoy-

ments) from a world that cannot satisfy its bovmdless and spiritual cravings.

12. Here begins the philosophic discussion of the subject in a formal manner, which is

first taken up by a wide survey of the facts in the case, as seen by the writer himself ; and
he properly introduces this by a recital of his own experiments in the effort to master the

problem of a hapjty and successful life. I, Congregator,' was-extant" king as-
cent-wise [upon] Prince-l-of-the +Mighty in + Possess-peace.^' ||

This is not only a

reiteration of authorship, but a statement of the advantageous position which the Avriter oc-

cuj^ied for the experience in (piestion; and he therefore now adds (in place of his parentage,

whicli was immaterial in this connection) the important fact that he ruled over the nation

most favored in the Avorld for such a moral investigation.

13. And^^ + I'-' + gave^'' (to-wit)^' my + hearf' to+seek" and + to + explore"
by'^ -I- (the)'"' + wisdom.'"

|i

The attempt Avas a deliberate one, and was conducted with
great earnestness and devotion on a fixed and well-arranged plan; so nuich for the spirit

and the method, ascent-wise [upon] complete [allp' which has -I- been 4- done
under the-fsky :^"

li
This indicates the subject-matter of the investigation, namely,

^® The masc. form shows tliat persons are meant.
^'' hdyithhj, may eiiually be rendered have been

or became ; and therefore yields no proof that the

writer was not still upon the throne (comp. ver. I).

He is of course simply rehearsing his past experi-

ence, and therefore could only use the pra'tcr tense.

The same is the ease in ver. 16; ))nt in ii, 12, the

implication is that the writer was yet king, for the

future is there employed. That the date was prior

to the disruption of the Solomonic empire is

avouched hy the declaration that the capital of all

" Israel " was at the time Jerusalem.
*** vav, eontinuative ; here = so.

"' The pronoun, not being emphatic, is merely

expressed by the inflection of the verb.
•*" ndthan, frequently used, like the Latin </o, in

the sense of pu(tiii(/, applyiinj, etc.
*' V//t, merely the sign of the direct object of the

verb for the sake of explicitness.

*-
leb., regularly standing in Heb. for the bdeUect

as well as the affections ; which were combined in

the interest of this task.
*^ ddrash, lit. to patter on tlu; feet behind one, or

follow after.
*'* tihrr, to pri/ diligently into; added by way of

Hebraistic reduplication to express intensity =
thorow/hli/.

"^ b'-, which might ecpially lie reiideteil //(, ir/th,

or bi/.

^" The article, here used like a personal pro-

noun ; or perhaps only before a (juasi " noun of

material," and in that case not to be expressed in

f:nglish.
''' chokrndh, the general woril for practical sa-

gacity, but often including specifically philosophic

acumen.
"^ Used as an alternate (for variety) to sim in the

eciuivalent phrase, vers. 3, 9.
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J^^ "V^ 14 I liave seen all the works that are done—'-
-' under the «sun ; and, behold, all is * vanity

and vexation ofsjiirit.

15 * " That which is ''crooked cannot be made
straight: and fthat wliich i.s wanting cannot be

numbered.
16 I communed with mine [my] own heart, say-

ing, Lo, I am [have] come to great estate, and have

fotten + more wisdom than all <^they that have been
efore me in Jerusalem: /yea, my lieart g had great

experience of wisdom and knowledge.

•eh. vii,13. ^Yieh. defect. 1 1 Kings iv, 30 ; x, 7, 23
. §Heb.

had seen much.

1611. a Sun, 4 vaiiity, cThat which is rfcrooked, ethey
/yea my

14 therewith. I have seen all the works _^_ JJ,_

that are done under the sun ; and, be- '

hold, all is vanity and ' a striving after wind.

15 That which is crooked cannot be made straight

:

and 2 that which is wanting cannot be numbered.

16 I communed with mine own iieart, saying, Lo,

I have gotten me great wisdom ^ above all that

were before me •'in Jerusalem: yea, my heart

^liath had great experience of wisdom and

I Or, a feeding on wind (see Hos. xii, 1) Or, vexation of spirit
and so elsewhere. 2 Heb. defect. 3 t)r, yea, more than all.

4 Heb. over. s Heb. hath seen abundantly.

human action and experience in general on earth, he |itj is a -fhumiliation" -f of bad/"
which has^'+g-iven God''-'^'^ to + the' -t- building-ones Lsonsj4-of (the)-i-Hian" to-i-

be-humble^^ with^''+ it. 1|
Here we have the character of the topic, and this as an in-

evitable destiny or legacy by the will of the Almighty—a decree issued as a penalty of the

Fall (Gen. iii, 16-19),

14. I + saw'\(to-wit)^' all the + doings which -I-have + been + done under
the + sun;

|i

This is in ])ursuance of the aljove resolve of research, and therefore covers

the same ground. and-)-lo! "'" the -I- complete [whole] is^^ a+breath^ and -1-
a

-I- feed-
ing" -I- of wind.

I!

The result of the e.xaininatiou in general is here announced in advance
as justifying the motto of the treatise (ver. 2) ; and it is exj^jressed with a jjaralleiistic

phrase in addition for emphasis.

15. Bent^° not will 4- be-able to + straighten,"
U

A semi-jiroverbial illustra-

tion is appended, conhrming especially the immutability of this fate^ as expressed in the
latter ])art of ver. 13; and it is given in the form of a two-fold truism or identical proposi-

tion, of which this clause is the first ])art, relating to the rectitude of the divine administra-

tion. Tangled, distorted, awry as it seems to be, and really is ; and that by a voluntary
power (whether man or God)

;
yet of course it cannot correct itself. C'onip. vii, 13. and-(-

a-l-lacking-l-thin!,'^'^ not will -l- be + able to + be -l- parted [counted]."
||

This refers to

the deffcie/icies of the arrangement on the human side. What falls short (and thus is ab-

sent) evidently cannot be told off on the yard-stick, or weighed in the scales, or apportioned
to any one. The economy of human life (in its most essential features) cannot be materially

altered or improved (at least by human ingenuity or effort), and must therefore be cheer-

fully accepted, and piously conformed to.

16. After these preliminary observations respecting his philosophic attempts in their

general character and aim, the writer now ])roceeds to a more particular specification of

them; but in order to obviate a too abrupt transition, in accordance with what we tind to

be a marked trait in his style and mode of development, he dwells a little longer, but more
minutely, upon the circum.stances and probable reflex influences of his position and under-
taking. I -I- spoke, even I,"" conjointly -f-^ith [in]'' my + heart, ^" so as to 4- say:

il

This
meiftal colUxpiy is a lively picture of the brisk enterprise and sanguine hope of youth, and
forcibly reminds us of the open-handed career of Solomon at his accession to the throne,

•^ 'inydit, a depression., affliction, from 'dndh, to

hrowheat (akin to 'ayin., an "eye;" i. e., to ei/e-

dowu) ; hence a task or transaction, "affair."
^^ ?•«', had{ness); used as an attributive.
^' Relative (implied) followed by the pra-ter, l)e-

cause a fact is definitely stated.
*'' 'dndh, the same as the root of *'"

; hero perhaps
used in the same sense of occupation.

^* Or, haxcseen ; for there is but little difference
;

since in any ease it refers to the past as now reviewed.

^"Either ?\ or was; since in like manner it

makes no material difference here.
'•''"

r'^'iorlh, apparently from rd'dh, to "pasture"
(comp. Isa. xliv, 20; Hos. xii, 1); where the verb
is used transitively, to feed upon. The phrase is a

figuiative one, frequently recurring in this book
only, and evidently designating something as un-

substantial as a meal of air. See note ''^.

^•i m'^'iivvdth, Pual (intensive passive) participle

of 'dvdh, to wrest, i. e., iMerly perverted. The sub-

ject precedes its verb (so also in the other hemi-
stich) for emphasis.

'•''^ t^qon, infin. constr. of Kal (active), used in a

reflexive sense ; thus contrasting with the passive

subject. See note ^i'.-".

^* eherroivn, defect or a coming short ; this time

(for contrast or variety) a noun with an active

force.
^' hlinindnowth, infin. constr. of Niphal (passive),

from nuhidh, prop, to weigh, hence to mete out, dis-

tribiUe, allot, enumerate, etc. Thus there is a double

reversal of the terms in the two hemistichs, which
greatly enhances its poetic beauty.

''" This expression of the pronoun for the sake of

special emphasis is peculiar to the present treatise,

especially in these personal reminiscences, and
seems to have been adopted to give the recital a

more pungent effect. It likewise indicates a fresh

start in the argument. It can iiardly be said to be

indicative of date or authorship.
''' A freer use of this ])ailicle 'i)n than clsewliere,

is observal)le in this book (comp. ver. 11, etc.); but

it is not a marked index of the time or source of

composition.
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_^_ "y. 17 * And I gave my heart to know wis-

dom, and to know madness and folly : 1

perceived that this also is vexation of spirit. ^
18 For in much wisdom is nmcli grief: and he that

increaseth « knowledge increaseth sorrow.
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CHAPTER II.

1 The vanity qfhumnn courses in the workx of pleasure. 12 Tlumgh the wise be better than the foot, yet both have
one event. 18 Tlie vanity of human labour, in leaving it they know not to ivhotn. '24 Mottling better than joy in
our atabour ; but that is Oocfs gift.

^. "V". ^ said in mine [my] lieart, Go to now, 1

will prove thee with miitli, therefore enjoy
pleasure: ''and, behold, this also is vanity.

2 I said of laughter, '^ It is mad: and of mirth,
What doeth it?

6 and behold cit is

1 I said in " my heart. Go to now, I will J^ J^_
prove thee with mirth ;

i therefore enjoy
'

2 2 pleasure: and, behokl, this also was vanity. I

said of laughter. It is mad; and of mirth. What
I Or, and thou shalt enjoy 2 Or. good

or amassed information can shield him from errors, faults or calamities in his own person

;

and reflection is only the more profound and bitter, wiien he is able to perceive how lament-
ably he has himself fallen short of tlie high ideal that he has learned to form. All this of
course is predicated of one who is relying solely upon his own resources, independent of
the restorative grace of God, which Christianity reveals and afl:'ords. What a lesson here,
and indeed throughout this book, for liumanitarianhiu, which seeks to put civilization and
education in place of religion and piety, and to make "culture" a substitute for "con-
version." Alas! human nature is far from divine. The man who truly knows himself
will echo the Avail, "It is all a breath." Mere intelligence is neither virtue nor happi-
ness. Knowledge is indeed power, but unless guided by goodness it is mighty only for
harm.

II, 1. The first trial was natuially in the lino of physical enjoyment; but the essayist
was too philosophical to rest content with the vulgar pleasures of mere sense, and his ap-
petite of course had always been sated with all that royalty could command. He therefore
adds the zest of sociality to the relish of the board, and seeks—as life's yoiuig s])irits in-
clined—by conviviality to enhance the delights of the tnble. Festivity becomes the order
of the daily meal; and gay companions prolong and beguile the repast, whose cheery conver-
sation and witty sallies gratify the mental palate, as they are thought to aid the digestion.
"Laugh and grow fat," is the motto. I + said, even I,"^'-

'" in +my + heart/' "Walk'
on, I-l-pray.'^

||
He is stimulating liis passions, as if in advance of his company, hy this

S()lilo(piy, in which he anticipates so much hapj^iness. I -f- will 4- test'' + thee "with 4-

gladness
; !|

Tlie jocund hour is favorable for the experiment in its full force, and the
l)articipant is at his best, the ruling spirit of the occasion, and'' ^*' 4- see -I- thou on'*-|-

g"Ood !
"

i
He has nothing to do but to enjoy, and therefore gives himself up to the luxury

of the nioment. And'' "+lo !' also he [this]'' vas'- ''
a 4- breath. 1|

There was nothing
wrong in this festivity, and it was perhaps even justified in view of the jihilosophic pur-
pose for which (in part at least) it was indulged. Yet the main participant felt that the
effort was a failure in this its most worthy if not essential aspect. It did not help to solve
the problem; for at best it was no more than any person, however uniutellectual, sensual or
even grovelling, might achieve. There was no higher lesson than mere gratification, and
that of a very low order.

2. As 4- to 4- laughter l4-said, "it is boastful [distracted]';"! The more dem-
onstrative form of social exhilaration, whicli naturally expressed itself thus, was per-
ceived to be positively degrading or at least nonsensical. It was Lord Chesterfield, we
believe, tiiat paragon of good manners, who pronounced laughter a breach of politeness;
and loud cachinnation is certainly a maik of vulgarity, especially in public or in a large
company (chap, vii, 6). The fundamental reason of this lies, we ap])rehend, in the fact that
the risible faculties are not under voluntary control; they nre furthermore excited by some-
thing ludicrous and therefore abnormal; and again theiV action is a distortion of the coun-
tenance, and in so far unseemly. Besides, there is a natural reaction from this excitement
to a corresjjonding depression of s[)irits (Prov. xiv, 13) ; and for ail these reasons a well-bred
gentleman is always conscious of a certain loss of dignity after giving way to a ])eal of this
sort, even if it do not degenerate into a coarse guffaw. To this sense of mortification the
writer seems here to apply, with great propriety, the stigma of craziness. and 4- as 4- to 4-

' A panigogic form indicating cncoiiragement or
earnestness.

- An impetrative advoib, vd\ used in a like vein
of cohortation.

^ The Pie! (intensive) form of udrdJi, prop, to
smell, and thus try the quality of anything.

* To "see," like to " know," in Hebraistic phrase
IS often e(|uivalent to cxptrieucc ; especially when

b"- (as here), lit. in, is added in tiie sense of satis,

faction.

° The interjection is a mark of sur[)rise and hciiee

of something noteworthy or decisive.
'' The pronoun is emphatic here, being ex-

pressed.
' meholdl, Pual (intens. pass.) participle of the

same root as in note '>*'''.
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_^_ "V". 3 *I sought in mine [my] heart tto give—'-

myself unto wine, "yet acquainting mine
fmy] heart with * wisdom ; and to lay hold on fully,

till 1 might see what was that [if that tvas] good for

the sons of men, which they should do under the
heaven Jail the days of their life.

4 1 made me great <= worl<s ; I builded me ^ houses

;

1 planted me « vineyards

:

*ch. i, 17. i Heb. to draw my flesh with wine,
number of the days of their life.

t Heb. the

1611. o(yet & wisdom) and c works, d houses, e Vineyards.

3 doeth it? I searched in °my heart _^^ J^^
how to cheer my Hesh witli wine, 'my
heart yet ' guiding me with wisdom, and how
to lay hold ou folly, till I might see what it

was good for the sons of men that they should

do under the heaven ^all the days of their life.

4 I made me great works ; 1 builded me houses

;

I Or, holding its course 2 Heb. the number of the days of
their life.

gladness, "what yon has +done ?|| Even as to the more subdued style of titillation

which expresses itself mei'ely by a smile, the question may justly be raised, whetlier it has

not done more harm than good. It has at any rate subserved no rational or useful purpose:

if it was unpremeditated, it could have no motive; and if designed, it was fictitious. In

either case it is a self-reproach. True, mirth is spontaneous, and genuine wit is natural;

but the social stimulation, under the circumstances here contemplated, is ratlier an infection,

as in a "laughing-club," tliose absurd spectacles which only serve to show tliat glee is

catching. There is therefore nothing morbid, ascetic or morose in the query with which
this experiment of the royal sage ends. Kis strong language lierc is thus not the e.xaggera-

tion of an e.V'pnrte disputant, but the sober estimate of a calm and candid retrospect.

3. I + explored'-"" in -i-my -t- heart, to^-draw'^ with -t- (the") + wine (to-wit)''"'

my -f flesh ; '"
II

Dissatisfied with the foregoing attemj^t, whicli could only disgust the

fastidious or the discreet, and was sure to pall upon even tlie recl^less, the experimenter

now resolves to intensify the ahandon which his boon companionship had engendei-ed, by
the artificial stimulus of the inebriating cup, as the ne-2}lus-u.ltra of revelry, and-f-my-l-
heart''"- i was guiding by 4- (the)'' "" +wisdom, and [even]" to-l-seize on"-Fsilli-
ness; '' '''

|i
Tlie experiment was not only a dangerous but a delicate one, for actual intoxi-

cation must be avoided, since then degradation and the consequences, physical and mental,

of a debauch would be incurred, but stupefaction would also prevent the intelligent ob-

servation of the symptoms and sensations incident to the experience. He must therefore

cautiously proceed only so far as to realize the "gay" feelings and maudlin reverie of the

half-tipsy state, in order to exhaust the excitement and dreamy bliss, without reaching the

stage of insensibility or unconsciousness. A nice point, indeed; and, as we shall see, he
declines to tell us whether he managed it successfully. Very few topers, we presume, care

to divulge themselves freely as to this. The recollection of their self-imbrutement, if they

are able to recollect it all, is not a flattering or pleasant one. In passing we may remark,
that had the writer been composing a cool prosaic or therapeutical treatise upon the subject,

he might perhaps have found literal terms in the Hebrew language for expressing the facts

and the emotions; but as he was writing a poem, and a moral one at that, he seems to us to

have selected very terse and appropriate phraseology for the purpose—the dazed condition

of sleepy "foolishness" being a vei-y apt picture of the semi-drunken man. in -!- course -f

of [until] (which [thatj)" I -1-might -f see where [whether] yon is good for-l-the-i-

building-ones [sons]-|-of (the)+man,'' "
||

His object, he here definitely and finally

repeats, was to ascertain if this were really (as the infatuated persistence of the drunkard
seems to argue, at the expense of every other consideration) the summnm honum for a human
being, which they -f might -f do under the -l- sky the -f-number -l- of the -t- days -f

of their -f life.'' ||
Not merely whether this practice was a good thing for an occasional

indulgence, but as a steady habit and in the long run. The wi'iter does not pause to say

that he decided this question in the negative, but passes on as quickly as possible to an-

other and less painful theme. Nor did he need to do more than thus intimate his conclu-

sion, for universal experience,—nay, the mere sight of the wreck of humanity to which this

vice reduces its devotee (see it depicted by Solomon's own pen, Pi'ov. xxiii, 20-35),—was a

sufficient answer. He was himself too shrewd a philosopher and too wily an empiricist to

be caught in the trap of the moderate dram-drinker. He does not even deign to echo his

usual finis of "It is all a breath;" for in truth the issue of such a choice was a fearful and
fixed reality, a doom which would follow its victim not merely all the days of his life under

the heavens, but bury him s])eedily in a dishonored grave. Eventually, hovvevei", he does

characterize such indulgence as being that of the fool (vii, 4).

4. 1 4-made -f great my -f- deeds : ''' I-i-built for-t-me built-things [houses];'*

*• mcbihak., here fig. to develop, i. c.. stimu-

late.

' Article used with uoun of material.
'" bcLmr, used in a wide sense, including here

especially the physical appetite, or perhaps the ca-

pacity for excitement.
" Expletive.

'^ The plur. "of excellence," i. e., intensive.

'* rna'aseh, anything executed, whether personal

property or real estate; here of course structures

and their accompaniments as immediately specified.

Comp. the root in note ^^.

'^ /jottii/m, in which the dagesh implies the »(!<«

of the root idndli, as if from bouelh.
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_^_ "y_ 5 I made me gai'dcns and oreliards, and I— planted trees in them of all kind of a fruits :

6 I made me pools of water, to water therewith the
wood that brin<feth forth trees

:

7 I got ''me servants and maidens, and had *serv-
ants l)orn in my house; also 1 had great possessions
of great and small « cattle above all that were in Jerii-

salena before <* me :

* Heb. sons of my house.

a fruits. 6 me e cattle, dtne.

5 I planted me vineyards ; I made me _A.. R.
gardens and parks, and I planted trees —' '

6 in them of all kinds of fruit : 1 made me pools
pf water, to water therefrom the forest where

7 trees were reared : I bought menservants and
maidens, and had servants born in my liouse

;

also I iiad great possessions of herds and flocks,
above all that were before me in Jerusalem

:

I + planted for+me vineyards ;
'^

||
The experimentalist now vaults from the abyss of

dissipation to the ether of the artistic, the first requisite of wliich (in the ordinary and cer-

tainly in the Oriental mode of life) is a fine edifice with appropriate grounds and equip-
ments. For all this we know Solomon was famous, and here his taste had ampler scope and
better prospect of satisfaction. He therefore dwells upon the details of this project with
great enthusiasm. In such a family establishment, especially of a monarch, the palace with
its outbuildings is the main and central feature, and rouncl this are naturally grouped, as
most available and agreeable for table use, as well as occupying less space than otlier

growths, the grape-vines, which require to be set out, with time for their development.
These are all exclusively for the royal use and pleasure, no revenue being expected from,
them ; on the contrary they are maintained at the public expense.

5. I-hdid" for 4-me fenced-piaces [gardens] and -I- parks,'" and -I- I + planted
in -I-them tree " + of complete

|

every] fruit; ||
Immediately adjoining the direct

premises of the palace, and usually outside its first line of walls, are of course located the
arable grounds set apart for the vegetables, flowers and other horticultural needs or decora-
tions; and beyond these again extensive orchards (of olives, figs, pomegranates, oranges,
etc.), which require still larger space. These are also used as pleasure-grounds for walk-
ing, driving or resting in; and are likewise adorned with statues, pet or rare animals, etc.,

here taken for granted.

6. I + did" for + me kneeling-'piaces [pools]"' -i- of water, to -i- cause -I- to +
drink'" from -hthem forest''' sprouting"" trees. ||

In tropical countries, where rain

never falls in summer, irrigation is most im]iortant; and to many kinds of trees (especially

fruit-bearing ones) it is essential for their growth and even for their life. This they par-
ticularly require in their younger period, before the roots have sufiiciently penetrated the
soil to reach the subterraneous moisture. For this reason gi'oves are scarce in Palestine as
a rule (at the present i^articularly so), and even isolated trees are a refreshing rarity. In
Oriental cities they are much cherished for their fruit, shade and verdure, many species
being evergreen there of genera usuallj^ deciduous, while others shed their leaves gradually
during the year, and thus never appear bare, owing to the absence of frost. They are
therefore the chief natural ornament of palatial grounds, as they are of public ones every-
where.

7. I -I- acquired"' servants"" and -i- slave-maids,"^ and -j- building-ones [sons]'^*

-t- of the" + built-thiiii; |house|, this was-extant"'' to -h me ; 1|
Domestics are a neces-

sity to every large establishment ; and to obtain these is the next concern after erecting

the i-esidence and laying out the grounds. Wealth and rank easily secure them, and des-

potism is not slow (in the East at least) in enforcing labor, where it is not freely rendered.

Neither sex and no age are exempt from the call ; but of course those reared in the family
are particularly serviceable, from attachment and acquaintance with the habits and wishes
of their superiors. How systematic and complete were Solomon's arrangements imder this

and the associated items, may be seen from the copious accounts in 1 Kings ix, x ; 1 Chron.

'^ kerern, which usually included vegetables and
other fruits planted among the grapes, like an or-

chard garden. The plur. may denote several such
palaces iu different parts of the country, as is usual

for royalty
; with oftentimes more than one vine-

yard on the respective quarters of each.
"" piirder^ a Persian word (but no evidence of a

late date of the book, for it appears in Cant, iv, 13),

whence the Eng. Parnd/xe ; denoting a large hunt-

ing-ground such as are represented on the Assyrian
sculptures.

'''
'<'/.s, an individual tree, here used collectively

for the plur. (as often in Heb. with this and almost
any other noun) ; therefore without the article.

'* xhd<]('ili (in Ilipliil), apiilied usually to animals,

but here to plants. It is of broader signification

than shd/hd/i, to " (juaff."

'^ ya'm\ a cojme ; here used collectively, and
hence without the article.

'^^ tsdiuach, to shout forth iu vegetation ; here used

causatively or transitively, like the Eng. (/rowitig.

2' qdiiu'/i, strictly to procnrf, usually by purchase
;

here evidently meaning to buy slaves, who were

allowed to the Hebrews, if of foreign, i e., heathen,

stock.
^^ 'ebed, a male vorkrr ; whether hired or forced.
-3 sJiiplichdIi., a female servant, usually bond.
^^ That is, home-born.
^5 Article omitted because the noun is already

sufficiently definite; of course his own house is

meant.
-' The copula-verb, being here expressed, is em-

phatic, and denotes that these became in course of

time his property or retinue.
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_A.. "V". 8 *1 ffatliered me also silver and gold, and
the peculiar treasure of kings and of the

pTOviiices : 1 gut [got] ine men singers and women
singers, and the delights of the sons of men, «a«
tmusieal instruments, and that of all sorts.

tHeb. musical instrument <^ and

a as 6i. c instrument,

8 I gathered me also silver and gold, and J^^ pj,
the peculiar treasure of kings and of the

"

provinces: 1 gat me men singers and women
singers, and the delights of the sons of men.

xxvii ; 2 Chron. i, viii, ix, also acquirement " + of prier [herdj'"^ and+ flock ^^

abundantly'-" was-extant'" to + me from [more than ]^" + complete [all] -which
[who

I

had + been" + extant to + the + face + of+me in + Possess-peace.'' ^'
!|

The
creatures to graze on these wide domains, or rather to be pastured ou meadows far re-

mote, but all kept for the royal table and larder, were likewise provided ; and the mon-
arch adds with pride and truth that he excelled even his kingly father in the vast and
orderly commissariat of his own reign, altliougli he delicately alludes to David in the
plural.

8. I + amassed'- for -l-me also silver and -l- gold, ||
Funds of course were needed

for all this expenditure, and that in unusual abundance ; of which coin or at least bullion
was anciently the sole representative. The precious metals have always been the standard
of commercial value, and the medium of exchange or payment. We have already referred

to the historical passages which confirm this statement of Solomon's affluence, and which
also inform us of the source of supply. Immense quantities of gold and silver were moreover
lavished on his editices and their furniture, especially the Temple. and-|-treasure''-|-of
kings and-1-the-l-pleaderships [provinces]."! A regular income for the public ex-

checker was essential to provide for this enormous drain ; and this, as we know, was large-

ly prearranged by David (1 Chron. xxii, 14 ; xxix, 2), chiefly out of the spoils of conquest
(3 Sam. viii, 6-13; 1 Chron. xviii, 7-11 ; xxvi, 3G, 27), which made his dominions an empire
for his son (2 Chron. ix, 23-28), including allies (2 Chron. ii, 3, etc.) and tributaries (at home,
2 Chron. viii, 8; and abroad. 2 Chron. viii, 18). I-|-did'^ for -I-me singing- -I- men and-f
singing -I- women,

II

The charms of music were added to these physical ap])liances of luxury.
David had cultivated both poetry and song, but only in the sacred line already pursued by
the schools of the prophets (1 Sam. x, 5), and for liturgical purposes (1 Chron. xv, 10-24;
xvi, 42; xxiii, 5; xxv, 1-7). Now, however, the art was improved, extended and invoked
for social as well as domestic entertainment, and we can easily imagine that native (and
probably also foreign) talent was encouraged and invited, the evidences of which appear
not much later in the voluptuous and effeminate minstrels of both kingdoms (Isa. v, 11, 12;
Amos V, 23; vi, 4-6). Even the combination of the basso and the soprano parts is implied in

the mention of the two sexes here, as is intimated in the much earlier ptean at the lied Sea
(Exod. XV, 1, 20, 21). and + luxuries'°-f of the'-' + building-ones [sons]-f-of (the)'-"
4-man,—

||
Female charms shed their tender influences over the household in those thousand

little ways and adjustments that show the presence of a retined and tasteful woman : the fur-

niture harmoniously arranged, the dust and cobwebs carefully removed, the colors properly
combined and contrasted, the light and shade well balanced, and the full effect of everything
brought out ; then the sweet vivacious voice, the cheery aspect, the beauteous form and
drapery, and the tout ensemble that makes mother, wife, daughter, the attraction of home
and the magnet of visitors ; all the witchery that ever has and ever will bespeak and com-
mand the spell of the sex over the "lords of creation." In the palace of the daughter of

Pharaoh, we may v,'e[\ suppose, no native or exotic graces would be lacking to the courtly

parlors and elegant boudoirs; where princesses Avere the "maids of honor" (Psa. xlv, 9),

and the dowagers of the former reign were the honored state-fixtures (Cant, vi, 8, 9). The
visit of the queen of Meroe was one example of the noble females whose society at timea

^' miqneh, from qdndh, to obtain (usually by pur-

chase), and therefore own (note ^').

'* bdqdr, a beeve ; so called from its horns, as if

for goring ; here used collectively in the sing.
^* /so'h, a company of sheep or goats ; here like-

wise used collectively.
•*" The prep, m- (a contraction of »u'«, " apart

from "), used as a sign of the comparative degree.
^' The slight empliasis contained in this pluper-

fect sense, as denoting actual but not contempora-
neous existence, requires the verb to be expressed.

*'* kdnar, a not very frequent term, prop, signi-

fying to accumulate wealth.
33 oHpdldh, a very rare term, prop, meaning

wealth as acquired ; here such as would befit the

royal coffers.

** m^dii/ndh, a Chaldaizing term, but perfectly

agreeable to Heb. formation ; from dii/n, to arbi-

trate or rule ; used in the exilian period of the

Babylonian and Persian satrapies, l)ut no evidence

of a very late date, as it occurs in Jeremiah's writ-

ings (Lam. i, 1).

3* 'dudh, the common word for bringing to pass,

making or producing anything, but as applied to

musicians of course implying a process of training

and elaborate qualification.
3*' b^rikdh, from bdrak, to " kneel ;

" as there

the camels kneel for unlading, and the men to

drink.
"'' ta'iinugdh, from 'dnng, to be soft or delicate ;

voluptnousness or feniiuiue grace, as in Cant, vii,

6 [7].
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JL. "V. 9 So I was great, and increased more than
all that were before me in Jerusalem: also

my wisdom i-emained with me.
10 And whatsoever mine [my] eyes "desired 1

kept not from '' them, I witliheld not my heart from
a".y "joy; lor my heart rejoiced in all my <i labour:
and this was my portion of all my lal)our.
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J^^ "V. 11 Til en I looked on all the works that—'- my hands had wrought, and on the labour
that I had laboured to do: «and, behold, all ivas

*>> vanity and vexation of spirit, and thei'e -was no
protit under the <^sun.

12 IfAnd I turned <^ myself to behold wisdom,
tand " madness, and folly : for what /can tho man
9 do that Cometh after the king? Xeve/i that which
hath been already done.

* ch. i, 3. + ch. i, 17 ; vii, 25. h I Or, in those things which have
been already done.

1611. a and behold 6 vanity, eSun dmyself emadnessand
/can gdo, ft 23.

11 my portion from all my labour. Then J^^ J^_
I looked on all the works that my hands —'- -

had wrought, and on the labour that I had la-

boured to do: and, behold, all was vanity and a
striving after wind, and there was no proiit under
the sun.

12 And I turned myself to behold wisdom, and
madness and folly : for what can the man do
that Cometh i after the king ? even that which

1 Or, after the king, even him whom theif made king long ago T
Or, after the king, in those tilings which have been already
done f

wise reiterates a thought (this time a double oue), namely, that the exjierimenter had worked
hard throughout ("from all my toil"), and had extracted all the enjoyment ijossible from
its accomplishment; and this again in two asjjects (reversing the j^revious order), namely,

from internal appetency, and from external apportionment. This last expression points to

the inexorable (divine) law of compensation in kind and degree for all human exertions,

which had already been hinted at (i, 13), and which Avill yet be conclusively exi)ressed

(xii, 14). No escape now remains from the retrospect of all this most splendid and not-to-

be-surpassed effort of the royal sage to reach the fountain of imalloyed bliss; the blank

deduction stares him full in the face—it was a total failure, and a hopeless one. This ac-

cordingly he frankly but bitterly avows, in the remainder of this personal recital (the resi-

due of the chapter), by repeated and varied confessions.

11. And'' '"-i-
1

-1- faced, ^" even !,'•'" on-fall niy + deeds which +had -I- done my
+ hands, and -h on -f the + toil which + 1 +had -f toiled to -I- do ; ||

Having at tai ned the

pinnacle of fortune and of fame, the writer here turns squarely round and casts a backward
look over the ])ath up which he has climbed. It was one of achievement, indeed, l)ut also

of painful exertion ; and these are the two thoughts naturally suggested by the writer, and
here presented. There was a sense of relief from the task, yet of fatigue after it. The
road was a .steep and a rough one, but the summit had been gained. What now ? There

are "no more worlds to conquer," no higher peak jiresents itself beyond; and he must
either sit down languidly upon the narrow apex, or plunge dcjwnward in whatever direc-

tion. Instead of being reinvigorated by the breezy air, or inspired by the wide prospect, his

thoughts revert to himself; for all this he had done for his own sake merely. He is now
only opjiressed with the panting Ijreath and the jaded limbs caused by the arduous ascent, and
finds that he is still liaunted by the insatiable ambition tliut refuses to be satisfied with even

its own creations. The trouble is within him, and the ]ihantom of unrest pursues him still.

and4-lo!' the -1- complete [whole] was a+breath''' and-f a-f feeding'-^'-l-of wind,
and + there -I- was -1- nothing- + of exceedence'-' under the+sun. ||

It was the same
old story over again: he could not escape from himself, nor rise superior to his own wants.

He had gained nothing essential : he was no better, and therefore no happier. External

circumstances had no power to change his heart : his acquisitions and achievements could

not touch his inner nature; and the reaction from the excitement of outward occupation

and of mental strain comes over him with redoubled force. The end of the line was
reached, and there was a blank beyond. Nay, there was a vacuity even here, "an aching

void the wf)rld can never lill." What better off was he after it all ? Reason, jiassion, con-

science told him in unmistakable tones. Nothing! He was the same discontented being

still, seeking a will-of-the-wisp, in the bewitching guise of earthly pleasTire, which ever

eluded his grasp; which rather was unsubstantial as air, when he had actually seized it.

He can only weep tears of anguish over this terminal disappointment. Let us listen to his

self-reproaches on the ])ast, his conflicting thoughts of the present, and his forebodings for

the future. He is all at sea, without a star to indicate his position or to guide liis course.

A melancholy spectacle for an old man, and one so highly gifted and so remarkably favored

as he. AVe may learn something profitable for ourselves from his exi^erience and his re-

flections.

12. And'- ''-f I -f faced,"" even I/-"" to-i-see wisdom'- "' and-fboastings'' "^

[craziness] and silliness:''"! He stands musing, and again shifts his attitude for a

clearer outlook and to recall his previous purpose (i, 17) to penetrate both sides of human
exi:)erience, the clear and the dark, which had so suddenly presented their reverse to him-

self. As he comes to his senses after the first shock of disappointment, the question arises

in his mind, true still to its inborn instinct of investigation. What now or next remains

to be done? But he can see nothing further; he has reached the ultima thule of teiTene

*" pdndh, to fiini one's self about, esi)ecially in

order to look upon (as here, comj). note ^); prop,

to present the face (pdneh). This term is a favor-

ite one with the writer to denote a stopping-place

in his argument, and a change of position for a

fresh aspect of the subject.
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^. "V". 13 Then I saw *that wisdom excelleth—'
'- folly, as tar as light excelleth darkness.

14 tTlie wise man's eyes m-e in his head ; but the
foi)l walketh in darkness: and I "myself perceived
also that one event happeneth to them all.

* Heb. that there is an excellency in iL-isdomb more than in
folly, etc. t Prov. xvii, 24 ; ch. viii, 1.

1611. o myself bWisdom

13 hath been already done. Then 1 saw _^_ J^
that wisdom excelleth folly, as far as —'

"

14 light excelleth darkness. The wise man's eye.s-

_ are in his head, and the fool walketh in dark-
ness : and yet I perceived that one event hap-

Britlsh.

progress, the utmost goal of his own endeavors, and the fullest bounds of imperial re-
sources, because what is there as to -t- the +man" who -I- will -i- come after the-i-
king-?

II
Is there any thing yet possible alter this superlative experiment:' The question

implies a negative answer, and thus leaves no room for further hoi)e or effort in tliis di-
rection. Still the question presses for a definite reply, he can only do^" (to-wit)'. " that
which already he" + has -f- done (it)/^

||
He can merely repeat the experiment, but

of course Avitli the same fruitless result. Success is therefore absolutely impossible by this
process. Real happiness cannot be secured by sublunary joys. Is all effort then to be
finally abandoned? Must we conclude that even our instincts in seeking a solution of the
l^roljlem are delusive?

13. And ''" + 1 -f saw, even 1,''"" which [that] + there -i- exists ''=' an-i-exceed-
ence '

' to + (thej ' "' +wisdom '• " apart+ from [more than
j
(the) '' " -I- silliness, '

"

as -I- the*'' exceedence '-

" + of (theV'"+ light apart -f from [more than] (the)''"''
dark : ||

One ray nevertheless dawns on the bewildered philosopher. At this crucial jjoint
of his investigations and conclusions, when the very foundations of reasoning seemed about
to give way beneath him, he is enabled to hold fast the intuitive convictioli, that, despite
the confusion and uncertainty of human experience, there is an essential difference and a
real superiority in the sound and deliberate exercise of man's judgment over the first and
shallow impressions of a non-expert. Truth actually exists, and the mind, properly in-
formed and disciplined, must and may be relied upon to distinguish it from error. Here
is an impregnable bulwark against even self-deception, an unfailing refuge from despair.
As sure as there is a sun in the heavens, and as comforting too, so clear is the persuasion
that we really do know some things, and that we can safely act upon that knowledge.
"What a blessed sheet-anchor against the gales of speculation and the tides of skepticism I

Happy the man, whether scientist, moralist or religionist, who firmly holds confidence in
common sense, which is the best definition of true wisdom after all. Our experimenter has
retained and even confirmed his belief in one main principle at least; and amid all his fluct-

uations and discrepancies it will steady and clarify his thoughts.

14. The + wise -I- man. his -f eyes are'" in -f-'his -f head; and '''" + the + silly -f man
in-h(the) ''"'-[- dark is'-'' walking:

|i

This is a semi-proverbial parallelism of the cou-
trastive kind, and is adduced to express the universal conviction that a sage is practi-
cally one who " has his wits about him," and is tlierefore less likely to stumble or go astray
in the actual affairs of life than a simpleton, who moves about as if he had no eyes, or
"carried them in his pocket." Whatever mistakes therefore a philosopher may make in
abstract matters, he can only correct them by a recurrence to his jjhilosophy in a recon-
sidered and revised form; just as ordinary peoi)le i)reserve themselves from disaster by
keeping a " sharp look out" for mishaps and their causes, and by moving in broad daylight
(adhering to maxims already well-established and realities palpably cognizable) rather than
grojjing at night (amid the mysteries of Providence and the vagaries of their own fancy).
and'-' + 1 -fknew also, even I,'-"" which [that] -i-

a
-I-hap" one will -l-happen to (to-

wit) ''" complete [all] + of -f them.'' ||
Notwithstanding all prudence and full warning,

everybody must sooner or lat(;r die, the common and inevitable fate of mortals. The transi-
tion to this final catastrophe seems here somewhat sudden ; but Ave must bear in mind that
the writer was far advanced in years, and therefore had but little opportunity now (the verb
rendered "knew" is a 'preteritke one, and often signifies merely "know" as a present) for
further experiment. He is in fact reviewing his whole life, standing near its close; and we

*' The construction here is left purposely indef-
inite, but the exactness of the English idiom re-

quii'cs the hiatus to be filled, whicii the elliptical

style of Hebrew, especially in poetry, elegantly al-

lows. In doing so, we necessarily sacrifice some-
thing of the donblc-entcndre of the original, which
is designed to include both the obvious sense which
we have here adopted and also the deeper one of
the simpler rendering, " What is mankind '? " Comp.
note '• ".
* The accus. particle ('- ^') following implies the

repetition of the transitive verb in the construction.
*^ Or we may supply " owe," i. e., anybody, as the

subject, the impersonal active thereby (as often)

becoming equivalent to the passive " has been."
•*^ The usual expletive addition of the pronoun

to show the construction of the indeclinable rel-

ative.

*^ vai', very strongly adversative by contrast of

the thought, although still contiuuative by reason of
" also " added, as well as the pronoun expletively

repeated.
"^ mi(/r(7t, something that hcfnlh a person ; from

qdrdh, to meet.
•''' That is, not only both of the characters in

question, but the entire race likewise.
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_A.. "V. 15 Then Siiid I in luy lieart, Asithappen-—

^

'-
etli to the fool, .so it *h;ippeMeth even to

« me ; and wliy was I then more wise ? >> Then I said
in my heart, "that this also is vanity.

16 For there is no remembrance of the ''wise more
than of the fool for ever; seeing that which now «is

in the days to come /shall all be ff forgotten. And
how dieth the wise ^man? as the fool.
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J^^ "V. IT Therefore I hated « life ; because the work
that is wrought under the ''sun is grievous

unto me: for all is ^ vanity and vexation of s|iirit.

18 H dYea, I hated all' my labour which I Jiad

*taken uudur the *suu: because tl should leave it

unto the man that « shall be after me.
19 And who knowcth whether he shall be a wise

tman or a fool? yet shall he have rule over all my
s labour wherein I have laboured, and wherein I

have shewed myself wise under the *sun. Tliis is

also vanity.
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J^^ "y^ 20 Therefore I went about to cause my—
' ' heart to despair of all the labour which 1

took under the «sun.
21 For there is a man whose labour -is in ^ wisdom,

and in knowledge, and in ^ equity; yet to a man
that hath not labnured "^therein shall he *leave it,/b/'

his « portion. This also -/,<( /vanity and a great evil.

22 +For what liatli man of all his labour, and of

the vexation of his a heart, wiierein lie hath laboured

under the sun ?

23 For all his days are };sorrows, and his * travail

grief; 'yea, his heart taketh not rest in the night.

This is also vanity.

* Heb. give. t ch. i, 3 ; iii, 9. JJob xiv, 1.

l«tl. a Sun i wisdom and ceqtiity: <Uherein, eportion;
/vanity, ^ heart wherein A travail, » yea his

20 Therefore I turned about to cause my _^^ J^_
heart to despair concerning all the la- —

21 hour wherein I had laboured under the sun. For
there is a man whose labour is witli wisdom, and
with knowledge, and witli ' skilfulness

;
yet to a

man that hath not laboured therein shall he
-leave it for his portion. This also is vanity and

22 a great evil. For what hath a man of all his la-

bour, and of the ^ striving of his heart, wherein
23 he laboureth under the sun ? For all his days arc

hi/t sorrows, and his travail is grief; yea, even in
the night his heart tiiketh no rest. This also is

vanity.

I Or, succexs 2 Heb. give. 3 Or, vexation

20. And + 1-1- surrounded/""' even I,'-"" to make -I- despond (to-wit)'-" my-l-
heart ascent-«ise [iipou| complete [all] the -I- toil which -f I + had + toiled in

under the + sun, ||
This is a reiteration of the previous thought witli some more intense

variations of expression. The writer liad gone around or turned over the subject so long and
so earnestly in his mind, as to reach a state of utter dejection concerning it; a condition

which none can appreciate but those who have themselves known the favorite scheme of a

life-time dashed by an unexpected outcome. For it is the accomplishment of one's idea

of an enterprise, rather than the execution of the mere details, that yields the liigliest sense

of satisfaction to its autlior, especially if he is of the fastidious and sensitive nature which
culture and philosophy engender.

21. Because snppose there+exists'- "^ a-t-man which + his [whose] +toil is with +
wisdom and + with + knowledge and + with + success; "

I

The writer refers to

himself as an example in puint. lie had worked hard as well as skilfully, and had achieved

an appai-ent triumpli, however he miglit feel a secret defeat, and ' "* 4- to + a +man which
[whoj+not has-(- toiled in-t-it^° he + will -h cause + it -f to -I- rest [reliu(|uish itj'" as

his + lot."''
II

An additional ingredient of bitterness is hei-e thrown into the cup of jealous

disappointment ; the son has contributed nothing toward amassing the fortune be(]ueathed

to him,—another intimation tliat he is already a good-for-nothing, and will not value tlie

inheritance. Also yon is a + breath'' ^ and -f a + badness abundant.
!|
The additional

and new phrase here gives a positive character to the misfortune as a real calamity, not only

in feeling to himself (by what he had not gained), but likewise in effect upon others (by

what they would lose). It was '^too had.''

22. Because what is extant"" to-l-(the) +man'' " in -f complete [all] his + toil

and -I- in + the -f- feeding- '''" + of his -f heart, which -f he is toiling in under the +
sun?

II

Nothing is left the toiler as a compensation for his pains or as a satisfaction of his

mental hunger; l)oth the external and the internal stinudus to exertion arc taken away; the

sinews of his strength are cut.

23. Because complete [all] his + days are grievances,'''" and + vexation
J'

"''

is"' his -f humiliation ;
'•*'

\\
This is anotlier exposition of the futility of human pursuits,

and therefore pi'operly stands between the two expressions of the dirge-like motto of this

book of lamentation. If a man could have some comfort during his life-time, he might

afford to yield up his possessions at death, even though to an undeserving and inefficient

heir; but he is too busy to do this, and so his time passes full of excitement perhaps, but

therefore the more full of infliction because of the unrest involved in these clauses and ex-

pressed in the next, also in + the +night ''^ not has 4- Iain-down his-f heart.
||

His

'"^ The same word as in i, C ; here apparently

meaning (figuratively) to be intensely occupied with

the subject (like Lat. ve^-sari).

^'' kishruwn, prop, straightforwardiicaa (from kd-sh-

ar, to he ri(/ht, hence to prosper), i. e., proJitableiies.'<

;

used only in this book, but not therefore necessarily

of late date, as other derivatives of the same root

occur elsewhere (Psa. Ixviii, 6 [7],
" chains ;

" v^\\\-

er, prosperity ; Prov. xxxi, 19, "spindle").
'" The pronoun evidently refers to the toil or its

results just spoken of.

^' chetcc/, prop, a peblJc (from r/iut(a/, to wear

smoot/i), but generally used (like the verb) of dis-

tribution (especially by /"/, for which smooth stones

were often used), and here iu the nature of an in-

heritance (divinely or humanly assigned).
•" hoi'eh, act. participle of lalrdh = hdndh, to be ;

the present form occurring nowhere else in Hebrew,

although the verb is found (Gen. xxvii, 29 ; Isa.

xvi, 4, etc.). It is therefore no special indication

of date.
•>' The predicate noun is here transposed to the

first place in the clause for the sake of emphasis

;

but in the previous clause "days" are emphatic as

opi)oscd to " night " in the following clause. There

is an anti-climax in the terms " sorrow," " vex-

ation," "not lie down." The time is expressed iu

" days," and the occnpalion. in " suffering " (/. e.,

afflicting pressure of affairs).

''-' Placed as far forward in the sentence as pos-

sil)le for emphasis. The sing, here denotes an ex-

clusive but individual space = all night long, or

any night; thus eorresi)onding to "all his days"

preceding, where the plur. however was necessary

to denote the same idea by aggregation = his whole

life long, or every one of his days.



ECCLESIASTES. II, 24

J\__ "V^ 24 ^ * There is nothing better for a man,—'-
'- than that lie should eat and drink, and « that

he +should make his soul enjoy good in his labour.
This also I saw, that it was from the hand of God.

25 For wlio can * eat, or who else can hasten here-
tinto, more than 1 ?

26 For God givith to a man that is good Jin his
c sight wisdom, and knowledge, and joy : but to the
sinner he giveth travail, to gather and to heap -^up,

that §he may give to «/:<?« tiuit is good before /God.
This also is vanity and vexation of spirit.

ch. iii, 12, 13, 22?;
} Heb. before him.

V, 18ft ; viii, 15.

g Jobxxvii, 17.

t Or, delight his senses.

1611. a that 6 eat! c sight, rf up that e him that is /Gorl

;

?12, 22 A 17

24 There is nothing better for a man J^^ J^_
than that he sIiouIlI eat and driidc, and —' '

make his soul enjoy good in liis labour. This
25 also I saw, that it is from the hand of God. For

who can eat, or who can 'have enjoyment,
26 " more than I ? For to the man that pleaseth

liim God giveth wisdom, and knowledge, and
joy : but to the sinner he giveth travail, to gather
and to heap up, that he may give to him that
pleaseth God. This also is vanity and a striving
after wind.

> Or, hasten thereto

mind is so alert, intent and anxious in the affairs of the day, that it cannot quiet itself at
night ; and thus sleeplessness adds to his fatigue and discomfort. The nervousness of in-
sonmia is one of the penalties as well as symptoms of an overworked or over-active brain.

Yon also a 4- breath he [it] is.
||
A more emj^hatic repetition of this concluding phrase,

as here marking a transition to a more cheerful and clearer view of the subject.

24. Therft Is nothing- + of good in + respect + to" + (the) + man'' " moie than"
which [thatj+he+should + eat and + drink and + cause + to + see' (,to-witj ' *'

his + self" good in + his + toil:
[|

The common but innocent forms of jihysical enjoy-
ment are here taken as exi)rc.ssive of earthly happiness in general, and the privilege of this
is set forth as the lawful and laudable use of life

—

its really wisest course. This is not Epi-
cureanism, which makes material pleasure the sumimim honum, or the sole source of happi-
ness; nor worldliness, which confines it to social life and to the three great aims of most
men's ambition (wealth, fame and power). The idea, taken in its connections, obviously is

that the most prudent and effectual plan and principle for human contentment as to this
life is to take the ordinary and essential comforts (which any one is supposed to have, if he
subsists at all) according to the instincts of his nature ("cause his spirit to see "), and this as
he goes along ("in his toil"), even making his daily tasks a pleasure, and labor tributary to
his health of body and mind ; therefore not (as above deprecated) pushing toil to its ex-
treme, nor w^orrying over its outcome, nor above all waiting for "the good time com-
ing " to realize its satisfaction, nor yet sacrificing the peisonal advantage and use of one's
possessions in order to hoard them in a miserly way, and then leave them to be squandered
or abused by heedless or wicked inheritors, or even to bequeath them for some ostentatious
and perhaps useless or impracticable charity (after one can no longer keep or benevolently
and judiciously, though industriously, distribute them ^hile alive). This is no morbid
sentimentalism, but sound philosophy, and true philanthrojiy. The next clause shows that
it is likewise genuine piety. Yon also I + saw, even I,'' '" because [that] from + the-h
hand-l-of (the) -l- God''" he [it] is.

||
Here is the crowning reason, rule and right of need-

ful and natural enjoyment of the blessings of life; they are divine gifts, intended for our
use, lifted to our wants, subservient to God's purposes and to our usijfulness, and above all

deposits of his ])roperty, for the faithful, judieious and heaven-honoring use and disposal
of wiiich those who thus hold them in trust will l)e held accountable to Ilim, as the writer
here and elsewhere intimates (ver. 2G, etc.), and finally distinctly teaches (xii, 14). "Where
can higher, purer, broader, more rational or more cogent morality than this be found? where
deeper, truer, vaster, more consistent or more convincing theology ? He who sees nothing
but shallow and self-contradictory sophistry in this book has no^ studied it very carefully
or intelligently or candidly.

25. Because who will + eat, and -i-who will + haste/' outside'' from -(-me ?
|1

The writer had already said (ver. 9) that he had enjoyed his ])leasures, although philo-
sophically dissatisfied with them ; and he here recurs to this fact in order to show that, if

he had not lieen tormented by the thought of leaving them to another, he might have had
a reasonable degree of comfort in them, as sensible jjcople in general do. He had indeed
extraordinary means for doing so, if he had been disjjosed to acquiesce in the arrangements
of Providence, which had so signally favored him.

26. Because to -f a -fman which [ who] -f is -i-good to -f the -i- face -f of-I-Him God""

•''' The " beth cssenti-.e," or that with regard to
which any statement is made or is applicable, a fre-

quent construction.
''' The simple positive is often used for the com-

parative, or evei; for the superlative.
•"^ ne/jtiesh, the vital principle of men and other

animals, put for the sentient nature, in distinction

from rimach., which denotes their higher intellect-

ual and spiritual being.

'''' e/6hii/))), plur. ("excellenti.e," see note '-) of

eloahh, [a] deity, used (especially with the article,

comp. note '> ") to designate the true God.
''' chuicfh, to hurn/ ; here (fig.) to be eager, i. e.,

reli.sJi.

•"' ehuwts (followed by me-, from, i. c, bei/oud);

here used as a comparative.
"" Evidently to be supplied from the parallel

ver. 24.
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CHAPTER III.

1 By the necessdry change, of thnet, vanity is added to human travail. 11 There in an excellency in God^s works.
16 But asfor man, God shall judge his icorks there, and here he '^ shall he like a beast.

j^_ "V. To every ^ thing there is a season, and a—'-
'- time to every purpose under the <: heaven

:



64 ECCLESIASTES. Ill, 2

/\ "V^^ 2 A time *to be born, and a time to « die

;

— ' a time to plant, and a time to plucli up * that

which is e planted ;

3 A time to kill, and a time ti> "ilieal; a time to,

break down, and a time to build ''up;

4 A time to weep, and a time to/laugli; a time
to mourn, and a time to s dance

;



in, 5 ECCLESIASTES. 65

_^_ "V. 5 A time to cast away stones, and a time
to gatlier stones "together; a time to em-

brace, and a time *to refrain from ''enibracintr;

6 A time to +s:et, and a time to «lose; a time to

keep, and a time to east <* away
;



66 ECCLESIASTES. Ill,

J^^ "y^ 7 A time to rend, and a time to «sew ; a
-

—

'-
-' time to keep silence, and a time to ''speak

;

S A time to love, antl a time to <= hate ; a time of
war, and a time of peace.

o sew : b speak . c hate :

7 and a time to cast away ; a time to rend, _^_ JJ,_
and a time to sew; a time to keep si- —^—

'

8 lence, and a time to speak ; a time to love, and a
tiiiie to liate ; a time for war, and a time for peace.

aside as trash, and our own bodies in old age prove encumbrances rather than helps to the
spirit, so that we are fain to lay them in the grave.

7. a + coursing [season] for + rending", ||
The reference is to garments (as the next

clavise shows), the dishevelling and even tearing of which was an act of Oriental expressive-

ness (horror, grief, etc.), that has no analogue with us, except in maniacs. The only oc-

casion we have to do this is purposely in order to fit pieces for clothing, or accidentally,

both which (especially the latter) are frequent enough, and -I- a -f- coursing ( season
j for

H- stitching; ||
Whether in manufacture or in re2)air. Oriental apparel is usually so simple

that rents are remedied with comparative ease, a -I- coursing [season] for -t- hushing, ||

According to the proverb, "Speech is silvery, but silence is golden." Men show their wis-

dom quite as well by taciturnity as by loquacity (Prov. xxix, 11), although more seldom.
The owl was therefore the emblem of Attica. The praise of this virtue is frequent in this

book (v, 1-3; ix, 17; x, 12-14), as elsewhere in Solomon's writings (Prov. iv, 24; v, 2; viii,

13; X, 8, 14; xii, 23; xiii, 3; etc.). and -f a -I- coursing [season] for -f speaking ; ||
Our

Lord beautifully illustrated this adage both by a dignified reticence and a solemn utterance

(Matt, xxvi, Go, G4; xxvii, 11-14; Luke xxiii, 9), as had been predicted of him (Isa. xlii, 2;
liii, 7). There have also been many eminent cxam])les in public life, as "William the Silent,"

whose few words are the more weighty because uttered at the right time. (Prov. xxvi, 4, 5.)

8. a -I- coursing [season] for -f loving, ||
The catalogue closes with two opposites

which, advancing upon each other in intensity, and representing respectively the inner im-
pulse and the outer expression of many of the preceding ones, sum up the grandest interest

of the individual heart and the public life. The principle of love is at the bottom of all en-

jojnnent and of all elTort, and the supreme description of the divine nature is contained in

that single word (1 John iv, 8j. That nature is the Jiean. ideal of human perfection (Luke vi,

36; 1 John iv, 7, 11), both in its spontaneity (John iii, IG; 1 John iv, 10) and its universal-

ity (iSIatt. xxii, 37-39; Rom. xiii, 10). But the statement that there is a special "time"
for its exercise implies its absence at other times, and 4- a 4- coursing [season] for -I- hat-
ing; '^11 Hatred is declared by ])sychologists to be but the reverse action of love; one can-

not be capable of admiration and attraction toward any quality, without being liable to

experience disgust and repulsion at the exhibition of its opposite. Those strong natures

that love the warmest also hate the most deeply. So it is that the most holy have the great-

est abhorrence of sin. Nor can we at least wholly sejiarate the person from his character
and his conduct. Still we may and we ought to guard our indignation from running into

malevolence; and while we aid in the punishment of crime, we should refrain from joy at

the culprit's suffering. Again, although both humanity and piety demand imiversal philan-

thropy, yet Christ himself prescribed degrees of affection, which by comparison even make
the lover seem devoid of it (Luke xiv, 2G). God himself does not love all men alike, nor
does he require us to love our enemies as we do our friends. There is therefore a distinction

which the contrast of this verse legitimately maintains, and it is not inconsistent with the
dictates of sound philosophy and genuine religion. But it is not necessary for us to press

the statement here to this high point of abstract duty ; it is sufficient, for the object which
the writer had in view, which was merely to illustrate the contrasts in human experience, to

take it as a matter of fact in general observation of this life. As such it is a wide-spread
and finidamental characteristic. a + COUrsing [season] +of fight, "^ and -1- a 4- coursing
[season] 4- of peace.'"

|j
In accordance with this design of simply expressing the actual

alternations of earthly state and action, the writer avoids, and we ai'e spared, all discussion

of the mooted question of the morality of warfare l)y civilized and especially Christian na-

tions. It is ciu-ious to see what sophisms statesmen and expositors invent and advocate on
this subject, but we let them pass as irrelevant here. It is enough to say that this glimpse
of the horrors of the battle-field, alongside the vale of peace, is a fit culmination of the

word-pictures in tliis cmmieration of the woes and joys of history—the ebbs and Hows of

ever-changing existence.

'^ sdne\ the personal emotion of dislike and con-

sequent animosity.
"= In this example alone is a different construc-

tion adopted ; not " to fight," " to make peace ;

"

nor " fur war," " for peace ;

" as if these were ap-

propriate objects of human endeavor. The per-

sonal feature is merged in the communal aspect.

Hence the nouns both express a collective idea of

hostility or friendhness between two armies or

countries. The writer l)egan his list with the dawu
of in(hvi(lual life, and with a downward inchue

toward the grave ; he terminates it with a national

scene on an upward slope toward the symbol of

all that is gladsome and bounteous.
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J^^ "V. ^ *What profit liatli he that « worketli in
-• that wlierein he hiboureth i.

10 I have seen the travail, which God hath given

to the sons of" men to be exercised in it.

11 lie liath made every '^ thing beautiful in his [its]

time: also he hatii set the world in their heart, so

that no man can find out the work that God makcih
from the beginning to the end.

» ch. i, 3.

aworketh, 6meu, cthiuij

9 What profit hath he that worketh in tliat _^^ J^_
10 wherein he iaboureth ? I have seen tiie

travail which God liath given to the .sons of men
11 to be exercised there witii. He hath made every

thing beautiful in its time : also he hath set ' " eter-

nity in their heart, yet so that man cannot find out

the work that God hath done from the beginning

' Or, the world '>

1 the world i> Or, eternity

9. The writer may well ask, in surveying the spectacle, What is the average of all this?

is it :i balance of ble.s.sing or of bane? What is''''' the + exceedence'* ' + of the

+

doing- + one in + that + which he is'-" toiling-'" iii?|! The result of his severest exertion
is fruitless for the main end sought, namely, satisfaction to himself. One incident merely
balances another, and so the net gain is zero. The workman "gets his labor for his pains."

10. I +have + seen (to-wit) '' ^' the + humiliation''^' which God has + g-iven
to + the + building-ones [sons] + of (the) + man'' " to +be +humble ' '" with'-^' + it.

|

But whether a person seeks it or not, he is providentially as well as constitutionally con-
strained to effort in some direction; indeed it may truly be said, that he is liappier when
employed, even in something that is not certain to yield remuneration, than when al)sohitely

idle. In a word, man is in a treadmill, which he must keep going, or it will carry him to

worse ruin. "In the sweat of tliy face shalt thou eat bread," is the stern decree upon
every son of Adam since the Fall (Gen. iii, 19). Comp. i, 13.

11. (To-wit)''^' the + complete [whole] He + did"'^* fair" in-f its -f- coursing-
[season]' : ||

The context, both before and after, seems clearly to re(]uiie this to refer to the
creation of man and his surroundings as originally constituted, when God (who is obviously
the subject of tlie verb here) pronoimced the whole "very good" (Gen. i, 31). Comp.
chap, vii, 29, where the same idea of the change from hapjDiness to misery, in consequence
of tlie la2)se of man, is brought out. It is indeed a very important consideration in the so-

lution of the present disordered condition of human experience, also He -I- g-ave '' ^''

the -t- vanishing--point [ever]'** in -I- their -^
-l- heart ;'- ^"

||
This is an additional fact

("also") in man's ("their") mental constitution ('-heart," used in its wide Hebraistic
sense), as originally fixed by the Creator ("He gave," i. e., put); namely, to be at once
an epitome and a reflection of the entire natural sphere ("the ever," i. e., permanent ex-
ternals; comp. ver. 14). As the lord of creation (Gen. i, 20), for whose behoof everything

'' ijdpUch^ the common word for pretty or beauti-

ful in appearance.
'* The same word as in i, 4 (see note there re-

ferred to), but here manifestly in a quite different

sense, since it is used with the article, and witiiout

a preposition or any similar qualifying word (the

only instance where these two facts concur). More-

over the bald idea of endless time, whether forward

or backward, yields no meaning whatever here, and
therefore those interpreters who insist upon render-

ing the clause," He has put eternity into their heart,"

are compelled to understand the word as signifying

the LOVE of hamorlality, which is a very different

thought from the simple conception of indefinite ex-

istence, and a sense in which the term is nowhere
else employed, whether in Biblical or Neo-Hebraic
usage. Nor would such a meaning, even if it could

be extracted from the phrase, be at all pertinent to

the connection and course of argument, which is sim-

ply to show that man, although the most beautiful

thing in creation, is yet incapable of understanding

the Creator's plan fully. The whole book has no
direct reference to the future life, nor docs it con-

tain any allusion to such an aspiration on man's
part, whether instinctive or educational, whether
of divine or human origin. Indeed it is not clear

that the writer ever entertained the thought itself

in that form, and he certainly limits his whole
reasoning to the present state of existence.

We must therefore fall back upon the other and
usual interpretation of the word here, as to be

taken in the sense of this wovhl^ "the whole" just

spoken of, the beautiful creation itself or cosmos,

as the Greeks called it; that which the writer him-
self had referred to as "standing for ever" (chap.

i, 4), and which he therefore poetically and appro-
priately calls " the ever," the boundary of our
known sphere and experience. Of this man him-
self is the bean ideal, tlie central figure, the grand
ultimatum ; and he is therefore figuratively said to

have it imjilanted in his nature, as being its highest

outcome and type. He expresses the Creator's de-

sign, and is the embodiment of it.

But the use of the word in this sense is no evi-

dence of a late date of the book, as being borrowed
from the Rab))inical usage, such as the phrase " men
of the world," etc. ; for this is really a veiy differ-

ent signification—not the orderly arrangement of

the universe, but the sordid mass of humanity. It

merely, yet very strongly, illustrates the necessity

under which the writer lay, of employing words in

an unusual or figurative sense in order to express
his more keenly metaphysical, or rather more pro-

foundly philosophical, ideas. He has here, as else-

where, coined a new meaning or application for an
old word, which later writers perhaps adopted in a

degraded appropriation ; or possil)ly the signification

ani] allusion were already familiar among the deep
thinkers, if not with the popular writers and collo-

quial speakers of his own day. Delitzsch (C'om-

meiitarii, on the passage) with singular inconsistency

maintains the signification "eternity" for the word
here, on the ground that the meaning " world " is

exclusively post-Biblical ; and yet he assigns a post-

Biblical date to the entire book on account of other

late Hebrew words occurring in it.
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_^_ "V. 12 1 know that there is no good in them,—'-

but tor rt man to rejoice, and to do good in

his life.

13 And also that every man should eat and drink,

and enjoy the good of all his « labour, it is the gift of

God.
14 I know that, whatsoever God doeth, it shall be

for ever: nothing can be put to it, nor any thin^
taken from it: ami God doeth ^it, that men should
fear before liitn.
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J\__ "y _ 15 *Th:it which hath « been is * now ; and— that which is to " be hath already " been ; and
God requireth fthat whicli is past.

16 H And djuoreover 1 saw under the «sun the

place of judsj-nient, that wickedness was there; and
tlie place of riglitcousness, that iniquity 'xms there.

17 I said in mine [my] heart, God shall judLfe the

righteous and the wickecf : for there is :J:a time /there

for every purpose and for every work.

' ch. i, 9. t Heb. that tnhich is driven away. J ver. 1.

1611. abeen, 6uow: ebe, rfmoreover, eSuu /there,

15 before him. ' Tiiat which is hath been _A.. "R.
already ; and that wliich is to be Iiath —'-

already been : and God seeketh again that which
is '^ passed away.

1(> And moreover I saw under the sun. in the place
of "judgment, that wickedness was tnere ; and in
the place of righteousness, that wickedness was

17 there. I said in "my heart, God shall judge the
righteous and the wicked : for there is a time there

I Or, That which hath been is now 2 Heb. driven away.

• judgement •> mine

augmentation or diminution. The thought is substantialh' jiarallel with that of i, 15. We
must accept it as it is, and make the best of it. and + (the ) +God ''• '''' has + done " '"' +
it in order which [that j +they '" +may + fear from + as + to + tiie + face + of+him.'"||
The design of this fixity as well as mystery is to secure the reverence of ignorant and help-

less mortals, and thus lead them to jiatience and to l>iety. The thought is mainly parallel

with that of the last clause of ver. 11.

15. What it is which + has + beeii-extant, already he [it] is;|| This is a re-

currence to the idea of i, 9, in a slightly modilied form, and it is ai)propriate here as well as

there from its close connection with tlie thought just expressed of the uniformity of human
experience as permanently ordained by the Creator and Ruler of all. and -I- that +which
is to + be-extant, already it-f-has-l-beeii-extant:

|I

Just as the past is re])roduced

in the present, so will the future be a reproduction of the j^ast likewise: in other words,
history repeats itself, of course in its essential features, and + (the) -f- God,''' ''° he -I- will
-I- search '+ for (to-wit)'-'" a -f pursued "''

thing. ||
The past, which is fleeting out

of sight, is continually recalled as if by a requisition of supreme authority, ere it entirely

escapes from the range of experience and observation. The Almighty, the writer emphat-
ically reiterates, is the power that ensures this repetition of a by-gone routine. It is there-

fore absolutely inevitabk>, and nothing more need be said about it with any hope of altering

or bettering it.

16. Accordingly another phase of human life is now presented, of a more public char-

acter. And -f repeatedly [again] I-fsaw under the + sun :
"'

||
The writer takes a

fresh survey of terrestrial affairs, looking abroad as if for relief from the abstruse and ))er-

soual investigations preceding, the -H rising-point [place] -t- of (the) ^-
-F- judgrnent,^'

there-ward [there] was (the)'" -f wickedness; -'^ and-hthe-f-rising--i)oint |i)lace|-^''-f-

of (the )'"
-I-justice,'-" there-ward [there] was (the)'" -t- wickedness." I

Alas! it was
even worse the wider and the higher lie looked. The very throne was a nest of corruption.

It is not necessary to suppose that the writer alhides to his own time or any other in ])artic-

ular; certainly any personality of that kind would be odious and out of place. Oriental

governments are proverbial for despotism, venality and iniquity, and one would not need
to go or search far for eminent and notorious examples. Nor are such spectacles confined

to antiquity or the East; they are unfortunately but too conunon in every age the world
over. This one view is enough in this direction for the present; it will be reverted to again
shortly (iv, ,1) as the culmination of social misery.

17. I + said, even I,
'' "° in + my -l- heart :

" (To-wit) ' " the 4- just man and -i-

(to-wit)'''" the 4-wicked man (the) -f God "•'''" will+judge!"
||

This the writer did
not venture to utter openly, but he comforts himself under the outrageous demoralization
with an assured reflection still drawn from the fact of the divine sovereignty. Both parties

in the suit unjustly decided before his eyes will yet come before a higher tribunal (v, 8),

where they will respectively receive their true award (xii, 14). Observe that this last is

the proper function of God as the righteous judge, and not simply the abomination thus
righted, because there is a 4- coursing" [season] for -f complete [every] pleasure^
and 4- ascent-wise [uponj complete [all] the 4- deed"' '' there.! The writer con-

cludes his comment upon the judicial villany with the general text of this ])art of tlie dis-

cussion (ver. 1), of which the reversal that he confidently autici])ates is a signal illustration,

and he adds a clause to it by way of special application to the case in hand.

'^ Evidently referring to mankind spoken of col-

lectively in ver. 13.

•^ rddaph, to chase after, for the purpose of over-

taking or catching; here evidently used in the

milder sense of mere scyucnce (the only instance)

in the order of time. For this tlie Niphal or pas-

sive form is here employed, not merely as express-

ing something /v?*)* tofh/Iit figuratively In' the lapse

of time, but as tliat wliich the Disposer of events

has recovered, as if by the earnest pursuit or search

indicated iu the preceding term.

^^ So the Masoretic accents require us to pimctu-

ate.

•" mishpdt, prop, a sentence pronounced ; hence
abstractly Jioslire, which is figuratively said (or

supposed) to be seated on the magisterial

bench.
•*- Article for empliasis as if in apostrophi/.ation,

or perhaps as a qK<(.s/ noun of material. Comp.
note '•'*'.

''^ Concretes used (as often) for abstracts by per-

sonificatiou, as iu the preceding note.
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J\., "V". 18 1 said in " mine [myj heart eoncerninff
the estate ot the sons of men, *that God

might manifest them, and that tliey might see that
tljey themselves are beasts.

19 +For tliat whicli befalleth the sons of '•men
befaileth « beasts ; even one tliinij befalleth them :

as the one dieth, so dicth the other; •'yea, they have
all one « breath ; so that a man hath no preeminenee
above a/beast: for all is vanity.

* Or, that they might clear God, and see, &c.
ch. ii, 16.

tPs. xlix, lig;

1611. amy 6meii, cljeasts, dyeathey «breath, /beast;
g-31

18 for every "purpose and for everywork. ''I A R
said in " my heart, Jt is because of the — -

sons of men, that God may prove them, and that
they may see that they 'themselves are but as

19'beasts. For * that which befalleth the sons of
men befalleth beasts; even one thinjj befalleth
them: as the one dieth, so dieth the other; yea,
they have all one ^breath; and man hath no
preeminence above the beasts : for all is vanity.

I Or, matter 2 Or, 1 said in mine heart concerning the sons
of men, It is that God itc. 3 Or, spirit

amine ^ Or, the sons of men are a chance, and Brltleh.
the beasts are a chance, and one ttc.

18. The Preacher now moralizes generally upon the condition of mankind at large. 1 +
said, even !/•''" in +my + heart ascent-«ise [uponj the + spoken-thing [account ]=" + of
the + building-ones

|
sons) + of (the) +nian,'' "

||
A continuation of the soliloquy raised

by the contemplation of the previous unhai)py scene, for'' + (the) + God ''' °" to + clarify'"
+ them,'' i

The expression is equivalent to an unuttered wish. Oh that He would cleanse
their mental vision! .so thickly and hopelessly ol)scured is it by their depressed condition.
The writer still cannot efface the shocking picture of tuijust treatment from those in au-
thority, and his appeal to Heaven leads him to long not only for final redress thence, but
meanwhile for a more i^hilosophical frame of mind on the part of the sufferers, which can
only be inspired from the same source, so that they might derive consolation or at least
submission from a correct apprehension of their subject condition on earth at best, and-l-
for+ them'^ + to + see which [that]+they are a+beast, they as to + them.'i This
clause explains tjie sense in Avhich the preceding one is to be taken. The writer's phrase-
ology labors to intensify the thought of this hunuliating self-confession. It may seem poor
comfort for down-trodden humanity to reflect upon its common level with the brutes; but
the thought is certainly a very natural one under such circumstances. Yet it is only by a
deeper insight into this fact than melancholy or despair could suggest, that relief can come
to a rational soul. This link the writer immediately proceeds to supply, and that in a
characteristic but somewhat indirect way.

19. Because a-t-hap"-" is the-i-building'-ones [sonsj + of (the) 4- man,'- " and +
a-l-hap is the-i- beast; and-i-a-Fhap one is to ''"'-[-them :

||
In common with other

animals man has an appointed lot, and this is the same as theirs. The two clauses therefore
are here not tautological. The writer is gradually approaching his main i)oint of solution.
As these two classes of earth's inhabitants, although widely apart in character and destiny
otherwise, are equally God's creatures, and both sprung from (as well as about to return to)
mother earth (ver. 20), it might be expected that they would have a similar (physical) con-
stitution and be subject to like (terrene) contingencies. Human beings therefore need not
complain (at least against God), if they fare in many (temporal) respects no better than
their fellows the brutes, as+ is + the + death + of ''" yon [this], so is the -f-death + of
yon [that] ;

*"
II

Not that the circumstances are the same, nor the moral cause and signifi-

cance; but the fact is equally certain and conclusive as to all terrestrial concerns. This
being then the great and final event, all else here below may be regarded as of minor im-
])ortance. Such is the constant doctrine of this book, which dwells with not too much
stress upon this terminus of every mortal career, and -h a -(- wind [spii-it]"" one is to'' '"-I-

the -I- complete [whole]
; ||

Men and other animals so closely resemble each other in many
of their mental attributes (the senses, instincts, memory, feeling, will, and even sagacity), that
they may in a qualified sense be said to have a sort of soul or immaterial (but not therefore

^ dihruli, fem. of that in note '» '•'', and used in

very much the same sense of a matter of concern,
especially in this phrase = because of.

^^ A somewhat unusual construction, not in-

frequent in this book, but not so peculiar as to

argue a late date.
'^^ Apparently the iufin. constr. Kal of hdrar (in-

stead of boirr), jiiop. to ,s//'/, hence to jmrifij ; a
sense which the following context requires.

^^ The pronoun here can only refer to maukind
just spoken of, and these cannot be the corrupt
judges previously mentioned, who are but a small
and special class of hmnaii beings, and are not per-

sonally referred to at all.

"** " God " cannot be the subject of the infin. fol-

lowing (although it is so of that preceding, and
although the two verbs are connected by "and"),
for that would be nonsensical ; but the subject is

carried over from the pronouu just expressed, re-

ferring to men at large. We might render, " for

God to clarify them, even [so as] to see." There is

no occasion to change the text, as some arbitrarily

do for the Hiphil, " and to cause [them] to see."
•*^ iiKMvth is the constr. of the noun mdvetJi, and

not the infin. absol. of the verb, which could not

syntactically stand here.
^" zeh^ " this," repeated distinctively, as is the

idiom.
•^ This is the only passage in which ruwach (see

note "''5) is applied to animals, and it obviously is

so here only by zemjinu^ inasmuch as the two classes

of beings are spoken of in common, and nephesh

would have been inappropriate as implying a total

cessation of being foi' man. Therefore the more
dignified term is employed although strictly inap-

plicable to the lower class, and hence (pialified (in

ver. 21) by the statement that in their case it ceases

at death.
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A., v. 20 All go unto one "place; all are of the
dust, and all turn to dust aJTiiin.

21 Who knoweth the spirit *ot' man that tgoeth
* upward, and the spirit ot the beast that goetii

downward to the earth ?

22 JWherefore I perceive that there is nothing
better, than that a man should rejoice in his own
c works ; for that is liis <^ portion : for who shall bring
Iiim to see what « shall be after him?

*lleh.ofthesonsofman. i Heb. is ascending. tch.ii,24; v,18.

IGll. a place, 6 upward, c works: dportiou ; eshalbe

20 All go unto one place; all are of the _A.. R
21 dust, and all turn to dust again. Who

knoweth the spirit ' of man 2 whether it goeth up-
ward, and the spirit of the beast 2 whether it goeth

22 downward to the earth? Wherefore I saw' that
there is nothing better, than that a man should
rejoice in his works ; for that is his portion : for
who shall bring him back to see what shall be
after him I

I Heb. of the sons of men. 2 Or, that goeth

necessarily immortal) essence, especially in the case of the higher orders of beasts (such as the
Hebrew-word here indicates, i. e., quadrupeds). All this is calculated to enhance the nature

of the lower creatures, and thus bring them more nearly on a level with man, as they are here
contemplated, and -t-fhe + exceedfulness^'' + of the +man apart [more than] ">=*" the
+ beast is nothing : I

They are indeed not absolutely alike nor equal, but only in the as-

pects here regarded, namely, a liability to suffering, abuse, disease, want and death; which
make up by far the major ])art of human experience on earth, because the + complete
[whole] is a breath.'' *

||
The key-note is thus again struck, and the chord vibrates through

all animate as well as inanimate creation in the entire circuit of mundane symphony.
20. The -h complete [whole] is -walking-'''' toward a -(-rising-point [place] ^-^

one; ||
The totality is now specifically that realm of nature just spoken of, namely, the

sentient, locomotive one; but there is an allusion to the coincidence with the other depart-

ments of physics likewise (i, 4-7), as an endless circle; also to the common goal of destiny

as inanition (last clause of ver. 10, which thus stands as a link of connection), the -I- com-
plete [whole] was "''''-extant from -fthe -t- dust, 1|

A reference to the origin of all

bodies, both human and bestial (Gen. i, 24; ii, 7), eminently pertinent here as an omen (from
the beginning) of their lunniliation and incohesiveness (Job iv, 19; xvii, 14; Psa. civ, 29).

and -I- the -f- complete [whole] has -l- returned''" toward the -f dust. ||
A fulfilment

of that prophecy (Gen. xviii, 27; .Job xxxiv, 1.")) and of the ])rimal curse (Gen. iii, 19). The
fate is therefore universal and inexorable. AV'hethcr animals were involved in that penalty

(as some have inferred from Kom. viii, 19-23), is not here material.

21. Nor is there any future to look forward to as a relief of this mortal consummation
of earthly destiny; no knowledge of the being himself by others after he has gone (ver. 21),

nor any of others thereafter by himself (ver. 22). "Who is knowing the -fwind [spirit] "

4- of the -(- building-oues [sons] + of the+man''" (the" -f one -(-ascending she [it] is

to -f- ascent-ward'")
II

The soul or sentient principle of the human being is absolutely

untraceable after it leaves the body, save that we are assured (by traditionary revelation,

if not by natural theology or philosophical reasoning) that it survives. That the writer at

least firmly believed in the doctrine of the immortality of the human soul, is clear from chap,

xii, 7; and the same was the belief of other Old-Testament saints (Gen. xlix, 29; 2 Sam. xii,

23; Job xix, 25-27; Psa. xvi, 10; Matt, xxii, 32). But of its condition and circumstances

they knew nothing, nor do we know much more, and 4- the wind [spirit]^' + ofthe -(-beast
(the" -(-one -(-descending she [it] is to+incliningly to+the + earth^')? j|

The ani-

mating principle or sentient element of brutes is still more inscrutable diu'ing life itself, as
we have not even consciousness to guide us in its investigation, and its analogies with the

human spirit perplex quite as nuieh as they aid us in comprehending its mysteries. After
death of course it wholly escapes our observation, and in fact (as common sense teaches all

men) it altogether ceases to exist, or (as the writer says in effect) it falls into the same de-

struction as the carcass. What a homily this verse reads on the folly of pampering the body,
since it is at last to drop into a grave undistinguishable in all obvious or essential resjiects

from that of a beast! And (which is still more to the point for the writer's argumentj what
folly it is to torment our poor souls about the problems or even the ills of the present life,

which they must so soon quit, '' nor leave a trace behind I" The writer therefore " shows a

better way," partly in the next verse, and still more conclusively in the sequel (chap. xii).

22. And'' ^* 4-1 -fsaw''"' because [that] there is nothing -(-of good from [more

*•' mowthdi; from the same as in note '
', and

usually signifying about the same, ?'. e., profit.
'' Or perhaps "[is] returning," as in i, 6 ; but

the prfeter sufficiently expresses the fad of the

general tendency and experience.
*^ hd- is certainly the article here, and not the

interrogative, which is never thus pointed, and
which moreover would involve a contradiction, as

if it were questionable whether man's spirit did in-

deed survive or the brute's perish.
'' Or " to God," as in xii, 7 ; which can only mean

survives, as the contrast following further proves.

The reason why the writer does not add this explicit

term (" to God ") here, as a proper balance to the fol-

lowing hemistich (" to the earth ") would seem to re-

((uire, appears to be that it would be an attirmation of

something which we do not so positively know as we
do the latter, and would therefore be inconsistent

with the assertion of our ignorance here made.
** This addition correspontis to the explanation

"to God" given above with respect to the other

clause, and is conclusive of utter perishing.
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CHAPTER IV.

1 Vunitii in increased unto men hy oppression, 4 by en:vy, 5 hy idkness, 7 by covetousnesa, 9 by soliUiri7iess,
13 by ici{f'ulne-'is.

A.. V. So I returned, and considered all the—
' *oppressions that are done under the «sun:

and behold tlie tears of '>snch as were oppressed, and
they «liad no ''comforter ; and on the fside of their op-
pressors there was «power; but they liad no comforter.

2 ^Wherefore [TnereforeJ 1 praised the dead which
[wlio] are already /dead more than the living which
[wlio] are yet alive.

'ch. V, i.g i Heb. hand. t .Tob iii, 17, &c.

1611. osun; 6 such a,s were chad dcomforter: epower,
/dead, g-7,&c. [at •• 1 "1

1 Then I returned and saw all the oppres- _^_ J^^
sions that are done under the sun : and
behold, the tears of such as were oppressed, and
they liad no comforter ; and on tlie side of their

oppressors there was power, but they had no com-
2 forter. Wlierefore I praised the dead " who are

already dead more than the living ° who are yet

than] ''=" +which [that] (the) + man'' " should +be + glad in + his + deeds ;''•"
||

The same couclusiou as iu ii, 24; and here a real refuge, as there, from the eares of life.

because he [itj is his + lot"-^" :
||

The same reason as in i, 1;]; where the divine
source of the distribution is distinctly stated, because who will + cause + him + to
+ come to + see'''" on'' " +what it is which + will + ite-extant after +him?!
The ])i-incipal thought here is tliat he cannot enjoy any terrestrial good after death, and
therefore he should take the comfort of it during life; thus forming a parallel with the pre-

vious i)art of tlie verse. But a collateral idea is added to it, which brings it into connection
with the conclusion reached in i, 11; ii, IG; namely, that oblivion will rest upon the de-
parted, both on the part of others respecting him, and on liis own ])art as to tlie concerns
of this life, the latter feat\ire being more distinctly brought out in ix, 5, 6. In tlae grave
at least, therefore, all earthly troubles cease (Job iii, 17), and consequently one can af-

ford to bear tliem for the little time between, even if we have not many counterbalancing
plea^iu'es.

IV, 1. And'' ^* 4-1 -I- returned,' even I,''"" and''"-i-saw (to-wit)''^' complete
[all] the 4- oppressed -t- ones', which [who] are done^ under the + sun; I

The writer

recurs to the vivid impression which tyranny makes upon the spectator (iii, 16), and his

phrase(jlogy shows that his inind labors with the theme, and-f-lo !

"' '" the -I- tear ''

-I- of
the -f oppressed 4- ones, and4-fiiere4-was4-to4-them nothing- 4- of ' one 4- causing- 4- to
4- rest: ||

The friendless condition of the down-trodden subject is his most forlorn and
ho]5eless feature. Those who are in disfavor with the government are proverbially shunned
and looked iqjon with susjiicion l:)y the obsequious multitude. No one dares take their

part, or offer, even privately, to relieve them, and 4- from 4- the 4- hand" 4- of their 4-

oppressors there was force ;
'

II

Des])otism is prompt, energetic and merciless, and its

minions are eager to show their zeal in its behalf. In Oriental courts the king or governor
is also judge, and jury too. and 4- tliere 4- >vas 4- to 4-them nothing- 4- of one + causing 4-

to4-rest.
II

The statement is repeated in order to enhance the contrast l^etween the two
parties. Absolutely no advocate or bail ap])ears for the condemned Init innocent victims.

In the East, esjiecially in Turkey, tlie most arbitrary arrests are made, and the most sum-
mary ])unishment is inflicted by the authorities, both higli and low, on the most frivolous

grounds, often for the mere purpose of extortion. The outrage upon all sense of justice is

vividly jiortrayed by a terse ])lirase in vii, 7.

2. And'' '4- congratulating-" «as I (to-wit)'-^' the4-dead, which [whoj-hal-
ready have 4- died; ||

These at last are thus out of their misery (which is the additional

idea conveyed by the emphatic repetition in the last clause). Sympathy for the desjierate

state of the maltreated unfortunates so deeply affects the beholder that, in chagrin less

selflsh liut almost as poignant as he before felt at his own disapjiointment (ii, 17), he is now
tempted, like Job (iii, i), to pronounce life itself a curse, because subject to such intoler-

able inflictions. There is no appeal, no remedy, no exemption (comii. Psa. xi, 3) ; the

' sJiuwb, in close connection with a following verb,

has an adverbial force, denoting a reiteration of

the act, often merely doing something different.
'^ Persons, as the gender indicates ; not an ab-

stract.

"That la, madfi such; see note"' •^\ Tlie repe-

tition of the thought is emphatic.
* Used collectively, as the Heb. docs with almost

any noun.
^ This word is so commonly used iu the construct

(as a mere adverb = not) that it is sometimes trans-

posed iu its order to the ordinary position of nega-

tives, or even used absolutely.
'' That is, 071 the side or part, as if jutting out

from the side ; a frequent use of this noun, which
is employed in a great variety of applications.

' konrli, physical vigor; hence social influence.
*' s/iat>fi/arh, a Pielite verbal adj. : the root seems

prop, to denote the act of gently tapping with the

palm of the hand in repression or in commendation.
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J^^ "V". .
S *«Yea, better '>is he than both they,

• whicli [uhoj hath not yet been, wlio iiatli

not seen the evil work that is done under the <^sun.

4 1i<* Again, I tonsidered all travail, and -fevery

i-iglit work, that Jfor this a man is envied of his

« neighbour. This -is also /vanity and vexation of

spirit.

5 §The fool foldeth his hands together, and cateth
his own flesh.

IJ ilBetter vis an [a] handful with quietness, than
both the hands full w*7A travail and vexation ot spirit.

* Job iii, 11, IC, 21. ^ lieb. all the rightness of ii-ork. t Heb.
this is the envy of a man from his neighbour. § I'rov. vi, 10

;

xxiv, 33.
I!
Prov. xv, 16 ; xvi, 8.

1611. a Yea better
/ vanity, i/ is

6 is he 'Sun. d Again I e neighbour: this

3 alive
;
yea, ' better than them both did I J^^ J^_

esteem him "that hath not yet been, who —
hath not seen the evil work that is done under the
sun.

4 Then I saw all labour and every 2 skilful work,
that 3 for this a man is envied of his neighbour.

5 This also is vanity and a striving after \vin<l. The
fool foldeth his hands together, and cateth his

6 own tiesh. Better is "a handful 'with quietness,
than two haiidfuls • with labour and striving after

I Or, better than they both is he irhich tfrc. 2 Or, successful
3 Or, it Cometh of a man's rivalry with his neighbour 4 Or, of

"Which ban

grave is the only refuge (Job xiv, 13). Better resist than submit, for death is the utmost
penalty, and then the wretch is beyond the reach of injustice. These are the iirst sponta-
neous promptings of a high-strung spirit goaded tp the point of suicide by such consum-
mate rascality. Or if a cooler temper succeeds on reflection (viii, 3), still the easiest way
out of oppression seems to be to surrender the situation, and retire from the sight and sound
of it (Psa. Iv, 6). even into nonexistence (chap, vi, 5). from [more than]''''^" the-l-alive
+ ones which [who] -|- even + they * are alive in-COUrse-of+no"W [until hitherto].'"

II
In

jjreference to continuing here, where men are constantly ex2)osed to sucli liardship (the last

idea being implied as before in the repetition).

3. And + as + g-OOd from |more than] + the + two + of + them, I + lomnatnhitfd
(to-wit)'''" iiim" which [who] in-course-of-hnow [until hitherto|'" not has + been-

extant; ||
Nay, <t fortiori he would be better olf still, who has never lived at all. which

[who] not has + seen (to-wit)'-^' the + deed the +bad one, which has-l-been +
done under the + sun.

||

This, in like manner as before, is assigned as a reason for such
a verdict. Nor is the supposition absurd, nor the conclusion unnatural ; it is a common
and almost proverl)ial expression (Jer. xx, 14; Matt, xxvi, 24).

4. And -t- 1 saw, even I,''
^^ (to-wit) ''

^' all toil and + (to-wit) • " + all suc-
cess ''••'"+ of the -I- deed,

||
Here the other side of the case is considered: suppose the

effort is apparently {i. e., outwardly) successful ; there being no such interference of su])erior

authority to thwart it. What then? because [that] he [it] is a-|-jealousy'--(-of a +
person''-' from + his -l- fellow.'^ ||

The reply is. Why, in that case he only excites the
envy of his competitors, and thus in another form suffers obloquy, enmity and ostracism,
whicli corrode his peace and may cause his death. There is especially a covert allusion to
the cupidity of government, which in the East is sure to find some pretext for confiscating
the property of prosperous citizens; Thus the same evil of tyranny recurs in any event.

Also yon is a + breath'-^ and + a4-feeding''"' + of wind.
||

The oft-repeated dirge
inevital)Iy closes every line of human effort and experience. See i, 14.

5. The -I- presumptuous [silly] man is folding- (to-wit) '• ^' his -F hands, ||
Balked

in both directions, the simpleton sits down in sheer discouragement, resolved to do nothing
whatever, and passively resign himself to his fate and to surrounding influences, and -f is

-heating- (to-wit)'-'" his-h flesh.
||

But this is the sheerest suicide of all, and an in-

glorious one at that; figtiratively compared to devouring his own person—as grotesque an
image as the indolent jierson himself presents with folded arms and clasped hands.

6. Good is the -1- filling- "' a palm'" with rest, ||
In opposition to this utter inert-

ness, the writer proverbially remarks that a little {one hand full) is something positively
good, although we may not have all we wish or need, from |more than] " ^"-f the -(-fill-

ing'* two -I- fists with toil''" and-f-a-f feeding-'''''-l-of -wind.! Very much like the
modern proverb, "Half a loaf is better than no bread,'' except that here the contrast is

extended so as to include not only the quantity Imt also the (juality
;
yet the latter a forti-

ori., for a little of a good thing is of course preferable to even less of a bad thing; and
the more one has of a bad thing, the worse off he is. Aside from this double play, the

^ An idiomatic repetition of the pronoun. Comp.
note '' ^'^.

'" 'adenndh, an abbreviation of 'ad henndh ; and
so the un-paragogic form 'adcn, in the following

verse.

" The accusative sign ('-") preceding requires us

to carry over the verb from the similar construction

in ver. 2.

'- qiridh, supposed to mean derivationally the

flnxh of passion.
'^ rea\ another variant deiivative from the

8

widely spread root noticed under notes ' *"' ^^ (of

which marring seems to be the common or essential

idea), and signifying a person living near (perhaps
through the idea of rncss-matcs as feeding together,

for this appears to be most directly from that form
of the verb), hence 'A friend, or associate in general.

'^ nL^'16\ infiu. constr., of which the first noun is

the subject and the second the object (adverbially

construed, as frequently).
'* knph, the curved or hollow hand used for con-

taining something.
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A. "V. '!' HThen 1 returned, and I saw vanity— -under the "sun.

8 There is one alone, and the?'e is not a second

;

yea, he * hath neither child nor brother: yet is

there no end of all his "^labour; neither is his eye
satisfied with ''riches; neither saith Ae, For whom
do I labour, and bereave my soul of good? «This
is also vanity, /yea, it is a sore travail.

9 HTwo are better than one; because they have
a good reward for their labour.

10 For if they fall, the one will lift up his 9 fellow :

but woe to him ti that is ' alone when he * falleth ; for

^Jie hath not another to help him up.
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_^_ "V. 11 Ajrain, if two lie together, then they— have "heut: but how can one he warm alone?
12 And if one prevail against him, two shall

withstand liim ; and a threefold cord is not quickly
broken.

13 1 Better is a poor and a wise [and wise] * child

than an old ami foolish <^ king, *who will no more
be admonished.

14 For out of prison he cometh to <^ reign ; whereas
also « Ae that is born in his /kingdom a becometh poor.

Heb. who knoireth not to be admonished.

Itill. a heat; 6 child, ckiug *who ci reign,
/kingdom, y becometh

11 another to lift him up. Again, if two J^^ J^_
lie together, then they have warmth :

— -

12 but how can one be warm alone F And if a
man prevail against him that is alone, two shall
withstand him ; and a threefold cord is not quick-
ly broken.

13 Better is a poor and wise youth than an old and
foolish king, who knoweth not how to receive ad-

14 monition any more. For out of prison he came
forth to be king ;

^ yea, even in his kingdom he

a According to some ancient versions, rvhereas the British.
other though born in his kingdom became poor.

11. Also if two should + lie"''-(lowii,
||

Suppose, for another example, that the travel-

lers put up together for the night, and as usual occupy the same bed. and [thenj-' it -f

"will-i-be''''"'^^-hot"'' to -f them :
|1

They do this, especially if in a tent in the chilly night,

for the sake of mutual warmth, no less than for economy, safety and companionship.

and'''^-l-to-t-one how can -f it -l- be-hot "'^ ? i
The lonely lodger of course loses this

advantage.

12. And -f- if the -I- one should + oppose"" -I- him, 1|
For a third exam])le, on the

next (or some othei-) day a robber waylays one of the travellers a little separated from his

companion; and the chances are that he will master him. the -I- two, they ' "^4- would
-1-stand iir^-l-front-l-of-l-him.

|[
The other coming to the rescue would enable him to

resist the as.sailant successfully. And -1- the -f- cord the -t- trebled one, not with-speedi-
ness it

'' " will + be -l- snapped. ||
For the fourth example a figure (or perhaps proverbial

phrase) is used, to show that, like a three-stranded i-o\)q, three compagnons du voyage would
be still more sectu'e.

13. The key-word of transition from this point to the next is the fracture of the cord
and the abrupt vicissitudes of fortune symbolized by it; and thus we are led back to the
fluctuations of chap, iii, 1-8, but still viewed througli the medium of the social disorders
contemplated in chap, iv, 1. A most notable feature of public and especially political life,

under a monarchy at least, is the succession in the administration of affairs; and the advent
of a new sovereign is hailed by the populace as a harbinger of relief from past exactions and.

present grievances. The writer therefore aj^jtly introduces this as a fresh and prominent
case for philosophical delineation and analysis on the general question of the cui hono on
the whole and in the outcome. Good is a + bom-one^" reduced^' and'- '" + wise from
[more than]"' ^^

-fa + king- old and+ presumptuous [silly|,
||

Such a transfer of the
crown is of course very common, the dotard's place being taken by his sprightly but hith-

erto unendowed heir. The sharpness of the contrast, however, and especially the depressed
condition of the youthful successor, implies a previous state of disfavor if not of positive

ill-treatment; and this idea is confirmed by the following verse. It is one of the most fre-

quent miseries of despotic governments that the subordinate members of the royal family,

even—and indeed particularly—the heir-apparent is kejjt under surveillance and not sel-

dom of personal restraint, if there be any signs of ptiblic discontent or of private ambition.

who not has -f-known how to -(- be 4- enlig-htened repeatedly [again] ^"'^^
||

The
arbitrariness here predicated of the aged monarch is not only a natural trait of long-con-
tinued and irresponsible power, wliich is so apt to engender a head-strong temper, but is

also a suggestion of vm2:)opularity as if going counter to public sentiment expressed in

some paljiable form, not merely, it would seem, by the official advisers and ministers of

state, but by the populace at large. Kings are rather noted for disregarding such inti-

mations until it is too late. The result usually shows its folly, as the first word of the

verse had already declared.

14. Because from-l-the4-built-thiiig [house] -f- of the -hbound^--!- ones he -(-has -f-

issued to -I- be-king
; li

The first word of this verse shows how the former administration

ended disastrously, evidently by one of those coups cVetat which are so frequent in the East,

namely, the compulsory resignation or even assassination of an incompetent and tyrannical

^® shd/cab, simply to recline as if temporarily, for

any purpose ; and thus differing somewhat from
shdkan, which means to go to bed, as in one's home.

'-'' vuv correlative to preceding clause.
-^ Impersonal.
-^ tdqaph., an infrequent verb, apparently mean-

ing to overjiower, or (.is here) to attempt to do so,

/. e., attack.
•^0 yeled, a child, i. e., a " .stripling

.^'

^' mi.fketi, from sdkan, a root which is used in

such widely different applications (poverty, domestic

management [including personal service], profit and
risk) that it is difficult to fi.K its radical import. We
have therefore selected that of .straitened circum-

stances as the essential thought (analogous to that

of the apparently kindred .shdkan, to lie down to

sleep ; xdr/ni, to be okl, etc. ; through the commou
idea of infirmity, decrepitude, or disability), out 9f

which the others seem to be most naturally de-

duced.
'-' The first letter of the root {'dfar) is here con-

tracted with the article.
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J^ "y ^ 15 I considered all the living which [who]—'
'- w^alk under the sun, with the second child

that shall stand up in his stead.

in There -is no end of all the people, even of all

that have been before them : they also that come
"after shall not rejoice in ''him. .Surely this also is

e vanity and vexation of spirit.
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CHAPTER V.

1 Vatiities in " divine service, S in murmuriiuj agniyist oppression, 9 and in ^ riches. 18 Joy in riches is Vie
gift 0/ God.

1' Keep thy foot when tliou goest to the _^_ pj,
house of God; for to draw nigh to hear is

better than to give the sacritiee of fools : for they
22 know not tliat they do evil. Be not rash with

thy mouth, and let not " tliy heart be hasty to utter

3 any thing before God ; for God is in heaven, and
thou upon earth : therefore let thy words be few.

3 For a dream cometli with ii multitude of •> busi-

ness ; and a fool's voice with a multitude of words.

A. "V. Keep thy foot when thou goest to the
house of God, and lie more ready to hear,

*than to give tlie sacrifice of fools : for they consider
not that they do evil.

2 Be not rasli with thy mouth, and let not thine
[^thy] heart be hasty to utter '=any tthing before God :

tor God is in lieaven, and thou upon earth : there-
fore let thy words be Jfew.

3 For a dream cometh through the multitude of
''business; and a fool's voice «is known by multi-
tude of words.

* 1 Sam. XV, 28. Ps. 1, 8.

t Prov. X, 19. Matt, vi, 7.

Prov. XV, 8 ; xxi, 27. + Or, word.

a Divine b Riches ''auy d business, eis

1 [Ch. Iv, 17 in Heb.] [2 Ch. v, 1 in Heb.] 3 Or, a xcord 4 Or,
travail

British.

V, 1 [Ileb. IV, 17]. Something more practical follows for a while, as a relief from the
rather abstruse argumentation preceding. Keep -f thou thy -I-feet" as +which [when]^'*
thou -t- mayest -t- walk toward the-i-built-thinir [hGuse|-Hof (the) + God,''' "'

il
A

somewhat atlagial form is adoi)ted iu these homiletical pieces of advice, which beo-in with
the highest relations of human beings in general, namely, towards the divine Being, who has
been referred to so often in the foregoing discussion as the sovereign disposer of destiny.
The liturgical Avorship in the Temple is presumed to be the habitual resort of the devout
reader; and the writer proceeds to suggest the proper spirit in which tlie devotee should
attend the Sanctuary. The behavior shoidd be as carefully regulated, as the step guarded
from any indecorous or unsafe movement in so sacred a place. Reverence, sobriety, sincer-
ity are to be evinced in every act, word and look. Comp. E.xod. iii, 5; Isa. i, 12. and-l-
be -I- thou -I- near to + hearing-"" from [rather than] ''-3"

-i- to -f- giving-"'^ by the-l-pre-
sumptuous [silly] + ones slaughter [sacriiicej

; 1|
A docile silence is far more acceptable

to the Almighty occupant of the house than ostentatious offerings from frivolous votaries
(1 Sara. XV, 23). because there + is nothing" [arenone]-i-of-l-tliem knowing- to -f- do''
bad.

tl

Such persons do not seem to be aware that they are really insulting God by their
heartless service (Isa. i, 11; .xxix, 13; Ixvi, 3).

2 [Heb.V, 1]. Nay' shouldest-i- thou + make-|- in -f trepidation [hurry)- ascent-
wise [upon p thy -t- mouth, \\

Be not eager to have your say, like tiie egotist and the livpocrite,
who are forward and loud in their professions, and + thy + heart, nay' should + if' '"

-f-

speedto-i-cause+to-i-issuea+speechLwordJto-i-the+face + of''-"(the)4 God;''-""!!
Deliberateness of conduct should spring from calmness of sentiment (Matt, xii, 3.")). because
(the) -f- God"' '' is in-l-the + sky, and'- "-l-thou art ascent-wise [upon]' the-l- earth; |i

The great disparity in nature and position should teach the creature that respectfulness which
the presence of a superior naturally inspires. Comp. Isa. Iv, 9. ascent-wise [upon] so [there-
fore] let + be-extant * thy + speeches [words] little [few]. | Volubility of subjects is

offensive to majesty
; it is moreover unnecessary iu addressing God (Matt, vi, 7, 8).

3 [2]. The moral character of loquacity is now recurred to, as a reason for abstinence
from such a fault. Because has-l-g-one [come] the'''° + dream in -I- 1 lie -!- abun-
dance -I- of humiliation'' "';

I
The physiological cause of dreaming is here correctly

stated, namely, a, disturbed or unquiet state of the brain and nerves from previous occupa-
tion or overstrain. Except in rare instances, dreams are therefore significant of nothing
further than tlie disordereil imagination, and -t- the + voice -I- of a -F silly man is with-|-
abundance -I- of speeches [words],

||
Talkativeness is equally indicative of shallowness.

Comp. Prov. xxix, 11.

"•* The margin readsfoof, an unnecessary refine-

ment.
'*' A peculiar conipouiul, found however iu early

books.
*' The object of the verb evidently is the voice of

God (implied in the connection) as expressed in the
religious services.

^•^ The subject of the infin. is the plur. noun fol-

lowing, and its object the sing, noun next following.

The construction is very similar to that in iv, ;

but it is difficult to express it exactly iu English. '

'*'' That is, how they are doin^.

' 'a/, a qualified negative (like the Greek ///)), al-

ways used with the future (/. c, subjunctive) in a
deprecatory sense = "mayest thou not," "thou
shouldest not." We have varied the distinctive

translation as little as possible from the kindred
W, the simple negative (Greek o'v).

'^ hahal, prop, to have the heart /laljiitate through
running (out of breath) and especially from a sud-

den alarm.
' Elliptically for "to take words in."
•* The apocopated future constantly used for the

imperative.
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_^_ "SJ"^ 4 *When thou vowest a vow unto God,—'

deter not to pay " it ; for ^ fie hath no pleas-

ure in « fools : +pay that whieli thou hast vowed.

5 Better is "^ it that thou shouldest not vow, than

that thou shouldesl vow and not pay.

Suffer not tliy mouth to cause thy flesh to «sin
;

neither say thou before the angel, that it was an
error: wlierefore should God be angrry at thy voice,

and destroy the work of thine [thy] hands?
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A.. "V. "^ ^'^^ ii^ the multitude of dreams and— many " words the?'e we also ^divers vanities

:

but fear thou God.
S Tllf tliou seest the oppression of the poor, and

violent perverting of "^judgment and justice in a

province, marvel not *at the matter : for <' he that is

jiiglier than tlie « highest regardeth ; and there be

liigliei' tlian they.

9 11 Moreover the profit of the earth is for all : tlie

king himself is served by the field.

' Heb. at the leill, or, purpose.

1611. owords, ftdivers cjudgnieut, dhethatis « high-
est, regardeth, and

7 'For ''in the multitude of dreams "there J^^ JJ,
are vanities, and in many words : but fear — ' '

thou God.
8 If thou seest the oppression of tlie poor, and

the violent taking away of 'judgment and justice
in 2 a province, marvel not at the matter : tor one
liigher than the liigh regardeth; and there ''are

9 hiyrhor than they. 3 Moreover tlie profit of the
eartii is for all : the king himself is served by the
field.

I Or, For tlwre are vaiu'tiex. and in many tvords' 20r, the
state 3 ur. But the profit of a land every way is a king that
maketh himself servant to the field or, is a king over the eul-
tirated field

^thjis it rometh to pfts^
and n);uiv words : jiid^;

th,' niultitiuU ,,f rlri'iiiiis

through band vanities British.
i-ment <tbe tOv. For in
nifl Inanities are also many
t's, and in many words

7 [6]. Because in + the + abundance + of dreams and [likewise]'^'" there are

breaths," and so are speeches [wordsj abundantly :'»"
||

This illustration closes

with a general reason conclusively assigned, like the former one (ver. 2 [3]), and it is sub-
stantially the same : "A fool's promises are idle as dreams." because (to-wit) ' " (the)
-1-God"' °^ fear+ thou. ||

Here an additional argument is adduced as a corollary to the en-

tire series of illustrations. Due respect for Gocl will preserve a man from both these sins

and their consequences.

8 [7]. Accordingly the writer now reverts to the former topic, namely, political con-
vulsions (iv, 13-16), especially the scenes of misrule, of which that formed but a branch
(iv, 1). If an + oppression + of a + poor''' ^° man and a -I- stripping- '* + of judgment
and 4- justice'" thou + shouldest + see in + the -f- pleadership [])rovince|, nay'
shouldest 4- thou -i- iiave-consternation ascent-wise [upon] the + pleasure [af-

fair] :
'' -

II
The familiar spectacle of magisterial injustice excites not so much surprise

as indignation, horror and alarm at its enormity and radical anarchy ; it therefore pre-

eminently calls for some alleviation, remedy and readjudication, which tlie latter part of

the verse sup]ilies. because a 4- lofty'" One from-l-ascent-«ise [above] a -t- lofty one is

keeper, and tiiere are lofty Ones" ascent-nise |upon]-|-them.'^
II

Tlie superior juris-

diction of the Ahuighty is a great balance of hiuuan wrongs, and a great consolation under
them ; in that court there will be neither error nor partiality. An apjieal always lies to it

for the true and the holy (Psa. x, 14; Rom. xii, 19; 1 Pet. iv, 19).

9 [8]. A further consideration is adduced, that tends to level all human beings, however
exalted their social or political station ; and it is one derived from their own essential natui'e

and their terrene sphere, as the othei' was from their celestial relations and responsibility.

And -h tlie + exceedence'' ''-i-of earth,'" in''-
'^

-i- respect -f to + the 4- complete [whole]'^"

she [it]"' is; ||
The soil is impartial in the distribution of its favors; prince and peasant

alike enjoy its bounties, and are buried in its bosom. Comp. ver. 15. even'' " a 4- king
to -ha4- field has -j-made 4- himself4- serve.-- 1|

Royalty itself must condescend to sub-

sist on the products of the common ground; in a metaphorical (but very ftmdamental) sense

the sovereign " works for his own living," at least indirectly. Unless he eats for himself,

he will starve and die.

'^ There is apparently here an intentional allit-

eration {h"-bdlhjm, see note '» *), with ch'^lomh/m

(" dreams ") preceding, and perhaps also with

(H)ariipn (" words ") following. There is still more
evidently a play upon the word as a substitute for

ch^bdlii/m from the preceding clause (see note '-).

The Hebrew delights in such paronomasia, and the

earliest and most reverent of its writers do not dis-

dain it in the most sacred passages.
'* From ffuzal (usually employed in the sense of

spoliation), akin to c/dzdh (to " fleece "), c/dzuz (to

" shear "), r/dxdm (the gnawing locust), c/czu (the

felled or bare tvxmk), ffdzar (to "divide"), and their

cognates; all of which essentially refer to abstrnction.

^' The two terms refer respectively to the formal

sentence, or judicial act, and the principle of ciiuity

involved in tlie case.

^^gdboahh, prop, arched ; akin tor/ah (the "back "

as rounded), r///^6ertc/t (" forehead-bald," /. e., on the

arch of the brow), and their congeners ; often used

fig. for haiir/h/i/.

'" The plu7~alis majestatis of Deity, as in Gen. i,

26 ; xi, 7. Comp. notes '' '-' ^''.

'* That is, such judges, collectively consid-

ered.

" Without the article, because referring to land

as such.
" Referring to mankind at large.

-' The prou. is fem. as referring to the benefit in

an abstract sense.
-- Prajter Niphal (" in pause "), = has become a

servant. The objection to construing it as a parti-

ciple agreeing with sdddi, is that then we can only

supply the suljstantive verb as a copula, and ren-

der, " A king belo)H/s to a cultivated field," which
is jejune and incongruent with the other hemistich.

The clau.^e is susceptible of still another translation,

" A king as to a field was made," /. c., created out

of dust ; but this is harsh. The rendering of the

A. V. and R. V., "served of the field," requires a
different preposition (niin or b'^-, in place of l'-),

but vields substautiallv the correct idea.



80 ECCLESIASTES. V, 10

A "V". ^0 He tliat loveth silver hihall not be sat-

islied with silver ; nor lie that loveth "abun-
dance with increase : this is also vanity.

11 When goods increase, they are increased that eat

tiiem : and what good w there to the owners thereof,

saving the beholding of them with their eyes i

12 The sleep ot a labom-iiig man /.< sweet, whether
he eat little or niucli : but the abundance of the rich
will not sutler him to sleep.

13 There is a sore evil lohich I have seen under
the *sun, namely, riches kept lor the owners thereof
to their hurt.

14 But those riches perish by evil "^travail : and he
begetteth a son, and ^ there is nothing in his hand.



V^, 15 ECCLESIASTES. 81

._^_ "y^ 15*Ashecamef'orthof[fromJ Ills mother's—'• '- womb, Halved shall Jie return to go as he

came, and sliall take nothing ot his labour, which
he may carry away in his hand.

16 And this also is a sore evil, "-that m all points

as he came, so shall lie go : and fwhiit protit * hath

he that huth laboured for the wind ?

17 All his days also lie eatetli in darkness, antl

che kafh niueh rf sorrow and wrath with his sickness.

18 l^Behold that which I have se^n : fX^H ^«

good and comely /o/' 3 one to eat and to drink, and
to enjoy tlio good of all his labour that he takith

under the '•sun ||all the days of his life, which God
giveth him : for it

»

is his portion.

* Jobi, 21 : Ps. xlix, 17 ; 1 Tim. vi, 7. +ch. i,3.

ill, 12. 8 Heb. there is a good which is comely, &c.
number of the days.

1611. a that bhath c he hath d sorrow,
/§itis gone ft sun, lis

e JBehold that

15 there is nothing in liis hand. As he _A.. R.
came fortli of his motiier's womb, naked
shall he t;o again as he came, and shall take noth-
ing for his labour, which he may carry away in

IG his hand. And this also is a grievous evil, that

ill all points as he came, so shall he go : and what
pi'otit hath he that he laboureth for the wind?

17 "All his days also he eateth in darkness, and he
is sore ve.xcd and hath sickness and wrath.

18 Behold, 1 that which I have seen to be good
and to be comely is for one to eat and to drink,

and to enjoy good in .all his labour, wherein he
laboureth under the sun, ^all the days of his life

which God hath given him : for this is his portion.

1 Or. that which I have seen .- it in good and comely for one <£•<;.

2 Heb. the number of the days.

• The Sept. has. All his days are in darkness atid British.
mourning, and much vexation and sickness and wrath.

worst consequences fall upon the miser's innocent children. Reared in the lap of luxury,

and accustomed to depend upon their father's ample means for present and future support,

they are beggared indeed when he becomes bankrupt. If, on the contrary, they inherit his

estate, their ruin is scarcely less certain or deplorable; for they probably soon exhaust it

by profligacy or incapacity, and so it eventually comes to the same issue. Again it proves

a calamity, whether kejit or spent.

15 [14J. As + tiiat + which'''" he + issued from + the -(-belly + of his + mother,
1|

The earth (grave) is here figuratively compai-ed to his mother (Job i, 21), as being the

common origin of mortals (ch. iii, 20). smooth [naked] he -h will 4-return '' ' to-l-

walk as-f that -(-which''' " -f-he went [came]
; [|

The ruined man is as penniless as when
born—a most striking image of total helplessness, and -I-whatever ^'' not will -f he -|-

lift in + respect -(- to ''' "
-l- his + toil, which -(- he -(-may + cause -(- to -t-walk in + his -t-

hand. | This is spoken with regard to his disappointment of retaining the wealth which
he had acquired, and broadly hints at the failure of such a hope in any case at death.

Once more, therefore, his life is a delusion at last, whether he retains or expends or loses his

property.

16 [15[. And -(-also this is a badness'^--' sick,-' that in -i- complete [every] con-
junctiveness -(-(of)'" which -h he -I-went [came[, fixedly [so] he -(- will -I-walk ; |[

This intense fact is dwelt uixni by the writer, as usual, because it is the consummation not

of this misfortune only, Ijut of every human life, and + what exceedence ''
" is there tO

-1-him that -1- he -(-Hiay +have -1- toiled for 4- the -I- wind? "Mi His labor is in any case

thrown away, so far as his own permanent possession or enjoyment of it is concerned.

Comp. ii, 18-21.

17 [16]. Also complete [all] his + days ''' "- in -1- the + dark he + will -I- eat, [j

His enjoyment of life is ever clouded with apprehension and anxiety, in his eagerness to ac-

quire and retain wealth, so that he has no leisure or relisli for getting the comfort out of it.

and'"' -I- he 4- nill + vex '

'

'
" + himself abundantly ;

'• '"
[|

Positive w orry and many annoy-

ances will be experienced by him in the cares of business and property, in addition to his

negative discomforts. andV sickness -(- is 4- his" and 4- fretting-. ||
This seems to refer

to his last illness as being tilled with repining and peevishness, unalleviated by the ameni-

ties of more kindly disposed men. Niggardliness sours the temper, alienates friends, and

prepares a miserable death-bed.

18 [17]. In opposition to this mistaken policy of life, the author now propounds the

true philosophy of earthly gi-atificatiou, as far removed fi'om Epicureanism as it is from
asceticism. Lo! this is that which I -F-have 4- seen, even I :

'• ""
[|

He calls special atten-

tion to his remark by the introductoi-y interjection, and then states his solution as a conclu-

sion from his own observation, good is that which is fair ;
^°

[[
His maxim is that the

titile and the dulce are here substantially one; it is proper (/. e., both right and expedient)

to pursue (in the matter under discussion) what is natiually agreeable; in other words duty

and happiness coincide with our human instincts, which lead us in the diix'ction particularly

pointed out in the remainder of the verse, namely, to 4- eat and 4- to 4- drink and 4- to 4-

^^ m^hhirmdh., used as an exclusive particle =
s^nmc- [or mo-] thiiig at all.

''' 'nnwidh, meaning a close connection, used (gen-

erally with a preposition, but here alone, in the

"construct") as an adverb, denoting juxtaposition

or (figuratively) resemblance.
'"' .V parallel phrase with eafinr/ the wind, note '» ^'.

^^' vav " conversive " with the pra'ter, co-ordiuate

with the future preceding.

^^ A peculiar instance of the possessive suffix

used for a dative; still more literally, "(tliere is)

his sickness." This does not require the repetition

of the suffi.x with the following noun, because they are

really the subject, and it is virtually the predicate.
''* Comp. the Greek name for virtue. To Kn^.oKd-

ya-96v, "the good-and-beautiful." The other con-

structions (see marginal references) are nearly tan-

tamount.



82 ECCLESIASTES. V, 19

_^^ "y, 19 Every man also to wlioin God liath— given riches and wealth, and hath given him
power to eat thereof, and to take liis portion, and to

rejoice in his labour ; this is the gift of God.
20 " *For he shall not much remember the days of

his *life; because God answereth him in the joy of
his heart.



VI, 1 ECCLESIASTES. 83

CHAPTER VI.

1 The vanity of riches without use. 3 Of children, 6 and old age ivithoul riches. 9 The vanity of sight and toan-
dering desires. 11 The conclusion ofvanities.

_^^ "^T". Tliere is an evil wliich 1 liave seen under—'
'

tlie ^sun, and it is common among [great

upon] men:
2 A man to whom God hath given riches, ^ \vealth,

and honour, so tliat he wanteth nothing for his soul

of all that he desireth, yet God giveth him not power
to eat thereof, but a stranger eateth it : = this is van-
ity, and it is an evil disease.

3 llf a man beget an [a] hundred children and
live many years, so that the days of his years be
[are] (^many, and his soul be not filled with good,

and also ^that he have no /burial ; 1 say, that an un-
thnely birth is better than he.



84 ECCLESIASTES. VI, 4

_^, "y, 4 For he coineth in with vanity, and de-
partetli in (hirkness, and his name shall be

covered witli darkness.
5 Moreover lie hath not seen the "sun, nor known

any thing : this ''hath more rest than the other.

O^'^Yea, though lie live a thousand years twice
^told, yet hath he seen no good : do not all go to one
place i



VI, 7 ECCLESIASTES. 85

J^ "y^ 7 All tiie labour of man is for his mouth,
-'

'- and yut the *appetite is not tilled.

8 For what " liath the wise more than the fool?

what «hath the poor, *tliat knowctli to walk before

the living?
9 lIBetter is the sight of the «eyes tthan the wan-

derinsof the desire: this -*.-. also vanity anil vexation

of spirit.



86 ECCLESIASTES. YI, 10

_^_ "y _ 10 That which hath been is named already,— and it is known that it is man : neither may
he contend with him that lie is mightier than he.

11 ^ Seeing tliere be [are] many things tliat in-

crease vanity, what is man the better ?

12 For who knoweth what is good for m;iu in this

life, *all the days of his vain alife winch lie spend-
eth as +a shadow ? for who can tell a man what shall

be after him under the sun ?

* Heb. the number of the days of the life of his vanitij. t Ps.
cxliv, i.

10 'Whatsoever hath been, the name there- J^^ JJ,^
of was given long ago, and it is known —' *

"what 2 man is: neither can he contend with him
11 that is mightier than he. Seeing there '" are many

3 things that increase vanity, what is man the bet-

12 ter i For who knoweth what is good for man in

his life, • all the days of his vain life which he
spendeth as a .shadow ? for who can tell a man
what shall be after him under the sun ?

I Or, Whatsoever he be, his name was given him long ago,
and it is known that he is man 2 Heb. Adam. See Gen. ii, 7.

3 Or, words •» Heb. the number of the days.

1 that it is 2 man :

the subject under discussion, signifies that what one sees is more substantial than mere
speculation or exjiectation. In other words, it is better to enjoy what we have, be it much
or little, than to waste our time and thought in anticipations of what we may never get.

This the practical man, however poor or luilearned, may do and habitually does, also
yon"' is a + breath''^ and + a + feeding + of >

"' wind.! The ever-recurring wail of

disappointment, marking the close of some theme, whether principal or subordinate, in the

writer's discussion.

10. Here accordingly begins the second proposition of the corollary (see on ver. 7),

namely, the finite faculties and experience of every human being. "W^hat it is vvhich +
has+been, already'" its +name has + been + called ;

"^
i

History has long since

stamped a character upon every event, so that no new discovery or essential improvement in

life is to be expected. This extends the preceding ol^servation into a universal truism for

the whole race and for all time, and 4- It + is + kno^wn -which [that] -|-he [it] is man :
||

Its human traits are at once recognised, especially its limited capacity and prospects. The
first breath of infancy is a cry that proclaims its heritage of frailty and pain. Comp. Job
V, 7. and-l-not he + will +be + able to 4- plead [vie] conjointly-with [in comparison
with] Him -which [who] -|- is -I- the + opponent [prevailer] ''• -'' from [over] "' ^" +him.

i

None can co])e with the Almighty, who determines man's powers and situation and fate.

It is useless therefore for any man to quarrel with his fortune. He must submit to what
Providence allots, including his own imperfections and their results. This broad truth

is next qualified or ratlier applied in several particulars, as was the jDreceding principle

(vers. 7-9).

11. Because there + exist'' '^ speeches'' ' abundantly/' "* making-+ abundant
a + breath,"''' ||

The more said, the worse ofi^ the man is; his complaints only increase his

dissatisfaction, without mending his condition. Words will not extricate him; acquies-

cence alone will secure him peace, -what exceeding" is'''" there to + (the) '>"
-I-man-

kind ?
II

As just intimated, the coniplainer gains nothing by venting his spleen, which
moreover is again a reflection upon his Maker. Comp. v, 7 [6].

12. Because -who is kncwing "what is good for-f (the)''" -fmankind in -f- his
-flife,''' '"

II

This second "because" is another illustration of human impotence, namely, in

point of knowledge ; and it is here applied first to the present. Man is not even stu-e what
would be now best for him ; and therefore should cheerfully resign the choice to the omnis-
cient Arbiter of his lot. in "' ^- + the +number + of the 4- days -1- of the -1- life ''''" + of his +
breath?'''' ||

This repetitional phrase emphasizes the brevity of life's span as an additional
reason why its inconveniences should be borne patiently. (and-f-he4--will-|-do-|-them
as-l-the '"'

^'-f shade :) ||
He spends his days rapidly as a shadow passes over the earth;

a striking emblem of evanescence. This is added likewise to intensify the pictiu-e of human
mortality, m"' '"-I- "which [as much as|

'"'•"- "who -will 4-make -|- to -I- front [tell] -* to4-
(the)''" 4-man what will 4- be after 4-him under the 4- sun?

||
Here the futtn-e is

declared to be equally imcertain, and indeed it is even more inscrutable. On this latter ac-

cotint the expression of ignorance is still more widely couched, imj^lying that not only the
man himself knows not, but nobody else knows; except of course God, who will not dis-

close. This consummation of nescience renders all effort and calculation largely abortive.

Yet it should induce tis to seize on what we now possess as our only siu'e resource. Comj:).

iii, 22. All this is said with explicit reference to the sublunary state, as the last jjhrase

prudently intimates. The other and final stage Of being will be considered later.

^' The pronoun may refer to the general subject

preceding (namely, the insatiablcncss of the ap-

petite, ver. 7), or (what is nearly tantamount) the
thought immediately preceding (namely, the vague
longing of the mind).

Comp. note ''> ^',

^^ Names among the Hebrews were given (which I nifies.

is the import of the phrase here) in accordance with

significant circumstances or presumed disposition

and destiny of children.
-*

iK'(fi<u}, strictly he opposilc ; hence (in Hiph.)

to coti/rovf, or put to the very lore, «. c, utter di-

rectly by word of mouth, as the term always sig-



VII, 1 ECCLESIASTES. 87

CHAPTER YII.

1 Remedies ugdinst va7iiiy in-e, a good name, 2 '^morti/icatio?i, 7 '> patience. 11 c wisdom. 23 The difficulty of
wisdom.

J^^ "V". A *good name is better tliaa precious—'-

<* ointment ; and the day of « death than the
day of one's birth.

r*rov. XV, 30 ; xxii, 1.

1611. a Mortification b Patience c Wisdom dolntment:X Mortifii
e death,

1 A good name is better than precious J^ pj,
ointment; and the day of death than the

—

'-

-

VII, 1. The proverb-like air of the beginning of this chapter (vers. 1-6) marks it as a
new departure, and its paradoxical style resembles that of the opening (iii, 1-8) of the en-
tire section (iii-ix), of which it forms part of the last main subdivision (vii-ix). The calmer
reasoning of the preceding paragraph (vi, 7-12) was, as usual with this treatise, a transi-

tional preparation for the cool maxims of the present 2)ortion, which aims to reconcile man
to his earthly lot. The passion of personal experience has sulisidcd, and even the agitation
of observing the more violent forms of human suffering: and the writer is prepared to educe
and inculcate the sober and definite principles which underlie and apply to similar issues.

Tlie grand problem, however, is still kept in view; and this continues to give an argu-
mentative rather than purely preceptive character to this portion of the composition. We
thus jDerceive a regular gradation in the plan of the entire discussion. The writer now
takes up, first in order (in this chapter), the more serious but inevitable troubles of life,

with a view to alleviate their severity or at least to teach how best to prepare for them, en-
dure them, and if possible guard against them. He first ])oints out the soj^hisms or mistakes
prevalent concerning them. Most striking and important, of course, among all unfortunate
incidents, indeed the great and final catastrophe, is death; and with this he accordingly be-
gins. But in order not to introduce so melancholy a topic too abruptly, he prefaces it with
a general proposition, to which no one can object as either doubtful or alarming. This is

the perfection of art in the exordium of a diflicult disputation, where conviction and solu-
tion are the eventual aim. Good Is a -hname from [more than] '< ="-|-oil g-ood; '

||
The

value of reputation had been suggested as a leading idea in the preceding chapter (espe-
cially ver. 3, which we have seen to be the key to the whole passage), and this is now com-
pared to one of the costly perfumes (usually compounded with oil so as to preserve their
volatile essence) so common among Orientals as an antidote to the odor of perspiration.
These not only diffuse their fragrance widely, but they also last beyond the festive or other
occasion on which they were first a])plied, permanently scenting the garments and tjje

apartment as well as the person ; and thus become a fit emblem of posthumous fame. It is

this last thought that links the foregoing to the following paragraph. and4-tlie + day

+

of the [one's] "4- death from [more than] ">
'"-i- the -f-"day + of his -f- being -f- born.

||

Here the real theme of this passage is broached, and it is in terms precisely the converse of
the same antithesis with which the parallel in iii, 2 is couched. The superiority of the con-
clusion of life over its beginning, as already intimated in iv, 2, 3; vi, 3, 5, consists not
merely in the fact that the former is the exit from trouble, while the latter is the entrance
to it ; but more especially because death closes the record of each individual, and there is

no further contingency iu his case. Life is uncertain, and therefore insecure ; whereas
death is final and decisive. The greatest misery of the present existence, to a philosophical
mind at least, is its problematical character, which involves a continual sense of danger, an
apprehension of disaster or loss or disappointment; Avhereas at death all this is over, and
the destiny is fixed forever. True, this is but an ex-parte statement ; but it is one pecul-
iarly apt and congenial to the writer's way of thinking and arguing. His point of view
constantly is this subjective, introspective and abstract one; and he is therefore perpetually
harping upon man's ignorance of the future, as his sorest trouble (i, 11; ii, 16, 19; iii, 11,

22; iv, 16; vi, 12; viii, 7, 17; x, 14; xi, 2, 6). The dead indeed know nothing concern-
ing passing events (ix, 5, 6), and of course no more than the living concerning future ones:
their exj^erience is not within the purview of the writer (iii, 22) ; but of this he is sure, that
they are at least free from the anxieties of life, their very "ignorance is bliss," for at least

it ensures their immunity from all concern or thought of the future itself. A poor consola-
tion, some modern wiseacre may say; and so in a jorofounder sense it really is: but many a
man in the deepest trouble, like Job (vi, 9; vii, 15, 16), does not so regard it; and not only
can the saint look forward with joy to the prospect of his departure from earth (Phil, i, 23),
but even the irreligious man, worn out with cliagrin or pain or exhaustion, often resigns

' The alliteration here is almost like modern rhyme, Towb shem mish-shemen towb.
'^ The article used as a personal pronoun, as often in Greek likewise.



ECCLESIASTES. '11,2

A.. V. 2 ^•^'^ ^* better to go to the house of mourn-—'-

incr, than to go to the house of feasting : for

that U tlie end of all "men ; and the living will lay

it to his iiuart.

3 *Sorrovv is better than laughter: for by the sad-
ness of the countenance the heart is made better.

4 The heart of the wise is in the house of
^mourning; but the heart of fools is in the house
of mirth.

5 i<'It is better to hear the rebuke of the wise,
than for a man to hear the song of fool.s.



VII, 6 ECCLESIASTES. 89

J^^ "V. 6 For as the *crackling of thorns under a—
' pot, so is the laughter of the fool: tiiis also

is vanity.

7 11 Surely oppression maketh a wise man « mad
;

•fand a gift destroyeth the heart.

8 Better is the end of a thing than the beginning
thereof: and the patient in spirit is better than the
proud in spirit.

9 tBe not hasty in thy spirit to be angry : for anger
resteth in the bosom of fools.

10 Say not thou, What is the caM«« that the former
days were better than these? for thou dost not en-
quire §wisely concerning this.

« Heb. sound. tDeut. xvi, 19.

? Heb. out of wisdom.
t Prov. xiv, 17 ; xvi, 32.

6 hear the song of fools. For as the crack- J^^ J^^
lingofthorns under a pot, .so is the laugh-

—'

7 ter of the fool : this also is vanity. ' Surely ex-
tortion maketh a wise man foolish ; and a gift

8 destroyeth the understanding. Better is the end
of a thing than the beginning thereof: and the
patient in spirit is better than the proud in spirit.

9 Be not hasty in thy spirit to be * angry : for ^ anger
10 resteth in the bosom of fools. Say not thou, What

is the cause that the former days were better

than these? for thou dost not inquire ^ wisely

I Or, For 2 Or, vexed 3 Or, vexation 4 Heb. out of

6. Because as -l- the -H voice -f- of the -Fthorns" under the-Fpot,"
||

The inanity
of riotous mirth, such as boon companionship engenders, is compared to the flasli of brush-
wood or faggots (or any other dry vegetation, such as the many thorny weeds of Palestine
furnish), which burns up (juickly with a loud noise, and is as speedily exhausted, fixedly
[so] is the -t- laughter -1- of the + silly -l- man : i

Giggling is the mark of a simpleton ; and
idiots and maniacs are often characterized by it. Comp. remarks on ii, 2. also yon is

a + breath.'' *
||

The key-note is once more struck at the close of the strain.

7. Accordingly a transition takes place here both in the style and in the subject; a more
serious vein prevailing, and a deeper view of life's miscliances being taken. Still the thought
of ?riSY7'7«i remains predominant. Because (the) '' "-[-oppression, it'-"^ will -I-make
-l-to + boast [craze] a-j-wise + maii;

||
The most provoking and even maddening experi-

ence of society is again adverted to (see iv, 1) as an extreme test of equanimity. It is intro-

duced by the illative particle as being a most striking illustration of the danger to which
even the best-regulated and ])hilosophical are lialjle—one of the commonest forms of trouble
(especially in the autocratic East), and -f- -will -f- cause -t- to -I- lose [destroy] (to-wit)''"'
the -I- heart a-f-gift.

|I
This seems to refer to l^-ibery, a very frequent vice in the venal

courts of the East (1 Sam. viii, 3; Psa. xxvi, 10; Amos v, 12; Luke xviii, G). The pang
of injustice is heightened by the unblushing corruption of the judge, who openly decides
in favor of the highest bidder.

8. The sage counsel of self-restraint is enforced by a semi-adagial maxim. Good is the
-l-after-p:n-t-f of a-l-speech,''-' from [more than]"- ^"-t- its -f former-part ; ||

The out-
come is more important than the outset; comp. ver. 1. There is also a hint that the aspect
of the suit, however unfavorable at first, may nevertheless, by some counter-device, turn out
successfully at last. A judge Avho can be influenced by such low motives is weak enough
to be affected by others whicli the opposite party may employ. The writer does not di-

rectly say what means should be employed ; certainly he does not advise a higher bribe, for
tliat would be wrong and probably also beyond the power of his client; but he suggests a
very ingenious method, which is dignified, innocent, safe and likely (if anything can) to
succeed; or at all events it is making the best possible out of the case, good is length -f-

of "wind [spirit], from [more than] ''•="-(- loftiness -f of wind [spirit].
||

Another play
upon words, by Avhicli the two dimensions are compared; as if it were said, "A long-
tempered man is better than a high-tempered one." In other words j^atience is a greater
virtue, and more likely to prevail, than testiness.

9. Accordingly the advice is next given in direct and literal terms. Nay'- ' should-
est + thou -t- make -f iu-trepidation '' - [hurry] in -Fthy 4-wind [spirit] to -f vex ; Ij

Be not quickly irritated; keep cool, because vexation, in-fthe-fbosom-h of silly

+

men it''
''^

-f wiU-frest.
II

Pettishuess is a sign of a feeble mind, because it shows a lack of
self-control. It is also sure to weaken the cause of its subject, both by betraying his Avant

of self-possession, and as likely to injure his case by rash and disloyal recrimination.

10. From this instance of prevalent immorality, even in the highest public places, the
writer naturally passes to reflect upon the state of civil morals in general, and to compare it

with the past; and he interposes another caution against a fault equally common with the
foregoing, and very likely to be associated with it. From complaining of a particular judi-

cial decision, the subject is prone to pass a sweeping condemnation or at least criticism upon
the entire community of which the magistrate or sovereign is the most notable ex])oneut.

Nay'-' shouldest-i-thou-i-say, " For +what [why] has-l-it + been-extant which
[that] -1- the + days the -l- former -t- ones, they ' "

-hhave -f been-extant good from [more
than] "'="-fthese?" ||

The party does not explicitly assert the fact, but rather raises the
question of its cause; or ijerhaps does both in the same breath. The tendency to eulogize

* An alliteration, rti/r in both cases, apparently alike from fuwr, to turn, each being
in a reflex or hook, the other iu a circle or hollowed vessel.

9

be7i(, the one
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£^^ "V". 11 ^ Wisdom *is good with an inherit-—'-
'- ance : and by it there is protit to them that

see the sun.

12 For wisdom is a +defence, and money is a de-
fence : but tlie excellency of knowledge /«, « that
wisdom giveth life to them that have it.

13 ''Consider the work of God: for cjvvho can
make "that straight, which he hath made crooked?

*Or, as good as an inheritance, yea, better too.
shadmc. J ch. i, 15.

tHeb.

I that b {Consider

11 concerning this. Wisdom ' is as good _^_ J^^
as an inheritance: yea, more excellent

12 is it for them that see the suu. For wisdom is a

defence, even as money is a defence : but the

excellency of knowledge is, that wisdom pre-

13 serveth the life of him that hath it. Consider
the work of God : for who can make that straight,

and profitable

British.

the forefathers of a nation, at the expense of modern times, is proverbial ; and in the case
supposed there is a strong inducement to do so, for the purpose of setting present wrong-
doing in a more odious light. This practice, however, the writer rebukes, because not
from +wisdom hast + thou + asked ascent-wise [upon] this.

||
He pronounces it an

unwise thing. As he does not specifically point out its folly, or give his reasons for sucli a
judgment, we are at liberty to supply them, in order to justify his sentence. In the first

place, then, the critic's query or assertion is probably not correct. He has hastily drawn it

from a special instance, and that under the influence of jjassion. He is neither in a magis-
terial position nor in a judicial frame of mind. The remark is so common that he may have
merely adopted and echoed it as a fashionable and trite observation. The world on the
whole is gradually and even steadily growing better rather than worse. If we had lived in
the days of our ancestors, we would have discovered faults which time has softened, and the
respect for the memory of the dead has concealed. In fact the more closely we scrutinize
their history, Ave do see the most palpable errors and the most glaring immoralities freely

practiced by them, which modern society would not tolerate. In the second place, suppos-
ing the criticism to be true, there is no use in prating about it, especially in a carping and
captious spirit. Moaning over the degeneracy of the age will not cure it, and harping u])ou
it soon grows into an odious and hurtful habit. It actually discourages reform, and leads
to misanthropy and jDessimism. Nor is there any advantage in inquiring into its causes, at
least not in this peevish and desultory and unphilosophic way. The reasons for the na-
tional and public changes are usually many and recondite; no historians or savans or ex-
perts agree concerning them, although everybody is ready to discuss and expound them,
each after his own fashion. It would take too long to solve the problem ; and if a solution
were reached, it would be scarcely possible to publish it Avidely or induce tlie community
either to accept or act upon it. Reforms have indeed been brought about by earnest and
thoughtful men, but it has only been by a cheerful, hopeful, self-sacrificing devotion to the
interests of their fellows; not by .sitting down and complaining of their own troubles, ill-

treatment and misery.

11. The writer now branches out on the subject of wisdom in other relations, especially
those bearing more directly upon the main problem of the treatise, namely, the riglit view
and management of the facts of human experience. Good is wisdom conjointly-nith
[equally with]'-" a + streaming" [heritage],'

II

Learning is the best patrimony; knowl-
edge is not only power, but it is also wealth. This import of the somewhat proverbial and
therefore ambiguous expression is required by its parallel in the next one, as well as in the
following verse, and + exceeding- [advantageous] to + tlie + seers + of the + sun.

||

Profitable (more than its opposite) to all men on earth, especially as an illuminator or guide;
hence the allusion to their vision. Comp. ii, 13, 14.

12. Because to + be in + the -I- shade 4- of (the) '"4- "wisdom, is to + be in -f the 4-

shade + of (the)'''''+ silver;
1|

This, as the introductory particle shows, is explanatory
and illustrative of the preceding verse : intelligence is as great a protective and comfort (of

which a roof or shadow is symbolical in the sultry Orient) as money. Comp. ix, 15. and
+ the-|-exceedence [advantage] '" + of knowledg-e is, that^ (the)'' ^'' +wisdom ^"111 +
make + to + live its + masters. ||

Discretion is preservative of life as well as of comfort.
Comp. ix, 18.

13. From this semi-digression in eulogy of wisdom, the writer returns to his main to])ic,

the philosophical resignation to the limited (and therefore more or less calamitcnis) con-
dition of common-place life. See -t- thou (to-wit)''" the 4- deed + of (the) -I- God;"-"

||

Man's essential condition on earth is the result of providential arrangement, and this is a
cardinal fact to be largely and always taken into the account in the conce])tions and con-
duct of each individual, because"' who will 4- be-able to + straighten'-" (to-

' nachald/i, fem. of nachaJ, a current (see note > -^).

Gesenius traces the connection from the radical

meaning of druwinq, through that (on the one
hand) of floiving, and (on the other) of receiving.

Fiirst (as usual with him) unnecessarily makes two
(or more) independent roots.

® Or perha[)S, as the Ileb. accentuation (the strong

zakeph on " knowledge ") seems to indicate, we
siiould rather translate, "(an) advantage (is) knowl-

edge, (for)."
**' The illative particle here, as often elsewhere,

takes on an illustrative character = that.
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J^^ "V. 14 In the day of prosperity be joyful, but—'-
'- in the day of adversity consider: God also

hath *set the one over against the other, to the end
that man should find notliing after him.

15 All "-things have I se6n in the days of my van-
ity : there is a.just ^mau that perisheth in liis right-

eousness, and there is a wicked * man that prolongeth
his life in his wickedness.

16 Be not righteous over "much; neither make
•^thyself over wise: wliy shouldest thou fdestroy
<* thyself?
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^ "y^ 17 Be not "over much wicked, neither be— thou foolish : why shouldest thou die *be-
fore thy time ?

18 * /< is good that thou shouldest take hold of
«this ; '^ yea, also from this [that] withdraw not thine
[thy] hand : for he that feareth « God shall come fortli

of them all.

19 tWisdom strengtheneth the /wise more than
ten miirhty 9 men which [wiio] are in the city.

20 JFor there i.s not a just man upon earth, that

doeth good, and sinneth not [may not sinj.
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_^ "V. 21 Also *take no heed unto all words that—'-

are spoken ; lest thou hear thy servant curse

« thee :

22 For ^oftenthnes also thine [thy] own heart

cknoweth tliat thou "^ thyself likewise hast cursed

others.

23 T All this have I proved by wisdom : I said, I

will be " wise ; but it was far from me.
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J^^ "V", 24 That whieli is far off, and exceeding—'-

deep. « lio can find it out i

25 *I applied mine [my] heart to know, and to

search, and to seek out wisdom, and the reason of
thhigtt, and to know tlie wickeaness of folly, even
of foolishness and "madness:

26 tAnd I find more bitter than * death the '^ woman,
whose heart '^ is snares and nets, a?ul lier hands as

bands: J ''whoso pleaseth /God shall escape from
.<7her; but the sinner shall be taken by her.

27 Behohl, this have I * found, saith the preacher,

%cou)itin(i one by one, to find out the account:
28 Which yet my soul seeketh, but I find not:

one man among a thousand have I 'found; but a

woman amoncr all those liave 1 not found.

*}ieh. I and mine heart compassed, t Prov. xxii, 14. JHeb.
* he that is goitd before God. § Or, weighing one thing after
another to find out the reason.

1611. o madness, i death, c woman whose rfis c who so
/God, ^hePj A found (saith the Preacher) ^counting
t found, trie

24 That which ' is is far off, and exceeding J^^ JJ,_
25 deep; who can find it out? I turned — *

about, and my heart U'as set to know and to
search out, and to seek wisdom and the reason
oft/lings, and to know ^that wickedness is folly,

26 and that foolishness is madness : and I find a
thing more bitter than death, even the woman
3 whose heart is snares and nets, and her hands
as bands : whoso pleaseth God shall escape from

27 her; but the sinner shall betaken by her. Be-
liold, this have I found, saith the Preacher,
'^laying one thing to another, to find out the ae-

28 count: whieli my soul still seeketh, but I have
not found : one man among a thousand have I

found ; but a woman among all those have 1 not

1 Or, hath been 2 Or, the ^vickedHess of folly, and foolish-
ness which is madness 3 Or, who is a snare, and her heart
is as nets * Or, weighing one thing after another, to find out
tlie reason

24. Far is what it + is -which + has + been-extant;'^ and+ deep, deep:" -who
will + find + it ?

II

The full nud exact trutli is too remote aad too profound for human
keu. C'ouij). viii, 17. This is but a generalization of the personal experience in the ad-

ioinin<T verses.

25. Special points are now adduced iu illustration. I + surrounded,''' ^^ even I,''
'^"

and '" +my + heart ''^' to +know and + to + explore and + to + search"'-" wis-
dom and + contrivance,'''

II

These reduplications express the inteuse desire of the ex-

perimenter and observer to get at the scientific and philosophical basis of human events and
experience, and + to +know the + wickedness + of presumption "" and + (the) '-

"

+ foolishness as boastings |craziness];
||

Also the depraved and demented forms of
personal and social phenomena, as in i, 17; for these are the commonest and most decisive

exhibitions.

26. And + finding- I + am bitter from [more than] '-
^"-i- death (to-wit) '' "' the

+woman who she"'" fastenings "' and + bans"- is her "'"+ heart,
||

The in-

sidious charactei' of the mereti-icious female is portrayed by these reduplicated terms.

Comp. Prov. ii, IG-lt); v, 3-8; vi, 24-2G ; vii, ,5-27. She is selected as a remarkable speci-

men of specious immorality, and -I- who bonds "^
are her ''' "* +hands : ||

Her arts are potent
and varied as the manipulations of the fingers, one + good to -|- the -I- face -h of (the) -h

God will -f be -(-slipped"* from-)- her, and one -I- sinning will -I- be -f- caught by-i-
her.

II

True piety is the best jjreservative of virtue, while irreligiou is an invitation to

vice. Comp. vii, 18.

27. The writer enlarges upon this, one of his favorite themes (iu the book of Proverbs,
at least), and in the East (especially under j\Iohanmiedauism) a most prevalent immo-
rality among both sexes. See-l-thou yon which I -(-have -j- found, has -h said Con-
gregator,'' ^

||
As if a remarkable discovery or a memoi-able conclusion, to wliich special

attention is called. Comp. i, 10. by-haddiiiar one-t-thinar
'" "' to -1- one [another] -f thing'''

"'

to -I- find contrivance;
||

Ingeniously and carefully summing up the whole catalogue of
society; of coiu'se within the range of the writer's own observation.

28. which repeatedly "^ has -i- searched -i- formy + respiration [self],"- "^ and ' '^

-1-not I -I- have -f- found :
||

It seems to have been a long and tedious Inquiry, and one
which the writer admits was not a very .satisfactory one. a-|-man one from -t- a 4-thou-
sand I -f-have found,

||
Out of a thousand specimens lie had succeeded in discovering

(say) a single virtuous or chaste male (for this species of purity is evidently referred to).

A very small jiercentage truly ; and one that does not speak very well for society in his

day. Yet it is likely enough to have been true, judging from the morals of the throne

'« Comp. i, 9; iii, 15; vi, 10.
'" Emphatic repetition for superlative.
'* A specially emphatic use of vav conjunctive,

efjuivaleut to 'im, i, 16.

'^ chcshhoim, from c/idshah, lit. to plait or fabri-
cate ; gen. denoting some ingenious or crafty piece

of work ; hence the mental dexterity implied in

it.

^° kercl, prop. faf7icss, i. e., diducss of heart ; used
for infahiation. See note '' *^.

'

*'' mdtsowd (from tsuwd, to lie in vyiit, hence to

trap or catch game, i. e., hunt), meaning both a
fortress and a net.

^'^ cherem (from chdram, tofcnceofi as a forbidden

place, to devote, espec. to destruction), and meaning
either an anathematized object or a net (as shutting

in the prey).
'^'^ Prop. pass. part, of dgar, to " bind," used as a

noun.
-•* nidlaf, the primitive idea of which seems to be

that of smoothness, as a means of extricating one's

self (the reflexive force of the Niphal, as here).
'^5 '6)i<d (from 'tlwd, prop, to reiterate; hence to

last, and so to be peruianent, and [tig.] to persist

in testimony; adv. still ; akin to 'ac/ (prop, the ter-

minus), until, as a finality.
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J^ "V, -9 Lo, this only have I found, *that God
•

—

'-
'- hath made [God made] man « upright ; but

they liave sought out many inventions.
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' CHAPTER VIII.

1 Kings are greatly to he respected. 6 77(6 <^ divine, providence is to be observed. 12 It is better with the godly in
adversity., than with the wicked in prosjierity. 16 The icork of God is unsearchable.

A.. V". Who is as the wise * tnan f and wlio know-—' '- eth the interpretation of a thing? *a man's
wisdom maketh his face to shine, and fthe boldness
of his face '^ shall be changed.

2 I counsel '^thee to keep the king's command-
ment, and ^that in regard of the oath of God.

3 Be not hasty to go out of liis sight : stand not in

an evil /thing; for he doetli whatsoever pleaseth

him.
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J^_ "y^ 4 Where the word of a king w, there is—'- ' power : and who may say unto him, What
doest thou ?

5 Whoso keepeth the « commandment *sliall feel

no evil thing : and a wise man's heart discerneth

both time and judgment.
6 ^Because to every purpose there is ''time and "^.judg-

ment, therefore the misery of man is great upon him.

7 For he knoweth not tiiat which shall be: for

who can tell f'him twhen [how] it shall be?

8 There is no man tliat liatli power t"ver the spirit

to retain the spirit; neither /lat/i f/n power in tlie

day of death: und there is no gdiseharge m /that

9 war; neiiher shall wickedness deliver those that

arc given to [masters in] it.

* Heb. shall know. tOr, how it shall be f J Job xiv, 5.

§Or, casting h qJT weapons.

1611. « comniandment. 5tinie, cjudgment

;

/that g war, A of
((him, che

4 soever pleaseth liim. Because the king's _A.. R,.
word hath power ; and who may say

5 unto him. What doest thou? Wlioso keepeth

the commandment shall know no evil thing ; and

a wise man's heart discerneth time and "judg-

6 ment: for to every > purpose there is a time and
"judgment; because the ^ misery of man is gi-eat

7 upon him : for he knowetli not that which shall

be; 3 for who can tell him how it shall be?

8 There is no man tliat hath power over the • spirit

to retain the " spirit ; neither hath he power over

the day of death ; and there is no discharge ^ in

that war : neither shall wickedness deliver liim

I Or, matter 2 Or, evil 3 Or, /or even when it cometh to
pass, tcho shall declare it unto him > i Or, wind s Or, in battle

' judgement British.

vii, 9; X, 4. nay^-' shouldst + thou + stand ' in + a + speech'- - bad;! Stubl.oiu-

ness will only increase the king's provocation, and induce liarslier measures of compulsion

on his part; while concession (at least for the present, even though but apparent
)_
will con-

ciliate and eventually prevail. Comp. ver. 5. because complete [all] which he-t-

may -I- please he +'-will 4- do :
|i

Your reluctance or refusal will not Aveigh with him;

nor even your objections, especially if sulkily or passionately urged.

4. in +which [that] the 4- speech + of a + king- is rulership ; ' Ij
This is added as a

corroborative clause indicating the absolute authority of a monai'ch; forasmuch as his edict

concludes the matter, and +who shall + say to + him, "What wouldst+thou

+

do?"
II

Rt'ply or expostulation is not only useless l)ut insolent.

5. One + keeping- a +commandment not will 4-know a + speech' bad;
||

Obe-

dience to tlie royal l)ehests will secure immunity from a sentence of punishment for con-

tumacy ; and this is therefore suggested as the only prudent course, and 4- COUrsing-

[season] and4-judg-nient will +know the 4- heart'- ^4- of a
4- "wise man.'

|1

The dis-

creet subject will perceive the exigencies of the occasion, and thus anticipate the judicial

decision likely to ensue upon his conduct; he will therefore act accordingly.

6. From this disquisition upon the most judicious course to avoid an unpleasant con-

tingency in a special but very important juncture, tlie writer proceeds to discuss a still

wider theme of a similar nature, namely, the final issue of life itself as a whole ; in other

words, the grand catastrophe death, which runs as an under-thought through his entire

essay. This cannot be averted nor guarded against nor even definitely foreseen. As usual,

the last thought of the preceding verse is made the link to that of this. Because " to 4-

complete '[everyl4-pleasure'''' '4-of a4-person'' •"' there 4- exists - =' a-hcoursing-

[seasonj and4-a+judg-ment : 1|
This is a recurrence to the general proposition ot in, 1,

modified in the last term to suit the foregoing clause. The fitting occasion in tliis application

is the divine sentence, Avhich determines each individual's dying day. Comp. iii, 17.
_
be-

cause' the 4- badness"^-" 4- of (the) '>"
-hman is abundant ascent-wise [upon] -fhim:

||

This certainty of death is the one overshadowing evil of every human existence, and it is con-

tinually obtruded as such by the writer (ii, IG; iii, 20; v, lo. [1(5 J; vi, 6; ix, 2-(3; xii. 7).

7. "because" there4-is nothing 4- of4-him knowing what it 4- is which 4- will 4-

be-extant; ||
This seems to be the most aggravating circumstance about mortality, that its

time is tmcertain, as indeed is that of any future event. Comp. xi_, 2. If that were known,

man might perhaps calculate other probabilities, and so adjust his affairs as to accomplish

greater and better results. Religion, however, teaches a wiser lesson, that God in mercy

rather than in anger has hidden this by the impenetrable veil of futurity, because' as4-

to-H that 4- which will he-extant, who will 4- cause 4- to 4- front [tell] to-Fhim?il
This phraseology is substantially repeated from iii, 22, and still more closely trom vi. 12.

8. Here what has just been hinted is plainly expressed, namely, the great fact of death,

and particularly man's ignorance and consequent helplessness w^ith regard to it. The

* Word might be taken here to refer to the se-

vere mandate of the king, and then "stand" would

signify resist : but it accords bettor witli the preposi-

tion " in" and the context to refer it to the subject

himself, and then "stand" would signify /)f)-.'«7.s<.

^ shilfoir?!, prop, a noun, and not necessarily used

as an adjective. The root, with all its derivatives,

is said to " belong to the later Hebrew," but shelet

occurs as early as 2 Sam. viii, 7, etc.

* Article omitted because the word is sufficiently

definite by the connection, which evidently refers to

the regal ordinance.

^ Or possibly " a wise heart," but the difference

is not material, and the other is the more idiomatic

rendering. Comp. x, 2.

* The four clauses connected by " because " here

are all in a logical chain, but the word is not in

each instance equally illative : the first one is ex-

tcnsire, enlarging the area of the phrase preceding

into a new topic ; the second is conse<jaeuli<d, de-

noting the result of the statement preceding it ;
the

third and fourth are i//nstrath'e, the one si)ecifying

the reason and the other a parallel for the thought

immediately before it.
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^ "y_ 9 All this have I seen, and applied my—
' -* heart unto every werk that is done under

the "sun: there iv a time wlierein one man ruloth

over another to his own [Ids] hurt.

10 And so 1 saw the wicked buried, who had * come
and ^one from the place of the holy, and they were
forgotten in the «city where they had so done: this

is also vanity.
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J^^ "V_ 11 Because sentence « against an evil work—'-
'-

is not executed '' speedily, therefore the lieart

of tlie sons of men is fully set in tlieni to do evil.

12 TJThough a sinner do evil an [a] liundred times,

and his dai/s he " prolonged, yet surely I know that

*it shall be well with tliein that fear God, which
[who] fear betbre him :

13 But it shall not be well with the wicked, neither

sliall he prolong his "^days, which are as a shadow ;

because he feareth not before God.
14 Tliere is a vanity wiiich is done upon the « earth

;

that there be [are] just /men, unto whom it thap-
penoth according to the work of the a wicked ; again,

there be [are] wicked i^men, to wliom it happcneth
according to the work of the rigliteous : 1 'said that

this also is vanity.

» Ps. xxxvii, 1 11, 18, 19. t Ps. Ixxiii, 14.

1611. aac/ahist ispeedily; c prolongred ; d Asiys which
eeartli, /men unto <7«icked: /mien isaid, fclO.ll,

11 Because sentence against an evil work J^^ J^_
is not executed speedily, therefore the

lieart of the sons of men is ' fully set in them to

12 do evil. Though a sinner do evil "a hundred
times, and prolong his dai/s, yet surely I know
that it sliall be well witli them tliat fear God,'' who

13 fear before him : but it shall not be well witli

the wicked, neither shall lie prolong his days,

irhich are as a shadow ; because lie feareth not be-

14 fore God. There is a vanity which is done upon
the earth; that there "'are righteous men, unto
whom it happeneth according to the work of the
wicked ; again, there '^ are wicked men, to whom it

happeneth according to the work of the righteous :

1 Or, emboldened

> an b which <: be

it in oblivion as soon as possible. Comp. vi, 4. And this in consequence of their un-
righteous conduct, also yon is a + breath."''' ||

A lilting peroration over their grave,

and a suitable place for the reiteration of the preacher's text.

11. From the catch-word of rojal judicature just passed in review, and still full of the

thought of a whole lifetime of misconduct, tlie writer turns to lioniilize ujion the award
nevertheless surely awaiting evei y character. in + -which [as much as] ''' " nothing"
( + of)"''

'" has + been + done a + decree"^ as+to a + deed + of the+badness'"' ' with

-l-speediness, I
The delay in the intliction of the divine j^enalty for wrong-doing (v, 8;

etc.) is greatly misinterpreted (Psa. x, G) ; but it is only apparent (2 Pet. iii, 9), and an evi-

dence of forbearance (Rom. ix, 22). ascent-wise [upon] -1- fixedly [so] [therefore] has
-f beeii-full "" the + heart + of the +building--ones [sons]-i-of (the)''"+man in -i-them
to -I- do bad.'' °"

II

Sinners arc encouraged in their course of transgression bj- this teni-

])orary escape, like Pharaoh hardened by his repeated respites (Rom. ix, 17, 18). Thus do
they abuse God's mercies (Rom. ii, 4, 5).

12. In the end, however, the wicked will receive their full desert, and the righteous

also; notwithstanding this seeming impunity of the former, in-fwllich [as much as]''-"-

a -I- sinning" -f one is doing-bad a -i- hundred -f- of times," and+ yet + making- -f long"
for + himself his + days ;

""
||

This is an illustration of the thought in the former ])art of the

preceding verse, namely, the fact that sin is not immediately and visil)ly punished, at least

not with premature death. Comp. vii, 15. (because also'' kno"wing" am I -which
[that] '"'' -- it -1- -will -f- he-extant good to 4- the + fearing- + ones + of (the ) -I- God,''- ''' -who
niay '''^"-l-fear from + as4-to + the-f face-l-of ''^' him;)''°"|| Of this, as eventually a
matter of justice as well as of fact, the writer is nevertheless assured. Comji. ii, 26 ; vii, 18, 26.

13. and"' ''-(-good not it + -will -l- he-extant to -h the 4- -wicked man,
||

That is,

not usually and permanently, and + not -will -I- he -I- make + long his -I- days (as-l-

the''" + shade does not'') ; Ii

Again meaning, not so greatly as if he were righteous, in -I-

"which [as much as] '''• " nothing -f of + him is fearing "" from -t- as + to -t- the + face
-f-of ' ^° God.

II

That is, once more, his impiety is sure to curtail his life, or at least im-
2)air its success. Comi). v, 7.

14. The other aspect of the subject, however, is here again adverted to, namely, the

])essimistic or discouraging one, which is the constant tindertone. There 4- exists '- "^ a-l-

breath''^ which has -f been -f done "' '^ ascent-wise [upon] the-f earth:
||

Something
of practical importance in human experience, but not necessarily a new fact or observation;

for sucli is the habitual use of this formula in this treatise. Comp. v, 12 |13]; vi, 1. in -|-

-Which [as much as] '^
•
-•' there -j- exist '' " jUSt -f- men, "Who there -f is causing 4- to -f toUCh

to-ward4-them"'" as 4- the 4- deed 4- of the 4- -wicked 4- men;
||

The exceptional char-

acter of this occurrence is here more carefully noted than elsewhere ; and the reference is

^^ pithffdm, another Chaldaizing word, and on
this account assigned to the " later Hebrew." Its

presumed origin from tlic Persian, however, does

not necessarily argue sucli a date, any more than
that oi pardi'^ (see note ''> "").

'* On this striking use of tlie " full heart," comp.
ix, 8.

'" The construct is to be thus supplied rather

than by years, because in the latter case the follow-

ing clause would be superfluous.
'* To be supplied, as in vii, 15, from its custom-

ary usage.
'^ These particles cannot be directly construed as

an alternative or contrast {iict) to the preceding clause

(like ilierefore in the otherwise analogous verse pre-

ceding), but they indicate an additional (" also ") il-

lustration (" because ") of the general truth incul-

cated, namely, God's justice. I have accordingly

inclosed the clause in ]iarenthesis-marks, allowing

the apodosis to begin with ver. 13. Comp. ver. l(j.

-'^ The article of personification.
' The construction will appear more clearly if

w^e transpose the words to the order of the English

idiom :
" he, like a shadow, will not prolong his ex-

istence."
''- Apparently the verbal adjective.
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A.. "R. 15 *Theii I coiimiended mirth, because a
man hath no better thing under the "sun,

tlian to *eat, and to drink, and t<> be merry : for that
shall al^ide with liim of his « labour the days of his

life, whieh God g-iveth hitn under the "sun.
16 ^ Wlien I applied mine [myj heart to know wis-

dom, and to see the business that is done upon the
eartli : (for also tJi^re is thut neitlier day nor night
seetli sleep with his ''eyes:)

17 Then I beiield all the work of God, that a man
cannot find out the work that is done under the «sun :

because tliough a man labour to seek it «out, yet he
shall not find it ; yea fartlier; though a wise fman
think to know it^ yet shall lie not be able to

find it.

* ch. iii, 22.

1611. aSun Aeataud clabour, deyes. c out, yea further
though / man

15 I said that this also is vanity. Then I ^ J^
connnended mirth, because a man hath

16

no better thing under the sun, than to eat, and to
drink, and to be merry : ' for that shall abide with
him in his labour all the days of his life which
God hath given him under tlie sun.
When I applied "my heart to know wisdom,

and to see the ^ business that is done upon the
earth : (^ for also there is that neither day nor

17 niglit seeth sleep with his eyes:) then I behek'
all the work of God, that man cannot find out the
work that is done under the sun : because however
much a man labour to seek it out, yet he shall not
find it

;
yea moreover, though a wise man think

to know it, yet shall he not be able to find it.

1 Or, and that this should accompany him 2 Or, travail
3 Or, how that neither by day nor by night do men see sleep with
their eyes

therefore not to the universality of death, as in other more general statements (comj). ii,

14, lo; vi, 8; ix, 2, 3, 11), but to lesser misfortunes, as the preceding context requires
(comp. also vii, 15). and + there + are '> ^^ -wicked + inen, who + there + is + causing- +
to-i- touch toward +them"'" as + the + deed + of the+just + men :

li

This is sinijjly

the converse of the preceding fact, and yet needful to be stated as its counterpart in order
to complete the view of the apparent anomaly. Neither, however, is predicated as a mere
fortuity, but as an occurrence sufficiently frequent and orderly to be regarded as a part of
divine Providence and a definite arrangement or possibility of human experience, lunvever
coutratlictory or inscrutal)le its law. I + said which ( that

| + also yon is a + breath. '•
"

I

This marked and distinct paradox or puzzle is introduced and concluded by this refrain, whidi
likewise closes the discussion, for the present, of the unfavorable asjiect of the main problem.

15. Accordingly the writer turns to the other side or alternative of the qviestion, and
offsets the consolatory view of the subject, not as a solution of the mystery, but as a relief

from these confusing reflections, and thus leading his readers to "'endure what cannot be
cured," which is the main purpose of this part of his essay. And'' ^*' + I + congratu-
lated,''' ** even I,''"" (to-wit) '' " gladness

; ||
This does not conflict with ii, 2, where

vociferous and profligate merriment is described ; for here of course a quiet sense of satisfac-

tion or rather sim|)le contentment is meant. Subdued by philosophy and chastened by
piety, the spirit turns with gratitude and adoration to the great Giver and Disposer, in

humble acknowledgment of his sovereignty and calm enjoyment of his blessings according-
to their legitimate purpose. iu-|-which [as much as]''--"- there-f-is nothing-+ of good
for-f( the )'"-!- man'--' under the -f- sun because if [except]''''-^ to -t- eat and-f-to-l-
drink and-1-to-fbe-l-g-lad:

||
This is entirely parallel witli ii, 24; iii, 12; v, is, 11);

and it is to be taken in the same rational and ])ious sense, as the clauses following show.
and + he [this] will + cling- -I- to -hhim in -H his + toil,

!|
In that case, i. e., by his cheer-

ful ac(iuiescence, such enjoyment of as well as in his labor may become his permanent or
habitual possession, in''-

"
-|- the -f days -I- of his -f life which has-l-g-iven to -F him

(the) -H God"' '"' under the -l- sun. 1|
As long as earthly life lasts in the divine allotment.

This looks back to the preceding allu.sion to longevity (ver. 12).

16. The above last remark is, however, as we have said, not a removal of the difficulty,

but merely a palliation of it. The mind still inclines to gr;ipple with it, and only surceases
the struggle under the conviction of the incomprehensil)ility of the subject by the human
understanding. This thought therefore comes in to close the writer's philosophizing mider
tiiis head. As + which j whenever] ''' '^'^ I-fg-ave'' ^" (to-wit)''"' my-j-heart'- *-' to
+ know wisdom,

|j
Comp. i, 17. The problem cotild not be kept entirely out of the

writer's metaphysical thoughts, nor need it be out of ours; for piety does not require us to

ignore oiu- outward troubles, much less our inward imperfections. It simply dennuids that
we should apply the antidote of human patience to the one and divine grace to the other.

and -I- to -1- see (to-wit) '' "' the + humiliation'' " which has + been-h done "• "

ascent-wise lujKni] the-l-earth, ||
This clause is added in order to define nmre exactly

the particular ti^'ld of exploration now in view; namely, the troul)les and distresses of hinnan-
ity at large, (because |that| also [even] in-hthe + day and |

or] -h in -I- the -I- night
sleep with -I- his ''4- eyes there -f is nothing -(- of-h him seeing;"'')! This clause

is still further cpexegetical, j)ointing out more speciricnlly tiie i)recise feature of vexation,

which is therefore expressed in its strongest form: the anxieties of life do not permit its

subject to rest day or night, but drive him on Avith ceaseless activity and pertiu-batimi.

17. and^" [then] "-i- 1 + saw (to-wit)''"' all the + doing + of (the) + God/' '^•'

'^ Any one or some person individualized.

^*var' of correlation. Comp. •^'' '•'' ''"'.

" Here naturally comes in the apodosis of the

proposition, the protasis of which was introduced

by the adverbial relative l)eginuing the previous

verse.
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CHAPTER IX.

1 Like things happen to good and had. 4 There is a necessity of death mito men. 7 Comfort is all their portion
in this life. 11 God's providence ruleth over all. 13 Wisdom is better than strength.

J^^ "V". For all this *I considered in my "heart
• even to deolare all this, that the righteous,

and tlio wise, and tlieir works, are in the hand of

God : no man kuoweth either * love or « hatred l>//

all (^that is [hatred; all is] before tlieni.

Heb. I gave, or, set to my heart.

(heart, 6 love, c hatred, i2that

For all this I laid to my heart, even to A. R.
exj^lore all this ; that the righteous, and
the wise, and their works, are in the hand of

God : whether it be love or hatred, man knoweth

British.

because [that] not shall-be + able (thel+man'- " to + find'"-^ (to-wit)''^' the +
doing- which has + been + done "> ^° under the + sun;

||
This tangled maze of ter-

rene alTairs is both a huniMU transaction and a divine appointment; yet, as the author con-
tinualij^ affirms (i, 8; ii, 11; vii, 14), its mysteries are intended to l)e insolujjle by human
jienetration, probably unfathomable by mortal understanding, in + which'"'' |as much]
which [as ]-' may + toil ( the )+ man''" to +search + for it^and [yet ]'^.'' not he + will
+ find '"•''

It;
II

His most intense and protracted inquiries will be fruitless of any real or
ultimate solution or reconcilement such as to satisfy his intellect. The only repose is to be
found in the acquiescence of the heart by faith in the superior wisdom and goodness of the
Creator and Ruler. To this the entire treatise before us conduces, thus i-eaching a rational
as well as emotional conclusion of a ])ractical character, and+also if shall + say the +
wise + man to-^ +know it, not will + he + be + able to + find ^''''

it.
||

The frequent
pretensions or ho])es of the sage himself soon prove equally fallacious. Comj). i, 10.

IX, 1. This chapter contains the third and remaining subdivision of the third and last
branch of the second or observational section of the first or personal part of the main or ar-
gumentative portion of the book, and is intended to show, in pursuance of the transitional
thought just enunciated, that an humble and patient acceptance of the usual experiences of
average life is the best mode of securing whatever is ])ossible of success and happiness
among mortals. Because (to-wit)'''" complete [all| yon |this| ' I +have -f- given >''"'

toward " my + heart,' -'•' and '-1- to -(-make -t- clear' (to-wit)'-'" complete [allj yon
[this I,'

II

The writer proceeds to expound more closely the doctrine of the divine sover-
eignty, and to apply it to the case in hand, namely, its relation to human experience and
conduct, which [thatp^--- the-l-just and -t- the -f wise and + their -f- services ' are
in + the -I-hand '-I- of (the)-l-God: "-"'

||
The two elements of sjjiritual greatness, which

make man a moral being and superior to brutes, namely, virtue (beautifully"mentioned first)

and intelligence, are both features of the divine image (Gen. i, 20), and therefore charac-
teristically within the prerogative of the Almighty, both to endow and to conserve. Con-
sequently their results likewise (here designated by a peculiar form of the Heb. w^ord usually
denoting the exercise of one's active powers) are pre-eminently within his province to con-
trol, promote or prevent. This synergism is the constant doctrine of the author (comp. es-
pecially viii, 17) and of common sense, also' love also' hatred there is nothing" 4- of
knowing- "(the) -I- man;'-''

II
This is added to qualify the preceding proposition, that

is, to show in what particular respect the great principle of divine supremacy or superin-
teudency is here applied: it is the issue of human endeavor which the writer Is aiming at,

in other words, its success; and this is mainly achieved in the acquisition of the affection or
dislike of our fellows, or at least these are the most pojiular and obvious criteria of earthly
good or bad fortune. Comp. iv, 4, IG; viii, 10. the -I- complete [whole] is to -I- their
+ face [before them].

||
The outcome, whether favorable or the reverse, is necessarily hid-

^^ fihel, the alternate (by transmutation of liquids)

for sh- the contracted form of the relative iishcr ;

frequent in the Talmud, but not therefore a mark
of post-Biblical date, since it occurs in Jonah (i, T).

"' An unusual redundancy of the relative, not
exactly paralleled by Aramaic usage, and therefore
no further evidence of later date, but analogous to

the characteristic freedom with which the author so
frequently employs this particle.

-'* A construction of the infin. frequent in Greek
and Latin, and not at all foreign to the Heb. idiom

;

comp. especially iii, 18.

' The demonstrative is here a connecting link

between the preceding and the following thought,
as the introductory conjunction implies.

^ V"^, equivalent here to the usual /«, to.

^ vav of parallelism = even.

* biiwr, cognate with the equivalent burar (clar-

ify) of iii, 18. The infin. construct is here used
very much like the absol. ndthown in viii, 9, to con-
tinue the statement by an explanatory or more ex-
plicit clause.

^ 'ahddf'i/hem, not from 'ebed, a servant ; but from
a collateral form 'dbdcl, found here onl.v, and there-

fore not an evidence of later date, as it is not
Chaldee. See note ''•-'-.

•> A frequent metaphor fov jwiocj:

' r/ain as a correlative thus repeated = whether—or.

'^ That is, no one at all knows. See note '^^ ^.
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J^^ "y _ 2 *A11 " tilings come alike to all : there is—
' one event to the * righteous, and to the

« wicked; to the good and to the clean, and to the

unclean ; to him that sacriticeth, and to him that

saeriticeth not: as k< the good, so /'.« the ''sinner:

and he that swearcth, as « he that fearetli an oath.

3 This is an evil among all "^ things that are done
under the /sun, that there is one event unto all

:

9 yea, also the heart of the sons of men ''is full of

evil, and madness is in their heart while they live,

and after that t?i,e// go to the dead.

Ps. Ixxiii, 3 ; xii, 13 ; Mai. iii, 15.

1611. athines & righteous and c wicked,
ehe /Sun, g'ytaalso his i2

d sinner.

it not; all is before them. All things J^ J^_
come alike to all : there is one event to

the rigliteous and to the wicked ; to the good i and
io the clean and to the unclean ; in him that sacri-

ficeth and to him that sacriticeth not : as is the
good, so is the sinner; and he that swearetli, as he

3 that feareth an oath. This is an evil in all that is

done under the sun, that there is one event unto
all : yea also, the heart of the sons of men is full

of evil, and madiiess is in their heart while
tliey live, and after that they go to the dead.

» Some ancient versions read, and to the evil ; to British.
the clean d:c.

den from each human being in advance of his endeavors, and often continues doubtful to

the end of life, even if then delinitely and fully secured. This uncertainty the writer con-

tinually refers to as the most discouraging and per})lexiug feature of earthly ambition and
htmian exeition (i, 11; ii, 1(5-21; iii, 22; vi, 12; vii, 14; viii, 7, 17; ix, 12).

2. The H- complete [wholej" is as + that +which is to + the + complete [whole]^;
||

One issue, however, inevitably betides all human beings, whether they come under the pre-

ceding category (tlie good and sagacious) or not ; they must alike die at last (ver. 3, and
especially ver. 6, which looks back to their good or bad rej^utation, as in ver. 1). This too

is emi)hatically the divine decree (Gen. iii, 19). It is the dirge running in the minor key
thi-oughout the treatise, from the introduction (i, 4) to the conclusion (xii, 14). a -f-hap ''''"''

one is to-i-the-Fjust+iiiaii and -I- to + the -l-wicked + man,
||

Here the fact is detiued

as an occurrence, or something to transpire unexpectedly (comp. ver. 12) but surely (comp.

viii, 8), and its commonalty is more plainly reiterated (comp. ver. 3). But in addition its in-

discriminate and universal infliction, independently of character or conduct, even of morality,

is here specially brought out. Its indifference to intellectual cliaracter had previously been
sufficiently indicated (ii, 15; iii, 19); but tliis absolutely promiscuous fate of tlie virtuous and
the vicious had only been mentioned incidentally or exceptionally (vii, 15 ; viii, 14). to -f the
+ good + mail and + to + the + clear + man and + to + the 4- foul -l- man, ||

The classitica-

tiou now descends from the genei-al religious character to the ceremonial condition, by which
all .Jews (liowever "good" iu their ordinary or natural relations) were temporarily but very

rigidly and effectually separated into two classes, and one of them del)arrcd from all the

privileges of sacred association open to the otlier. and -I- to 4- the + one -h slaughtering"
[sacrificing] and + to + one +who is nothing + of-l- him slaughtering [sacrificing] ;||

Here a specific act of piety is selected as distinguishing the strictly devout from the negli-

gent professor of .Judaism. Most of the sacrifices were voluntary, and even those of expia-

tion on the part of indi\iduals were not enforced by any public or express penalty. IMulti-

tudes of tolerably reputable citizens could therefore easily shirk them. Still the omission

could not fail soon to become notorious, especinlly if (as the phraseology liere implies) it

was liabitual or total, as + is -t- the + good -I- man as [so| -i-is-fthe-l-sinning one,
||

The
common mortality is liere resumjjtively stated in general terms but those of a still wider

nature, so as to include any violator of moral or religious duty, the -1- one + sevening-
himself [swearing]'" as -1- one +which [who] is a -f- sevenedness [oath] fearing.il Once
more the classification descends to a special act of a personal description, indicating (in ac-

cordance with Oi'iental ideas) not so mucli the habit of profanity as rather careless oath-taking

boi-dering upon perjury, or perhaps merely treachery to sworn obligation (comp. Psa. xv, 4)

or even to vows (comp. v, 4 [3]). The scrupulous or conscientious person, according to the

Decalogue, is here jiointed out; whei'eas pi-evious clau.ses designate the punctilious or exact

man after tlie I^evitical code. Neither of them was necessarily Pharisaical.

3. Yon |This] is a + bad-f-thinK''"' in -I- complete [all| which has -i- been +done
under the -f sun, ||

The same to])ic is here continued witli an emphasis denoted by the

re])etition with a iormal title; com}), v, 13 [12], 16 [15]; vi, 1, 2. because [that] a-t-

hap"' " one is to -I- the -l- complete [whole] : ||
This is to be interpreted as a condensed

and clearer statement of the first two clauses of ver. 2, and in like manner refers to the

universal doom of mortality among men. and-l-also" the ' ' -t-heart4-of the'*' build-

ing-ones [sons]+of (the)-i-man''" is fuU-Hof '" bad,'-'" ||
The knowledge of this fate,

instead of leading men to repentance, reformation and piety, generally urges them on to

deeper indulgence in dissipation and irreligion. Comp. viii, 11. and-f-boastfulnesses

* In this apothegniatic alliteration, the first

" all " is evidently sing, and neiit., referring to an
event (namely, death) ; while the second is as obvi-

ously masc. and plur., referring to persons (namely,

of various classes).

'" Niph. part, of shdba' ; a sevenfold repetition

apparently having been the original form of

oath.
" gam is here, on account of the adversativeness

of the clauses, equivalent to nevertheless.

'2 mdle (here the verbal adj.) governs an object

like a trans, verb.
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A.V. 4 TFor to liim that is joined to all the
"living there is hope: for a living dog is

better tliaa a dead * lion

5 For the living know that they shall die : but
the dead know not any thing, neither <=have they
any more a ''reward; for the memory of them is

forgotten.

6 Also their love, and their hatred, and their

« envy, is [have] now perished ; neither = have they
any more a portion for ever in any J thing that is

done under the ff sun.

4 1 For to him that is joined with all the A. PI.
living there is hope : for a living dog is

5 better than a dead lion. For the living know that

they shall die : but the dead know not any thing,

neither have they any more a reward; for the

6 memory of them is forgotten. As well their love,

as their hatred and their envy, is now perished

;

neither have they any more a portion for ever in

any thing that is done under the sun.

1611. a living, 6 Lion,
/thing ffSuu.

chave rf reward, < envy Is a Another rcnclinj; is. For who is exempted f With British.
all (S:c. or, who can choose f With all c£c

[crazines.s] '< '^^ are in + their + heart in + their + lives, '^
f

They are even driven to des-
peration by a consciousness of the brevity of their stay on earth; conip. 1 Cor. xv, 32. and
+ its + afters [afterwards] are toward - the + dead. ||

In this .state of hallucination they
pass olf the present stage of being into the unknown and inactive state of existence (ver. 6),
where there is no opportunity of retrieving the wasted probation (viii, 10). What a melan-
choly reflection I

4. Because who is it which [who] would -t- choose '*
it [death]?''! No

one instinctively or deliberately prefers to die; for it is well settled, as a medical if not
jihilosophical principle, that suicide is prima-facie evidence of mental or moral insanity, or
perliaps pliysical disease. Nor does this conflict with the language of ii, 17; iv, 3; vi, 3
which is but the utterance of a momentary regret or the hyperbolic expression of chagrin.
Men cling to life even under extreme misery, and only relinquisli it under the sternest
necessity. The exceptions to this rule are too trifling to be considered in this average ac-
count, toward ' complete [all] the + living- there + exists '' " trustfulness

; i
There

is some degree of confidence to be exercised with respect to one still alive (-'While there is

life, there is hope "
), more or less reliance to be placed upon iiim, a measure of good yet to be

expected from him; but when he is dead of course all this utterly ceases. This is said as
a subjective as well as oljjective reason for the tenacious love of life, which (in the form of
"self-preservation") is commonly predicated as "the first law of nature." because as

to -I-
a

-I- dog- alive, he is good from [more than] the" -h lion the -I- dead.
||

Evidently
a proverbial expression of the advantage of life over deatli under whatever circumstances;
the Oriental extremes of animal rank being selected to enhance the conti'ast.

5. Because the -i- living are knowing which [that] -f- they -i- will 4- die
; !i

This
at least they are sure of, althougli they cannot foresee its exact time, and [but] -h the -I-

dead there + is nothing 4- of+them knowing whatever,
ll

They have not even this to
look forward to. In the jjresent book the departed are coiirctly represented as unaware of
any sublunary transaction (ver. 10) ; although the state of the disembodied spirit is not de-
scribed (iii, '31). The language of this text therefore is not to be strained so as to include a
declaration of absolute unconsciousness, which would be inconsistent with the author's
doctrine of future awards (xii, 7, 14), and there is nothing + of '^'

' again to+them
hire [gain]

; ||
They are beyond the reach of worldly influences and incentives, i. e., in a

fixed and (in so far) liopeless condition. It is clear that the writer did not believe in a
"second probation " after death. Tlie phrase is exactly parallel with that in the second
clause of the following verse, because has + been + forgotten their -i- remem-
brance :

II

They are not only insensil)le to earthly concerns, but survivors are oblivious of
them in turn (comp. i, 11; ii, IG); and they may therefore be coimted out of all human
calculations (ver. 4).

6. also' their -1-love also' their -h hatred also' their -}-jealousy already it -1-

has-l-lost itself,
II

These terms evidently point back, the i\)rmer two to ver. 1, and the
third to iv, 4 ; and (like many other minute and therefore unconscious coincidences that
have been pointed out) they incontestably show the unity and authenticity of the entire
treatise, and-f-a + lot there is nothing-i-of ^'

' to-hthem again for -ft he 4- vanish-
ing-point [ever]''" in + complete [all] which has + been + done under the + sun.

||

Equivalent to the last clause of the i)receding verse, and to be expounded in like manner.
It is even more absolutely exclusive of terrene pursuits and destiny.

'^ The plur. of this word (comp. note " '-) is here
equivalent to all their life long.

'• The Masoretic reading (to be pointed yibchdr)

is sufficiently intelligible, and more consistent with

the oV)viously interrogative force of the first pro-

noun than the marginal transposition ifchubbdr.

See the critical apparatus.

'5 The object (implied) of the verb is most nat-

urally to be gathered from the context, especially

the noun (<Ieiid) innnediately preceding. Or we may
render, " For who [is tiierc] tliat can choose [in the
matter] '?" since death is inevitable. Our inter-

puuctiou agrees with the Masoretic.
"" Art. used for dignitv and distinctiveness.
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J^ "y _ 7 * Go thy way, eat thy bread with joy,—'-

and drink thy wine with a merry heart; for

God now accepteth thy works.
8 Let thy garments be always wliite ; and let thy

head lack no ointment.
9 *Live joyfully with the "wife whom tliou ''lovest

all the days of the life ot thy vanity, whioh he hath
given thee under the <^ sun, all the days of thy vanity :

+for that is thy portion in <^ this life, and in tliy labour

which thou takest under the <^ sun.

10 Whatsover thy hand lindeth to do,do « it with thy
/might ; for there is no work, nor device, nor knowl-
edge, nor 9 wisdom, in tiie grave, whither thou goest.

' Heb. See, or, enjoy life. t cli. ii, 24 ; iii, 13 ; v, 18.

1611. awife, fclovest, cSun rfthis e it /might:
g wisdom in

7 Go thy way, eat thy bread with joy, J^^ J^_
and drink thy wine with a merry heart; — -

8 for God hath already accepted thy works. Let thy
garments be always white; and let not thy head

g lack ointment. ' Live joytuUy with the wife" whom
thou lovest all the days'of the life of thy vanity,
which lie hath given thee under the sun, all tl'ie

days of thy vanity : for that is thy portion in life,

and in thy labour wherein thou labourest under
10 the sun. Whatsoever thy hand^findeth to do,

do it with tliy might; for there is no work, nor
device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom, in = ° Sheol,
whitlier thou goest.

1 Or, Enjny (Heb. See) life 2 Or, attaineth to do bij thy
strength, that do 3 h

« the gi-ave, •> Heb. Sheol. BrltUh.

7. Here ensues a practical lesson drawn from the continuance of the present opportuni-

ties of existence, which, while it lasts, still affords some means not onlj"^ of activity and
recognition, but even of positive enjoyment. This last therefore it is our duty aiul priv-

ilege to seize u])oo and realize. Hence tlie writer assumes a tone of exhortation in a more
clieerful mood than liitherto prevalent in liis treatise. Walk,'' eat "with + gladness thy
-I- bread, and + drink with -l- a + heart good thy -t- -wine;

Ij

The (moderate) use of the

ordinary comforts of life (summed up under tlie frequent category of the two main elements

of Oriental food and beverage) is liere enjoined (as often elsewhere in this book ; com]), ii,

24; iii, 13; v, 18 [17], 19 [18]; viii, 15), as a token of the genial temper which alone can
smooth the asperities of htiman experience, and reconcile or put out of sight its enigmas,

because already has -l- accepted (the) -F God i'' '''''' (to-wit) ' *' thy + deeds.
||

Such
a course is agreeable to the divine provision, and this is at once the ])ermissiou and the reg-

ulation of earthly pleasure. Tliis motive and rule the writer never fails to add in con-

nection Avith his advice of physical gratification ; see the passages last cited ; and so again in

ver. 9.

8. The author now advances to indulgences of a recreative sort, tlie tokens of which he
likewise recommends as an offset to dispel the commimal ills of life. In -|- complete
[every] coursing [season] let -I- be-extant thy -I-robes "white,

||
On suitable occasions

the holiday dress is to be brouglit out and worn as a sign of joy in the circle of friends, as

if at an entertainment. Comp. Matt, xxii, 11. and + oil ascent-wise [upon] thy -I- head
nay''' let + lie-lacking.

|i

Anointing the hair with perfume was a nuu-k of Aveleome to a

guest (see Luke vii, 4()), and thus is associated Avith a good meal, Avhich appropriately fol-

lows the preceding direction here. The Avhole is a metaphor for enjoying the good things

of earth Avhile one may.
9. A still higher form of associated delight is noAV introduced as the crowning feature

of earthly happiness—the wedded state and the home, which the humljlest citizen may i)os-

sess and appreciate, as excltxsively his own and a solace from the cares and toils and disap-

pointments outside that charmed oasis. See"'^ life'"''" conjointly-with a + "woman
[wife] "which [Avhom] thou -f- hast -f loved, ||

"Married life" is its full form of natural

expression, provided nuitual love is its basis and its bond, complete [alll the-Fdays +
of thy + breath,''^

||
The former part of this clause implies an early and monogamous

union, and the latter a transient period at the longest (comp. A'i, 12). "which He -I- has 4-

gi"Ven to -1- thee under the -f sun, ||
Our stay on earth, whether long or short, is a di-

vine allotment, and should be passed in vicAV of the consequent responsibility; yet Avith a

cheerfulness resultant from the reflection that its bestowal, its continuance and its termina-

tion are all at the divine pleasure, complete [all] the 4- days 4- of thy-)- breath ;'• ^
||

This is an emphatic repetition as an enforcement of the moral just drawn, because he
[it]'''" is thy4-lot in4-(the)''^''' + life,''''"

II
A more explicit enlargement of the same

thought, designed to bring out more clearly God's benevolence in the gift, and man's right

to appro])riate it accordingly, and 4- in 4- thy 4- toil "which thou'''" art toiling in

under the-t-sun.
1|

This is added to shoAV that not merely life is pleasin-e hut labor like-

Avise, and personal and intense at that, thus fiu-nishing (as usual Avith the Avriter) a link-

thought to the next verse.

10. Accordingly the author now diverges to a second means of relieving the irksome-

ness of life's details, namely, useful em])loyment, Avhich all physicians as well as philoso]ihers

know is a wholesome renmdy for ennui ; and for this the Avay had already been prepared by
the diversion of the sore and jaded mind through the kinclly offices of ]n'ivate and social

relaxation. Complete [All]' "which may -f find thy 4-hand to 4- do, ||
The hmnan

spirit will be occupied witii something, and the brain will imj)el the muscles in some ex-

'' The imper. of this verb is constantly used in the cohortative souse of the Eng. " Come," or " Go."
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J^ "\7'_ 11 ^I returned, and saw under the «8un,—'
'-

''that the race <=«'« not to the swift, nor the

battle to the strong, neither yet bread to the wise,

nor yet riches to men ofunderstandinsr, nor yet favour

to men of skill ; but time and chance happeneth to

them all.

a Sun, 6 That c is

11 I returned, and saw under the sun, _A.. R.
that the race is not to the swift, nor

'

the battle to the strong, neither yet bread to the

wise, nor yet riches to men of understanding,

nor vet favour to men of skill ; but time and
'-

1 .

ternal expression of its schemes and volitions. For him who feels the busy impulse, work
is not far distant. The very child labors at his play, for the young blood courses rapidly,

and the fresh limbs are growing with impatient zest. The most miserable man is the lazy

one, and idleness is the foster-mother of vice, with +thy + force do
; ||

The charac-

teristic energy of the writer, revealed in the gigantic schemes and still more boundless am-
bition of chlTi and ii, communicates itself to his exhortation, and he would infuse his own
spirit into his disciples and readers. "Whatever is worth doing at all is worth doing
well," and needs to be thoroughly as well as promptly done in order to be effectual and
permanent. The influence of a controlling head and a diligent hand are all-powerful in

every enterprise; while a lack-lustre mind is a sure omen of failure. Comp. Prov. x, 4;

xii, 24; xiii, 4; xxi, 5; xxii, 29; Rom. xii, 11. because there is nothing- -f of deed
and [or] -1- contrivance and [orj + knowledge and [or| -i- wisdom in-i- Sheol,'"
which"'" thou''-" art walking- there-ward.

||
The brevity and uncertainty of life,

and the certainty and irrevocability of death are the cogent reasons for the utmost possible

activity consistent with health and longevity. On the cessation of our powers at dissolu-

tion, see on ver. 5. We are constantly "tending to the tomb," and must .soon finally

repose there—each for himself individually. This sounds like the i)remonition of an old

man, and is reechoed more fully in cli. xii.

11. From this general exhortation to diligence as an essential condition of success, the

writer now reverts, Ijy way of qualification, to iiis fundamental theme, the apjiareutly for-

tuitous character of human events notwithstanding; although they really are imder divine

direction, and are dependent ujwn human energy, yet the same uncertainty attends them,

which is characteristic of everything sublunary, and which is in fact part of the plan of

Providence. I+retumed"' ' and-f there -F was -ha + seeing'*' under the -f sun, ||
The

phraseology indicates the introduction of a modifying ol)servatiou. because [that] not
to -1- the + light ones is the-l-race, ||

That is, the prize in competition is not always
awarded to those most favoral)ly constituted or situated for attaining it. Comp. the fable

of the hare and the tortoise. This and the following proverbial statements are not merely
expressions of exceptional variations from a general rule, but practically corroborations of

it; for the failure on a close and final examination will be found to be owing to undue
reliance upon native resources, and consequent remissness in care, effort and application.

and -f not to -H the + stalwarts the -I- devourment [fight],
||

Because skill and agility

are often more than a match for mere burliness and courage, and -I- also'" not to-H
the-l-wise ones is devoured-thing [bread],

||
The additional particle thrown in at the be-

ginning of this series indicates a change from physical to moral qualifications. Philoso-

phers are rather notorious for their poverty, and they who "live by their wits" have pro-

verbially rather a hard livelihood, and-1-also'" not to -I- the -1- thoughtful"" ones is

wealth,
II

]Millionaires are by no means characterized by mental (much less literary)

acumen : prosperity in business depends rather upon sobriety, prudence and a well-balanced

exercise of mediocre ability than upon alertness or even shrewdness or enterprise. Hence
speculators do not often die rich. But in every case it remains true, that other things being
equal, a close and steady attention to our own concerns in person is conducive and even

necessary to success in financial or any other lines, and -I- also
'

'^ not to -(- the -Fknow-
ing ones is favor ; II

Mere learning does not confer po])ularity; on the contrary erudition,

technical science and studious habits rather tend to alienate or at least isolate men from
the mass of their fellows, and a "book-worm" is a bore even in literary circles. With all

his devotion to philoso])hy (ii, 3, 13; viii, 16) the writer does not fail to acknowledge the

incompetency of such ])ursuits for personal aggrandizement and worldly acquisition (i, 18;

ii, 15, 16, 19, 21; vi, 8; vii, 28), valuable as a well-trained and amply-stored mind is in-

trinsically (ii, 13; vii, 11, 12; viii, 1). and serviceable as is expertness for specific purposes

^* After the example of the Revised Version I

have preferred transliterating to translating this

word, especially for two reasons: (1) It is used

without the art. like a proper name, and therefore

sliould not be treated like an ordinary appellative

;

and (2) There is no good English word now in use

("hell" was originally its strict equivalent) which

exactly represents it, and a clumsy and imprecise

10

periphrase or combination would become necessary.

It means simply the " hidden " (lit. asked for) place

(imaginary) or state of departed spirits, irrespective

of their moral character or final destiny.
"'' Comp. note '•'"'' ^'.

" cfam has here the (at first adversative and
afterwards contiuuative) force of cnrreapondbicih/.

-'" Niph. (reflex.) of hhjn, self-considerafe.
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_^_ "V. 12 "For man also kimweth not liis *time

:

as the fishes that are taken in an evil net,

and as the birds that <^ are caught in the snare ; so
^ are the sons of nun « *snared in au evil time, when
it falleth suddenly upon them.

13 1[This wisdom have I sgen also under the /sun,
and it seemed great unto me :

14 There was a little eity, and few men [were]
within it; and there came a great ffking against it,

and besieged it, and built great bulwarks against it:
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j^^ "y. 15 Now there was found in it a pooi- wise

—

man, and he by his wisdom delivered the

city; yet no man remembered that same poor man.
16 *Then said 1, Wisdom is better than strengtii

:

"nevertheless the poor man's wisdom is despised,

and his words are not lieard.

17 The words of wise ''men are heard in « quiet

more than tlie cry of him that ruleth among fools.

18 Wisdom 'iis better than weapons of war: but
one sinner destroyeth much good.
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CHAPTER X.

1 Observations of a wisdom and bfolly : 16 c of riot, IS ddi
ought to he ^reverent.

_^_ \r, '' Dead *flie.s cause the ointment of tlie—'-

'apotliecary to send fortli a stinkinjr savour
[foul sniellj : so t^doth a little folly him that is in repu-
tation for wisdom and honour.

2 A wise man's heart is at liis right 'liand ; but a
fool's lieart at his left.

3 Yea ""also, when lie that is a fool walketli by the
way, tliis wisdom faileth lam, and he .saitli to every
one that he »/.« a fool.

4 If the sjjirit of the ruler rise up aofainst thee,

leave not thy place; for yielding pacitioth great of-

fences.

Heb. oFlies of death. + Heb. his heart.

1«11. "Wisdom 6 folly. < Of Riot dSlothfuIuess 'Money
/Kings ff reverend AD*eadflies i Apothecary tdoeth
l hand : '« also when « is "flies

lihfidness, 19 and e money. 20 J/e)i'.y thoughts offkingit

Dead flies cause the ointment of the _^_ fj,_

perfumer ' to send fortli ^ an evil odour

:

so doth a little folly ^ outweigh wisdom and honour.

A wise man's lieart is at his right hand ; but a

fool's heart at his left. Yea also, when the fool

walketh by the way, his = understanding faileth

him, and he saith ^to every one tJiat he is a fool.

If the spirit of the ruler rise up against thee, leave

not thy place ; for ^ yielding allayetli great offences.

I Or, to stink and putrefy 2 Or, him that is I'aluedfor tpis.
dom 3 Heb. heart. 4 Or. of 6 Or, gentleness leaveth great
sins undone

> a stinking savour

:

X, 1. With this chapter we perceive a marked change in the style of the author's com-
position : individual proverbs have been frequent with him, and adagial, paradoxical and
sententious ])lirases have been freely interspersed amid his reasonings and moralizings; but
now there is apparent an abrupt series of sayings, nearly every verse introducing a new
thought, but slightly or very generally only related to tlie preceding or the following one;
and the whole is didactic in a hortative, exclamatory or ajjothegmatic way. The narrative

form and the personal or experimental and observational air are dropped (the formula', "I
liave seen," and "under the sun," occurring only in ver. 5, 7; and tlie favorite idiom, "I
turned," or "returned," not at all). All this justifies us in making here a main division

of the entire book. At the same time its unity is avouched not only bj" the general sim-
ilarity and consistency of doctrine, but by the prolongation of the same undertone of mel-
ancholy, and esjjecially by the continuance of the contrast between " wisdom " and " folly "

(ver. 1, 2, 3, 6, 10, 13, 13, 14, 15), and the recurrence of the old catcli-words "evil" (ver.

5) and "vanity" (xi, 8, 10). Plies '+ of death,' it + -will + cause + to + stink, it +
will + cause + to spring + forth [exhale],-' the + oil + of a + spicing- + one

; j|
The last

thought of the preceding verse (denoting the ruinous effect of an apparently insignificant

element in society) furnishes (as usual with the writer) tlie transition-j)oint to this verse. The
rancidity of ointment, especially from decaying animal substances, such as tlie abundance
of gnats, gad-flies and l)lue-bottles in tlie East might easily produce in the adhesive olive-

oil, is a striking figure, in a region where such aromatics (chiefly in oil, so as to ])reserve

their scent, and at the same time lubricate the skin after the customary bath) are in great
demand, ami -f- one 4- precious from -l- "wisdom and -ffrom-fheaviness [glory] fool-
ishness a -t- little.^

II
A single crime blasts the fairest reputation of a man as surely as one

faux pas ruins a woman. This is one of the practical cautions upon which the writer now en-
ters, and is expressive of the fact that seemingly trifling faults—which we therefore are least

on our guard against— are often the most destructive. It is also an incentive to complete a
character already well established, by attention to minor details, such as are about to follow.

2. The-Hheart'- '-l-of a-fwise-(-nian is to [at] -I- his+ right -[-hand,
II

That is, he
"has his wits about him," has his faculties at command and well-trained; the right hand
being stronger and more skilful than the left, and therefore the natural symbol of dex-
terity and tact. Of course the anatomical fact that the heart is really on the left side is

here overlooked. Comp. vii, 12. and [but] '>
''-Fthe4- heart'- ^'4-of a-f silly -t-nian to

[at] -t- his left -I- hand ; II
The converse is here depicted. Comp. ii, 14.

3. and -f also in -I-the -l-tread |road] as -l- that + -which [wherever] the-1-fool is

walking his -l- heart '''''
\h lacking,! In whatever ])ursuit he may engage he is sure

to fail from incapacity. Com]i. ver. 15. and -I- he + has -I- said to -I- theV complete
[everyl)ody| that a-j-fool he is.

||
His gait along the street itself betrays his stujiidity.

4. Governmental aliuses are now discussed, as a special form of the lack of practical
common sense considered in the preceding paragraph. If the -t- "wind [temper] -1- of the -1-

' zebuwb, au insect merely, including beetles,

etc.

^ An epithet that does not necessarily denote a
pohonons species, but here apparently is merely an
equivalent for dead, i. e., putrefying, and thus cor-

rupting (in a hot climate) any thing in which they

may be imbedded, especially the (vegetable) oil

used for perfumes.
^' The odor being implied, like the water from a

fountain.
* Supply " affects in a like disgusting manner,"

i. e., neutralizes his excellencies. The adj. is niasc.
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A. V. 5 There is an evil which I have seen un-—'-
'- der the «sun, as an terror which proceedeth

*from tlie ruler

:

6 Folly is set fin great "^ dignity, and the rich sit

in [in a] low place.

7 I have seen servants Jupon horses, and princes

walking as servants upon the earth.

8 §He that diggeth a ''pit shall [may] fall into it;

and « whoso breaketli an [a] hetlge, a serpent shall

[may] bite him.
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A.. V. ^ "Whoso removeth * stones shall [may]—'-

be hurt ^tlierewith; and he that cleaveth
<* wood* shall [may] be endanffered thereby.

10 If the iron IJe blunt, and he [one] do not whet
the edge, then must he put to more strength: but

wisdom M profitable to direct.

11 Surely [If] the serpent will bite [have bitten]

without /enchantment; and *a babbler is no better

[, then the charmer is useless].
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_^^ "\7". 12 *Tlie words of a wise man's mouth are—'- ^ t" gracious ; but the lips of a fool will swal-

low up himself.

13 The beginning of the words of his mouth is

foolishness : and the end of ifhis talk ^is mischievous
madness.

14 ^A fool also ||is full of « words: a man cannot
tell <^ what shall be ; and e**what shall be after him,
who can tell him ?

15 The labour of the foolish wearieth every one of
fthem, because he knoweth not how to go to the city.

* Prov. X. 32. & xii, 13. Mieh. grace. tHeh. his mouth. §Prov.
XV, 2.

I,
Heb. multiplieth tcords. ** ch. iii, g22. & vi, 12.

1611. ogratious: 6 is c words; rf**what ewhat /them; IT 21

12 1 the charmer. The words of a wise _^, J^_
man's mouth are gracious ; but the lips of

'

13 a fool will swallow up himself. The beginning

of the words of his mouth is foolishness : and
14 the end of ^ his talk is mischievous madness. A

fool also multiiilieth words : yet man knoweth
not what shall be ; and that which shall be after

15 him, who can tell him ? The labour of fools

wearieth every one of them, for he knoweth not

1 Heb. the master of the tongue. 2 Heb. his mouth.

is an instance of failure, as the other was of success; but both equally exemplify the es-

sential importance of ])rudence.

12. The w/iter now adduces more palpable and characteristic illustrations, which, in

the advancing style of the discussion, are of the nature of general propositions witli a some-
what abstract bearing. Practical sagacity or tact, however, is still the main theme, and it is

here more pointedly or cx2:)licitly treated. As visual, the last clau,=e preceding furnishes the
transition-word (" tongue") to this paragraph, which accordingly relates now particularly

to judiciousness in language or conversation, and especially public del)ate or consultation.

The -I- speeches [words] -t- of the -H mouth '"'-f of a -I- wise + man are favor/^
|!

That is,

the moment a sage opens his mouth he wins favor, as is more directly expressed in the first

clause of the next verse. "We may legitimately include (as the ultimate or real reason for

this favorable impression), by a more literal construction of the copula-verb ("are"), the
fact that his language is itself "gracious" or agreeable, and [but] ' '^+tlie-l-lips-f of a

-l-foolish+ iiiaii "will' ^-t- swallow -Hhim -I-
up.' °

II

On the contrary a senseless speaker
only talks to his own confusion. By a proverbial hyperbole, he is said to "devour him-
self," as if he opened his mouth but to gulp himself down. Pie destroys his own influence,

refutes himself. Comp. iv, 5.

13. The writer, as is his habit, expands the last-mentioned thought; because it is a

readier and often a more effective method of instruction to criticise faults, which are pal-

jiable and capable of being turned into ridicule, than to descant upon excellencies, which
are less frequent and more difficult to describe. The -I- in-boring" '" [introduction] -f of the

+

speeches [words]-f of his -h mouth'' is foolishness, ||
His opening phrases at once

expose his ignorance; and incapacity, and prejudice his hearers against him at the outset by
their impertinence in thought, expression and titterance. and -1- the 4- after-part -f of his
-I- mouth is boastfulness [craziness] bad. |j

But the sequel is still worse, the fool at

last prating sheer nonsense like an idiot or a madman. From beginning to end his address
is thoroughly nugatory and even offensive ; it does no good, but much harm.

14. The same topic is still further continued, the verbosity of the simpleton being re-

ferred to, as an aggravation of iiis tediousness and ineptness. And [yet] -l-the+fool''^'

-h will -1-make -1- to + abound speeches [words] : ||
The addle-pated and unqualified

speaker usually attempts to make up in quantity what he lacks in qualitj' : conscious of his

failure to interest, he keeps talking on in hopes of becoming clear or more pleasing, but
only becomes the more obscure and disgusting. The longer he talks, the less he really

says. Garrulity is the alisence of wisdom and of eloquence. Comp. v, 2 [1], 7" [6];

\i, 11 ; ix, 17. not will -hknow (the) ' " -hman what it -l- is 4-which [that] -f will-F
be-extant; ||

One of the most frequent forms of ill-considered and inconclusive speech is

that of predicting what.will come to pass; every conceited shallow talker is given to fortune-

telling or is at least weather-wise. See on vii, 10. and-l-fhat-fwhich will + he-extant
from [at] 4- his + afters [afterward], who will+ make -I- to -t- front [tell] '''> "* to -1-

him?
II

He can neither discover the future himself, nor can any mortal disclose it to him.

Why then venture to foretell it, or even to discourse aliout it ? Comp. vi, 12.

15. This special subject is concluded with a most striking illustration of the obvious
fatuity and semi-lunacy of the incessant talker. The -I- toil + of the + silly -F ones will

+

make -1-him |each] weary; '*
I

First, he but fatigues himself by his idle and excessive

prating, in -I-which [as much as] not he -|-has -hknown how to -I-walk toward a +
city.

II
Secondly (and by reason of his awkwardness), he resembles the country clown in

''^" Mouth" is here added not expletively, but
for the sake of the correspondence with the clause

following.
'^ Noun used as an adj., as often in Heb.
'* Fut. expressive of what is siu'e to take place.
'^ Adv. added to express the intensive force of Piel.

'" t'chiUdh, from clidlnl (akin to rlnhi'I, to

" whirl," and other congeners with the same base

syllable chl), to bore into, /. e., make an entrance,

or beginning, etc.
'' An accumulative phrase (after the repetitional

idea of emphasis) for talk or babble.
'* ydfia' is strictly to f/</-7> for breath through ex-

haustion ; hence to tire with hard effort ; and
"writhe" or cause to revolve; comp. yi///, to ! thence to /a6o>- severely, even to expiration.
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A
, v. '^^ ^ *Woe to thee, land, when thy king—'

is a child, and thy princes eat in the « morn-
ing!

17 Blessed ari thou, land, when thy king i< the

son of nobles, and thy princes eat in due season, for

strengtli, and not for <> drunkenness !

18 TJBy much slothfulness the building decayeth
;

and through idleness of tiie hands the house drop-
peth through.

19 I A feast is miidc for laughter, and twine
Jmaketh merry : but money answereth all <' things.

• Isa. iii, di, 5. t Ps. civ, 15. % Heb. maketh glad the life.

1611. amoming. 6 drunkenness. c things dS,i

16 how to go to the city. Woe to thee, J^^ p^_

.

land, when thy king is a ' cliild, and thy

17 princes eat in the morning! Happy art thou, O
land, when thy king is ^the son of nobles, and tliy

princes eat in due season, for strength, and not for

18 drunkenness! By slothfulness the ^roofsinketh in;

and through idleness of the hands the house leak-

19 eth. A feast is made for laughter, and wine maketh

glad the life : and money answereth all things.

1 Or, sen-ant 'i Or, a free man 3 Or, rafters sink

a metropolitan thoroughfare; staring into the faces of all he meets, gaping into the shop-

windows, antl stumbling into all sorts of ridiculous encounters. Comp. ver. 3; ii, l-t. He
instantly and constantly exposes his own imbecility.

16. From this climax of private stupidity the writer now returns (see ver. 4) to a spec-

tacle of fatuity in a wider sphere, even the highest circle, and therefore still more ruinous;

using (after his custom) the last word ("city," for a political community) as a transition-

link to ttie extension. Woe to+thee, O + earth [land]!
||
A national calamity is here

depicted, and for the sake of vividness it is jnit in the form of an exclamation, which
[that] + thy +King is a + lad,"

||
Not so much literally young (see iv, 13) as inexperi-

enced and self-willed, or generally incompetent, as suggested by the preceding context, or

specially self-indulgent, as suggested by the following context; in fact all these elements

of inethciency are implied in the term, and -f- thy 4- princes in 4- the -|- prying" [morn-

ing] -" will -feat: ||
That is, they begin the day with luxury and personal gratification

(usually reserved tmtil the evening, ver. 17), instead of devoting themselves betimes to the

interests of the state.

17. The obvei'se of the picture is now presented for contrast, happiness''- '"4- of

'

-1-thee, o + earth [laud], which [that] + thy -I- king is the + son4-of glowing [free-

born] ''-I- ones,
II

That is, has been brought up properly, and hence knows how to conduct
public affairs discreetly and honorably, and + thy -f princes in -I- the -f coursing [sea-

son] will + eat,
II

That is, take their principal meal at the usual and suitable hour (in

the evening always, in the East), when at leisure and at home, after the labors of the day are

over. with + respect"'^'-l-to-i-stalwartness and-fnot with -i- respect"'"^ -I- to -f (the)''""'

-f quaffing. ||
That is, in order to nourishment, and not for pin-poses of debauch. Comp.

Isa. V, 11.

18. The thought of (public) remissness is continued and illustrated by a frequent spec-

imen of (private) negligence. By -f twofold " 4- sioth will 4- dwindle 4- away ^^ the4-
happening 4- together"^ [frame-work],

||
A l)uilding is here alluded to. which is suffered

to decay by a defect in the roof—a very common thing anywhere, but especially in the

East, where earth or clay roofs (and nearly flat) are usual with the commonalty, and 4-by
4-lowness [laxity] 4- of two 4- hands"" will 4- leak the 4- house. ||

A tight roof is as

essential to an ediflce as a solid foundation, for decay beginning there percolates the entire

structure, whether it be wood or stone. The moral is obvious.

19. The previous malfeasance in ofiice (ver. 16) seems here to be reverted to, and the

mention of feasting is a natural connection. Por4- laughter men are doing [making]

bread, ||
A merry-making time is here in view, as a preparation for which bread (as the

symbol of eatables in general) has to be made (in the East it is usually prepared for each
meal). The banquet is evidently a public one, or at least by public men; and the obvious
implication is that it is at the public expense, probably not legitimately or imperatively.

" na'ar, appar. from nd'ar, to shake, from the

bustling activity of youth ; spoken of a (usually

unmarried) man not over forty, and often applied

(like " boy ") to a servant.
'^" bd<ier, the dai/fircak, from hdf/ar, to pry into

(strictly, to burst o/>ni) ; akin to bdkar, to be a first-

ling (as opening the matrix). Hence comes also

bdrjdr, a berve, as having horns budding forth, or

perhaps from f/oring.
'" \iKhr/hf (plur. constr. of a presumed ^e.shn;

from \hhar [akin to i/dnhar, to be {)ip-)right, i. e.,

correct], which prop, means to be straight, hence
prosperous or hap[)y), used only thus as an inter-

jection. Kindled doubtless is the relative ''mher,

through the idea of di recti rryies.i or close connection.
^^ chowr (elsewhere chor), from ehdrar, to be

arid or in a ichite heat (hence chor or chuwr, fine

line7i ; chdvar, to become pale), as a symbol of

honor. Kindred prob. is also ehdrdh, to burn with

anger.
'^^ A striking but not very common use of the

dual, in allusion to the remissness of both hands.
'" From mdkak (with Chaldaiziug daghesh in the

first radical, like other instances in Heb.), akin to

niuwk, to shrivel, pine or melt.
^5 niit/dreh, a slightly varied form from miqreh,

a " hap " or lot ; denoting the juncture of the tim-

bers or sides of a house.
^^ A pair of hands (the owner's or tenant's), which

ought to have been busy ; the dual lieautifully cor-

responds to the preceding clause, where perhaps it

was specially employed to suit the expression here.
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A. "V. 20 IT *Cui-se not the king, no not in—'-
'- thy t" thought; and curse not the rich in

thy bedchamber : for a bird of tlie air shall carry

the voice, and that which hath w'mga shall tell the

matter.
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CHAPTER XI.

1 Directions for charity. 1 Death in life, 9 and the day ofjudgment in the days of youth, are to be thought on.

1 ' Cast thy bread ^upoii the waters: for J^^ J^^
2 thou shalt find it after many days. ^ Give

J^ "y ^ Cast tliy bread *upon the waters : for

thou slialt find it after fmanv davs,

2 Give a portion to seven, and also to eight ; for

thou knowest not what evil shall be upon tlie earth.

3 If the clouds be full of rain, they empty o-tlmm-

selves upon the cartli : and if the tree tiill toward
the * .south, or toward the « north, in the place where
the tree falleth, there it shall he.

'

* Heb. -upon the face of the ivaters. t Deut. xv, 10 ; Prov.
xix, 17 ; Matt, x, 42.

a themselves t South

a portion to seven, yea, even unto eight; for tliou

3 knowest not what evil shall be upon the earth. If

the clouds be full of rain, they empty themselves

upon the earth: and if a tree fall ^ toward the

south, or •• toward the north, in the place where the

Or, Send forth 2 Heb. upon the face of the waters. 3 Or,
Divide a portion into seven, yea, even into eight * Or, in

XI, 1. As the writer aijproacbes the conclusion of his essay, he grows more mellow in

spirit and more tender :n counsel, looking more calmlj', hopefully and piously into the

dread unknown of the future, and recommending a suitable preparation, so far as pos-

sible, for it. This is still in his previous vein of practical suggestion as to the best method
of improving the advantages and opportunities of the ])resent life. The figurative style of

illustration liere prevails even more than before. Send thy +bread ascent-wise [upon] +
the + face + of the + "water; ||

This has usually been understood to refer to the Egyptian
])ractice of .sowing giain during the inundation; but that allusion seems to us inappropriate,

becau.se (1) the seed is not actually scattered on the water, nor during the freshet; but upon
the mud after the overflow has subsided ; and (2) such a practice did not and could not prevail

or even obtain in Palestine, where no such annual rise of the .streams or inundation of arable

land occurs. We ap]irehend it rather refers to the universal habit of feeding lish, espeoiallj''

in private ponds, such as the author speaks of (ii, 6 ; there for purposes of irrigation, it is

true, but equally available for lish culture, as was common in Egypt and other Oriental

countries, and is evident on their monuments). Whichever be the allusion, it obviously is

u.sed here as a symbol of benevolent and thrifty effort (comp. ver. 2) ; as if saying, Di.siribute

your bounty, eveil at the risk of throAving it away, and on suljjects seemingly as thankless

and unlikely to improve it as the unstable and harvestless sea. because in + the + abun-
daiice + of (the) *> '"' + days thou + wilt + find+ it.

||
It will (at least on the average or

often enough to encourage and justify the venture) yield a return. Comp. Luke xvi, 9.

How often has a casual act of kindness or charity secured a friend, afterwards one in need!

2. Give a + lot to + seven and + also to + eight ;|| Seven being the sacred and
full number, is here taken as the .symbol of complete and universal beneticence; but in order
to make assurance doubly sure (comp. Luke vi, 38), the writer adds the eighth as an over-

plus (comp. Amos i, 3), the octave making up the full week of festival (Lev. x.xiii, 36;
Num. xxi.x, 35; comp. Luke ix, 28). because not thou + 'wilt +know "what will

+

iie-extant as + badness''' "' ascent-wise [upon] the + earth [laud],
jj

In view of the un-

certainty of the future, and especially of the continuance of one's own prosperity, this method
of investment is good policy; for (1) It scatters the chances of repayment or benefit more
widely (not to " carry all of one's eggs in the same basket,'' one thing may pay if another
does not)

; (2) It is best to give while one has it to spare, for some day he may not have it to

give at all; (3) If misfortiuie should come to the donor, some of his beneficiaries may repay
the alms or favor with interest (comp. Luke xvi, 4).

3. If shall + be + filled the + scuds ^ with + a + sho"wer,
||

That is, whenever the
clouds are surcharged with nujisture;—a figure drawn from the bountifulncss of nature.

Tliis of course in Palestine is characteristic of the winter or rainy season, but is neverthe-

less (or on that very accoimt) suggestive of fertility, ascent-wise |u})()n] the + earth
they + "will + cause + to + empty it; ||

They s])ontaneously ])our their treasured burden
copiously on the thirsty soil, and even upon barren land, or what would be so except for their

irrigation. Imitate their liberality, and do not selfishly hoard or grudgingly bestow the rich

blessings which you hold, and + if shall + fall a + treein + the + south ' "^ and [or] +
if in + the + north,

||
The wood-man's craft is here again adverted to (see x, 9), and a tree

jierhaps has fallen in the contrary direction from that expected by the feller. Still he is

not disajipointed as to his main purpose; for the tree is just as effectually prostrated in

either ease. In like manner the benefactor ought to be equally gratified and satisfied with
the issue of his charity, since somebody is really benefitted or comforted, and the particular

person or nianneris immaterial, in -I- the 4- rising-point |i)lace]
^'
''-Fofwhich-t-may -1- fall

the -h tree, there it-f-will-Mn-extant'.^
II

The trunk will not escape from the wood-

' 'db, a heavy mist or rain-cloud, enveloping the

landscape and dariiening as well as moistening the air.

^ y^kmv^ for yihyeh by a transmutation of letters

very common in Heb. (indeed constant in the pron.

huw\ which seems to be from the same root), and
therefore not a Chaldaism nor an evidence of late date.
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_^^ "y^ 4 He that obsevveth the " wind shall not—'- '- * sow ; imd he tliat regardeth the <= clouds

sliall not nap.
5 As thou knowest not what is the way of the

spirit, dfior how the bones do grow in the womb of

her that is with child : even so thou knowest not the

works of God who maketli all.

6 In the morning sow thy seed, and in the even-

ing withhold not thine [thy] hand: for thou know-
est not whether *shall prosper, either this or that,

or whether they both slui.ll be alike good.
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A , "V". 7 1 Truly the light is sweet, and a pleas-—'-

' ant "thlny it is for the eyes to behold the
*sun

:

8 But if a man live many years, and rejoice in

them all
;
yet let hitu i-emember the days of c dark-

ness; for they shall be many. All that conietli is

vanity.

9 •' Rejoice, O young man, in thy "^youtii ; and let

thy heart cheer thee in the days of thy youth, and
walk in the ways of thine [thy] heart, and in the sight
of thine [thyj eyes : but know thou, that for all

these ^things God will bring thee into judgment.

1611. a thing is it Asun. cdarlsness, <i youth, ethings,

7 Truly the light is sweet, and a pleasant _^^ J^_
thing it is for the eyes to behold the sun.

8 'Yea, if a man live many years, let him rejoice in
them all ; ^but let him remember the days of dark-
ness, for they shall be many. All that cometh is

vanity.

9 Rejoice, O young man, in thy youth ; and let

thy heart cheer tliee in the days of thy youth,
and walk in the ways of " thy heart, and in the
sight of "thy eyes: but know thou, that for all

these things God will bring thee into "judgment.

1 Or, For 2 Or, and remember

» thine b judgement

prejudices or indok'iice at tliut (or any other) time of the day. because there 4- is nothing"
+ of+thee kno'wing' where yon will -i- succeed whether + yon [this] or yon
[that],''' '-

II

This implies an imcertaiuty, perliaps amounting (in many cases) to an improb-
ability, that every i)lauting (or other work) will be fully remunerative or prosperous; and
this is the very reason why we ought to embrace every opportunity of usefulness, assured
that some will be successful, even if others fail. Such is the doctrine with which the
chapter set out and has continued, and [or] -hif the +-two + of+therQ as + one will -1- be

good.
II

They may prove cijually prosperous and advantageous. There is here a rebuke
of the procrastination of ver. 4, as eventually proved to be unwarranted in many if not most
instances.

7. Here follows a sort of corollary (as often with the author) from the foregoing general
remarks on postponement and hesitancy in effort; and it is tinged with the sombre hue
characteristic of tlie entire treatise. And + sweet is the + light,

||
The favorable aspect

of life is put first, in accordance with the cheery view of the foregoing context; and of this
the day-time is the fitting and easily recognized symbol. How many gloomy impressions,
feelings and apprehensions are dispelled by day-break ! AVe then wake to consciousness,
to activity, to full reason, and to a restoration of the realities and stimuli of earthly exist-

ence. How mild the early light! How gently its rays strike the sen.ses! How helpful is

it to guide our footsteps and direct our energies! Comp. ii, 13; xii, 2. and-|-good it Is

for 4- the + (two) + eyes to + see (to-wit)'-" the + sun:|| The diffused beams of
sun-light are wholesome to the eyes and a tonic to the whole system. How dreary and sad
the condition of the blind! How the weary patient longs for the dawn! Comp. Job vii,

4; Psa. XXX, 5; cxxx, 6.

8. because + if* duplications [years] abundantly '- " may + live (the) -f-

man,''" in -t- complete |all]-i-of-Fthem let -l-him + be-glad
; ||

Accordingly it is our
duty as well as privilege to enjoy the pleasant scenes thus afforded us by Providence, and
this even to old age, the more protracted the better, provided it be not clouded by misan-
thropy and peevishness. Comp. ii, 24; iii, 12, 13, 22; v, 18-20 [17-19]; viii, 15; ix, 7-0.

and [but] -f let -t-him +remember (to-wit)'-"' the + days -i- of the + dark, because
abundantly'' " they will be-extant.

||
AVe should offset the bright hours by a reason-

able expectation of a corresponding number of dismal ones; as the weather naturally runs
in its vicissitudes and fluctuations. Comp. the same contrast in vii, 14. Complete
[All] which -t- has -F gone [come] is a + breath.'-"

||
Ever^'thing is after all transient and

unsatisfactory on earth. Here the key-note (i, 2) of the treatise is sounded again, as at the
conclusion of a strain.

9. The grandest lesson of the book is reserved for its close; and the sentiment no less

than the phraseology of this application of the foregoing doctrine (especially of improving
present opportunity) has been universally ailmired for its beauty and force. Be-glad,
chosen -l-oiie [youth], in -f thy + birthhood |youthfulness]

; |f
The opening word is

borrowed from the verse preceding (as usual with the writer), and continues the cheerful
exhortation foregoing. Youth and adolescence are the natural period of gleesomeuess
and enjoyment and hope, for the life is an unclouded prospect, an(l the faculties are over-
flowing with buoyancy and spirits. Such vigor is a blessing to be wisely appreciated and
usefully occupied, and -f- let +make -f thee + good thy-i-heart in + the -t- days + of
thy chosen + times [youthful prime],

II

This is no sarcasm, for such an idea is ;ibhorrent
to the solemn theme

; but a cordial approval of the instinctive (and therefore innocent)
impulses of early life to enjoy it and to exercise its fresh strength, and -f- walk -1- on ^ in
+ the -f- treads [road] 4- of thy -l- heart, ||

That is, pursue these natural inclinations to
joyous activity. Their indulgence in all proi)er directions is nowhere forbidden by the
Bible or by sound morality, and + in the + sights " + of thy -I- eyes : ||

That is, the

•• These particles are here used in their ordi-

nary moaning, and not in the adversative sense of
note '''''.

* Piel, intensive.

^ The plur. here is good enough Heb., notwith-

standing the marginal preference of a sing, reading.
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J^^ "V_ 10 Tlierefore remove *sorrow from tliy—'

lieart, and put away evil from ihy « tiesli

:

for * childhood aud youth are vanity.
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CHAPTER XII.

1 Tlie Creator is to he remembered in due time. S The Preacher's care to edifij. 13 The fear of God is the chief
"antidote of vanity.

_^_ \7"_ » Eemeuiber *now thy Creator in the days—'-

of thy youth, while the evil days come not,

nor the years dra^ ni.irh, when thou shalt say, I have
no pleasure in <^ them

;

2 While the "^sun, or the light, or the moon, or

the « stars, be not darkened, nor the clouds return

after the rain

:

Prov. xxii, 6.

1611. a Antidote 6 K*t'iiieinber Dow
f stars be

1 Eemember also thy Creator in the days J^^ pj,_
of thy youth, ^ while the evil days come '

not, nor the years draw nigh, wlien thou shalt

2 say, I have no pleasure in them; "wliile the sun

is not darkened, nor tlie light, nor the moon,
nor the stars, and the clouds return not after the

a or ever the evil days come, and the b or ever British.
the sun, and the light, and the moon, and the stars, be
darkened, and the clouds return after

XII, 1. Accordingly the next sentence begins with the conjunctive conjunction, and
continues the use of the distinctive term for juvenile vigor. And'' '*+remember (to-

wit)'-^' thy + Creator'-" in + the + days+ of thy + chosen + times [youthful prime],
||

The tendency of human uatiu-e is to forget God (Deut. iv, 9, 28; viii. 11, 14, 19; comp.
Isa. li, 13), especially in the giddy season of youth. On the contrary this is the most
favorable time for piety, because evil habits are not yet inveterate, bad associations not
coniirmed, and the whole nature is more plastic. But the writer adds a still more cogent

and personal inducement, namely, the necessity of seizing upon the period free from dis-

tracting and enfeebling and discouraging illness and decay. The title of Creator applied

to the Divine Being is peculiarly appropriate to this fresh stage of existence, the body and
soul being then both more nearly what He has made them than later, when they bear the dis-

tinctive and ineffaceable marks of self-inflicted passion, abuse and error. Children are

nearer to the kingdom of heaven than adults or the aged, if they only knew it. They have
not wandered so far nor so long from their Father's house, however volatile or heedless

their steps or truant their temper, in-course-of [until] the + time in + "which not [before]

shall + go [come] the +days + of (the)''^''+badness,'''-'
II

The dark hours will inev-

itably arrive (iii, 4), and the longer one lives the more certain and numerous and gloomy
will tliey be (xi, 8). The interval seems long to the hoju^ful novice, Ijut short to the disap-

pointed and worried experient. and [or] ->r cause + to + touch [approach] duplications
[years] in"'" + 'which thou + wilt + say, "There + is nothing- + of']'" to + me in -1-

them pleasure ;
"

||
The weariness and discomfort of old age disincline and disqualify

the sul)jeet for any so serious exertion as the outset upon a life of piety, and especially the

radical changes which such a reformation of a long career involves. If the effort and the

resolution were difficult in youth, they become doubly irksome, ineffective and hoi:)eless now.
The pursuit of happiness, which is generally stated to be the main spring to human endeavor,

has become slackened by satiety or disappointment, and there is a strong tendency to mel-
ancholy and morbid dissatisfaction bordering upon desj^air. The influence of the bodily
condition and nervous tide upon the mental state and spiritual energy is amazing, almost
overpowering. In point of fact conversions in mature or advanced years are comparatively
rare. The elderly irreligious contrive to delude themselves and evade the issue so long,

that they at length succeed in persuading themselves into some sort of a comfortable theory
on the subject, which is proof against the entreaties and exhortations of friends, the ad-

monitions of conscience, and even the strivings of the Holy Spirit. The most irrational

thing of all is that their increasing loss of interest and satisfaction with the joys of time
and sense should lead them to a deeper neglect of the higher, deeper and more constant

source of all true happiness, which lies in the opposite direction. Those who have early

sought and fotmd the path of sacred wisdom never ex])ericuce this revulsion or discontent
even with their earthly allotments or physical disabilities. A serene and happy old age is

the fruit of a considerate and temperate youth; piety sweetens every period of life, and
gilds even the tomb with a heavenly lustre. It enhances the joys and softens the griefs of

all ages; it is the conservator and invigorator of universal humanity.
2. in-course-of [until

|
thc + fime in+which not [l)efore] shall + darken the +sun

and + the 4- shine and + the -I- moon and -I- the + stars, ||
All these are figures for

nuirky weather, obsciu'ing the two-fold illumination of the day (the dii'ect and the diffused

rays of the sun) and of the night (the moon and the stars) ; and they represent the gloomy
aspect of decaying life in old age, without the ciieerfulness of antici])ati()n and conscious
vigor. Further than this it is inept and puerile to press the metaphor, and + return the +
scuds after the +shower ; ||

This is a more distinct picture of the rainy season or winter
of Palestine (like other ti-o]ncal regions), which consists chiefly of successive showers with
comparatively clear air between, the misty clouds frequently and often suddenly concentrat-

ing again and pouring down torrents for a short time. The shocks to the physical system
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_^_ "V". 3 In the day when the keepers of the
house shall tremble, and the strong men

shall bow themselves, and *the grinders cease be-
cause they are few, and those that look out of the
windows be " darkened,

4 And the doors ''shall be shut in the streets, when
the sound of the grinding is low, and he shall rise

up at the voice of the bird, and all the daughters of
niusick shall be brought <= low

;
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_^_ "V^ 5 Also?«A<^^/< they "shall be afraid of *</ia<—' which is high, ami fears shall be in the way,
and the c almond tree shall Nourish, and the grass-

hopper shall be a burden, and desire [tastej shall

fail: because man goeth to his long home, and the

mourners go about the streets

:
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A. v. 6 Or ever [Before] the silver cord be
loosed, or the golden bowl be broken, or

the pitcher be broken at the fountain, or the wheel
broken at the cistern.
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J^^ "y. 7 *Then shall the dust return to the earth
-

—

'-

as it was : and the spirit shall return unto
God who gave it.

8 Tl tVauity of « vanities, saith the preacher ; all

*w vanity.

9 And :1:<^ moreover, because the preacher was wise,

he still taught the people <* knowledge
;
yea, he gave

good heed,"and sought out, and §set in order many
proverbs.

10 The preacher sought to find out 1 acceptable
« words: and /that which was written ivas upright,

even words of truth.
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^^ "y". 11 The words of the wise are as goads,— and as nails fastened by the masters of as-

semblies [collections], ivIdch&VQ given from one shep-
herd.

12 And further, by these, my son, be admonished :

of making many books there is no " end ; and much
*study is a weariness of the tlesh.

* Or, reading.

I end,

11 The words of the wise are as goads, J^ JJ,
and as nails well fastened are the words —'

-

of the » masters of assemblies, which are given
12 from one shepherd. ^And furthermore, my son,

be admonished : of making making many books
there is no end ; and much study is a weariness
of the flesh.

' Or, collectors of sentences
these, my son, be learned

2 Or, And as for more than

propriate and pleasing language, pungent and yet attractive, not by mere novelty and par-
adox, but by judiciousness and soundness. This may hint at the poetical guise of his essay,

and certainly suggests its didactic style, and + the + written + book was uprightness,
speeches [words] '•'-!- of stability [truth].

|i

Two essential features or characteristics of
the volume or roll thus produced are here specified, namely, its honesty or sincerity (includ-

ing [subjectively] candor and [objectively] conduciveness to morality) and its trustworthi-
ness or accuracy (including objective verity of fact and subjective fidelity of representation).

We have abundantly confirmed this verdict in our interpretation, greatly as some critics

have contradicted it.

11. Here the writer advances from the statement of his own claims and writings to a
wider recommendation of this species of literature as a whole. First (in this verse) he
characterizes it in two double sets of intrinsic particulars, figuratively stated. The-f-

speeches [words] '• -
-f- of wise -I- men, as + (the) -1- goads,

j|
Sage maxims are incentives

to thought, as goads are a spur to an animal. The incisive form and often odd phraseology
of adagial sentences especially contribute to this striking effect, while their enigmatical
laconicism provokes criticism and stimulates inquiry. and -f- as -1- bristles "'^ [nails]

planted,**
II

They also resemble pegs firmly driven in a wall or other suppoit; permanent
and secure, they hold tenaciously the attention and the recollection by their j)aradoxical

presentation and usually alliterative (often poetic) expression. Both these comparisons
heighten the description of their impressive weight, are the -1- " masters + of gather-
ings; "'''

II

That is, such collectanea or compilations are like the above objects. They are

here entitled "masters " (a term often employed in Hebrew in a wide or mataphorical sense)

as being masterful, like experts in the special line in question, they -1-have -1-been -f-

given from + a -f- feeder ^® one.
II

This figure comjiletes the second pair of descriptive

epithets relating to the " works " of such proverb-mongers. They are digested and assorted

and assimilated by a single editor, as in the case of Solomon's books above referred to.

This gives them not only authority, but also unity and consistency as well as perspicuity.

It also preserves them to posterity, and adds to their currency. In these remarks the author

implies that such was intended to be the nature and influence of his own treatise likewise;

and in the next verse he intimates that he had sought to avoid the faults and wearisome
tendencj' of most of these usually diffuse collections, namely, by a more discriminative

selection and a more systematic and entertaining mode of exhibition.

12. And -h exceeding [Furthermore] from -I- them, my -1- building-one [son],be-l-

enlightened
; ||

Accordingly the writer now descends to a more personal style of remark,

and addresses his reader by a familiar and endearing title, suitable to his own advanced age

and ripe experience, and to the didactic and practical character of his essay (comp. Prov. i,

10; ii, 1; iii, 1, 11 ; iv, 1, etc.). The additional and concluding observation in this prefa-

torial statement is a sort of criticism or animadversion upon the previous efforts of the kind
jtist referred to, as authors nowadays find it necessary or expedient to reflect upon works
similar to their own. in order to justify the preparation and publication of another by them-
selves : they hope to imitate the excellencies and yet escape the defects of their predeces-

sors. He therefore admits and advertises in advance the ordinary dulness and voluniiu-

ousness of such disquisitions, and makes this very fact the occasion of recommending his

quasi-pupil not to trouble himself with their perusal, much less with too profound and ex-

haustive researches into the whole subject. This, he seems to flatter himself, he has spared

him by his own abstract and lucid exposition, to + do [make] enumerations [books]

abundantly''"' there -f- is nothing + of clip [end] ;'^''^
||

This declaration can hardly be

taken in the modern sense that book-making or authorship is overdone or at least very co-

piously carried on ; for it was scarcely true in the writer's time, and if correct its utterance

here would be inapposite. It is rather a reflection upon the disposition to excess in most

^^ masrnerdh, here only (by a frequent inter-

change of sibilants) for marmerah, from cdrnar, to

stand erect, like the hair in terror.
'' Used tropically, the apparent incongruity of the

figures being neglected, as very often in Heb. poetry.
^' ^a^uphowth (for ^&fuppdioh), apparently used

technically in this phrase to designate what we
would call complete or collective editions of such

productions.
28 The metaphor of a shepherd is a common one

in Heb. for a curator of any kind, and may easily

be extended to editorial care and supervision.
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^ "y
_ 13 T *Let us hear the conclusion of the

;

13 ' lliis is the end of the matter ; all hath J^^ J^^
whole matte)': Fear God, and keep his

|

been heard: fear God, and keep his com-
'comniandnients : tor this is the whole dutt/ of man.

' Or, The end of the matter, even all that hath been heard,

a commandments, b is

mandiuents; tor =this is the wliole dut// of man.

1 Or, Let ns hear the conclusion of the whole matter 2 Or,
this is the duty of all men

efforts in the •writer's own line—a fact which no doubt largely led to the perishing by neglect

of such cumbrous and uninteresting volumes, while his own abridgments have survived.

Tliere is also hei-e implied the idea that an exhaustive collection or recension of even the
current aphorisms of the day would have been injudicious on his jiart, because few if any
readers would have the courage or patience to wade through them. This last thought is

more distinctly brought out in the next clause, and + study "'* abundantly''" is a +
"weariness + of the + flesh.

||
This now trite remark also cannot aptly be interpreted

altogether in its modern a^jplication, but mtist be tmderstood as holding good of special and
concentrated attention to such al)struse topics as the writer is particularly contemplating,
especially intense and exclusive devotion to the dry and bulky tomes or dissertations already
i'Uuded to; as much as to say, it would be a tiresome task to read them through or even
enumerate and review them. Comp. i, 8. The injurious or at least disturbing and incon-
veniencing effect of the sedentary and recluse life of a professional and ardent scholar upon
his physical health is proverbial ; but it does not ajipear to be disastrous to general comfort
nor fatal to longevity. The excitements and revulsions and ex2)erieuces of a more active
career are equally if not more dangerous to mental and moral, indeed even to bodily,

soundness and endurance. The writer appears to be chiefly continuing his critique uj^on
the tedious discussions or compilations frequent in his day upon the abstruse and common-
place themes of his own essay. If our elucidation shall have contributed anything to re-

lieve it from the same charge of monotony, vpe will not have labored or studied or written
in vain.

13. In keeping with this admonition to conciseness, the writer hastens to close his

homily (which is not long in all) with a briefly-expressed but cogent and comprehensive
summary of the lessons to be derived from the entire theme. They are pithily reduced in
fact to the one cardinal, universal and comprehensive injunction of j)ieti/. This alone is

essential (Luke x, 42) and availal)le (vii, 36; viii, 12) for the highest ends of life (ii, 26).

The + termination + of the + speech''" [word], even"' the + complete [whole] let+us-l-
hear :

^'
||

This concluding exhortation embraces the entire doctrine of the book in its es-

sential principles. This emphatic calling of attention to the main lesson of the essay by the
author himself should be borne in mind by critics in estimating its religious purpose and
value. The writer invites his reader's cooperation in the familiar condescending tone of a
father (comp. ver. 12). (To-wit)''" (the) -|-God "- "" fear-f-thou, ||

This clause is the
main point of the epitome of the work. It is eminently in accord with its general sentiment
and many of its weightiest and most emphatic sayings; comp. iii, 14; v, 7 |6] ; vii, 18. The
few observations that seem inconsistent with this teaching (e. g., especially ix, 2) are to be
taken as exceptions in respect to the indiscriminate doom of mortality (ii, 14-16; iii, 19,

20), and do not affect the general rule of moral retribution (viii, 11-13). The primary im-
portance of this attitude of the soul toward God is emphasized by the same writer elsewhere
in the most explicit terms (Prov. i, 7; ix, 10, etc.) as well as by other parts of Scripture
(Psa. cxi, 10, etc.). and-l-(to-wit) '' " his +commandments keep-t-thou;

||
This

is added as a practical test and mai-k of this reverence for God, and is in like manner trans-

ferrable to the love of God (which is the last great trait of piety: natvually growing out of
the former, Rom. xiii, 10); see John xiv, 21. because yon is complete [whole] +of
(thej -hman.'' "

||
This precept is the all-important thing for every human being, both of

duty and privilege, objectively and subjectively, for safety and happiness, in point of use-
fulness and improvement, here and hereafter. Comp. Mic. vi, 8. Our relations, sentiments
and conduct toward our fellows are regulated and affected by this supreme standard (Matt.
xix, 17; 1 .John iv, 21). Indeed it is the one great and eternal law of the entire universe,
which matter and brute spirit obey perfectly because compulsorily, but which moral beings
may disobey.

^^ I have retained this word as a translation of

the rare Idhar/ (used here only), which, from a com-
parison with tlie kindred Shemitic tongues, seems
to mean prolonged and earnest attention to literary

pursuits, or to any other avocation requiring in-

tense strain of mind. Few persons of the writer's

day certainly were so well prepared as he to ap-

preciate the use or the abuse of such mental efforts

and their results.

^" The rendering "tlie whole word" would re-

quire the art. also with kol (" all "), and is likewise

forbidden by the disjunctive accent upon it. Comp.
the same absolute use of this word iu the next but
one clause.

^' This seems to us evidently the first pers.

fut. (>(/.s7wm«') "in pause" (itl.thniu^), and not

the Niph. (whether pra;t. or part.), which in-

deed would have the same form, but is inept

as an introductory phrase to what is abortf to be
said.
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A. "V. 14 For *God shall bring every work into
judgnioiit, with "every secret thing, whether

it be good, or whether it be evil.

Rom. ii, 16 ; xiv, 10 ; 62 Cor.

oever 61

14 For God shall bring every work into A R
"judgment, ' with every hidden thing, —'- *

whether it be good or whether it be evil.

' Or, concerning

a judgement, British.

14. The tinal outcome aud argument of this grand sine-qua-non is at length propounded
with all the dignity aud solemnity of a " last parting word." Because (to-wit) ' *' com-
plete [every] doing (the) "' '"' + God'' " will + cause + to + go [bring] in+judgment
upon complete [every] vanished [ocT'ult] +tlii.iar,

I
However private, each transaction

ot human lite, if it have (as indeed it really has) a moral bearing, is everywhere in Scripture
represented as treasured up in the divine memory as an imperishable and inexorable record
either for or against one ; and the same tremendous truth is frequently adverted to in this
treatise (iii, 18; v, G [5], etc.). The time and circumstances of this retribution, indeed,
were of course not apprehended by Old-Testament saints with the distinctness of New-
Testament revelation ; but of its certainty they had no doubt, and they unhesitatingly ex-
press themselves accordingly (see especially Psa. i, 5; Ixxiii, 17). The only way to avert
that sentence is to secure a free pardon by faith evinced by repentance and reformation
(see especially Isa. i. 16; xliii, 25; Hab. ii, 4); but the acquittal is not irreversibly pro-
nounced till after the close of probation (Ezek. iii, 20, 21). if good and [or] +if bad.

||The perfect impartiality of the ultimate verdict and award is here distinctly declared, and
that the trial will apply equally to saint and sinner; comp. iii, 17; xi, 9; Ezek. xviii, 20-
32. The teachings of the Law and the Gospel are in entire harmony on this fundamental
principle of the divine administration. It is lifting that so noble a treatise on the sover-
eign wisdom and goodness of God in terrestrial Providence, however inscrutable they may
now appear, should end with such a sublime recognition of infinite and eternal Justice.
The latest conclusions of Christian sociology and theodicy have not materially advanced
beyond Israel's royal sage's solution of the inequalities in human fortune and divine gov-
ernment during the present life.
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"2N 'dhad to lose
iii, 6*

V, 14 [13]

xii, 5*

bnN 'ebel mourning
vil, 2, 4

j3N 'eben a stone
lii, 5

DHN 'udcim a man
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ii, 3, 8, 12, 18, 2P, 22, 24,

26
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rinnN 'ahahdh love
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ii, 19 xl, 6

f^^N Vvvdli to desire
vi, 2

^iN ''oicr to shine
viii, 7

-liN 'oirr a shine
ii, 13 xi, 7

TN '«z then
ii, 15*

)TiS ''dzan to (giTe-)ear

xii, 9*

)Tb< ''ozeii the ear
1,8

riN 'rtc/; a brother
T

Iv, 8

inN ''echdd one
ii,'l4

iii, 192, 20
iv, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
vi, 6

THN 'dchuz to seize
ii, 3

'nriN ''achar after
ii, 12, 18 ix, 3

iil, 22 X, 14

vi, 12 xii, 2
vii, 14

^riN \1c?iar to be-after

V, 4 L31

iriN ''acher an after-one

vii, 22
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vi, 3
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xii, 10
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vjN \q)h yet
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bbri hdlal to boast
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tl13 nuwach to rest
ii, 18*

V, 12 [11]

vil, 9, 18

y"13 nuwts to bud
xii, 5*

bn3 nachal a stream

fibn3 nucliuldh a streaming
vii, 11*

w'n3 ndchdsh a hisser
X, 8, 11

rr!3 nachatli a rest
Iv, 6 vi, 5

5'l33 ndta' to plant
li, 4*, 5 iii, 2

D:r3 nelcc^ a fund
V, 19 [18]* vi, 2

•'"133 noTcriy discerned-oue
vi, 2*

inW ndgdh to test
li, 1

rc3 n«pa' to remove
X, 9*

^3'3 na'ar a lad
X, 16*

bD3 ndphal to fall

iv, 10 . X, 8

ix, 12 xi, 3«

^23 nepliel a fall

vi, 3*

>:;!:3 nephesh a respiration
vi, 2. 3, 7, 9
vil, 28

X, 14, 20

Ix, 17

xii, 11

ii, 24*

iv, 8

Nb3 ?i«s«' to lift

V, 15 [14], 19 [18]

)n3 ndthan to give
i, 132 17 vli, 2, 21

ii, 21, 26^ viii, 9, 15, 16

iii, 10, 11 ix, 1, 9

V, 1 [iv, 17], 6 [5], 18 [17], X, 6

19 [18] xi. 2

vi, 2 xii, 7, 11

pri3 ndtliaq to snap
iv, 12

miO ^dldb to surround
i, 62*

;-ii"^niD fdUi/hdh a surrounding
i, 6

bSD f:dhal to burden
xii, 5

riT5p fgulldli a treasure
ii,^8

'

^50 fdgar to shut
xii, 4

C1D fdtr^ a horse
X, 7

r|iD f(>?P2^7i a termination
iii, 7 vii, 2

IID pitzc?' to turn
xi, 10

'T^p (?tyr a turn
vii, 0*

7"'p fiyr a turned-tiling

vii, 0*

b^S f«I«Z foolish
ii, 19 vii, 17

b^D felel folly
x.c"

nibpp fiHilicth foolishness
ii, 3, 12, 13 vii, 1, 13

rD fdl'a7i to reduce
X, 9

"r? f:dpltad to lament
iii, 4* xii, 5

'-'SO ge2^1icr an enumeration
xii, 12

xii, 13

X, S'-*. 1

1

^3' 'dh a scud
xi", 3*, 4 xii, 2
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l^y 'dbad to serve
V,9'[8], 12[11]

13? 'ehed a servant
il, 7 vii, 21 X, 7*

n^y 'dhcid service
Ix, 1*

1? 'ad in-course-of
ii, 3 iii, 11 xil, 1, 2,

6

"H" 'aden )
/."=

. ^, ,, >iu-course-of+now
I ij"Ty 'adennah )

Iv, 2*i 3

iiy 'owfZ repeatedly
iii, 16 Ix, 5, G
iv, 13 xii, 9
vii, 28*

dVi^ 'owldm a vanishing-point
ix, 6

>'ii, 5

xii, 3

vi, 9

viii, 16
xi, 7, 9

ix, 14, 15
X, 15

I, 4, 10
ii, 16
iii, 11, 14

k|i3> 'SwjjJi a flier

X, 20

r\iy 'dvath to bend
1,15

T" '6z strength
viii, 1

W 'dzaz to be-strong
vii, 19

T-- 'O'yin an eye
i, 8
ii, 10, 14
Iv, 8
V, 11 [10]

"V^ 'iijr exposed-place
vii, 19
viii, 10

^5> 'al ascent-wise
1, 6, 12, 18, 162

ii, 20
iii, 14, 17, 18

V, 2 [If, 6 [5], 8 [7]3

Vi, 1

vii, 10, 14

Tov 'dldh to ascend
iii, 21 X, 4

fiy 'am a conjunction
Iv, 16 xli, 9

&y 'im conjointly-witii

1, 11, 16 vi, 10
ii, 16« vii, 11

iv, 15 ix, 9

'M2'^ 'dmad to stand
i, 4 — Iv, 12, 15
ii, 9 Viii, 3

rr^ay 'ummdh conjunctiveness

viii, 2, 6, 11, 14, 16
ix, 8, 12, 14
X, 4, 72

xi, 1,2,3,9
xii, 6, 7, 14

V, 16 [15]*

T-y^ 'dmal to toil

11, 11, 19, 20, 21

j''^V 'dmdl toil
I, 3*

ii, 10, 11, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
24

til, 4, 6, 8, 9
V, 15 [14], 18 [17], 19 [18]

vii, 14

vi, 7
viii, 15
ix, 9

X, 15

T2" 'dmel toiling
ii, 18, 22 iv, 8
iii, 9 Ix, 9

p2l' 'dmoq deep
vii, 242

ftZV 'dndh to heed
X, 19

T\jy 'dndh to humble
1, 13

"•ly 'd/iiy humble
vi, 8

Trrf 'inydn humiliation
i, 13

ii, 23, 26
111,10

'^?? '^phdr dust
ill, 20 xil, 7

yy 'ets a flrm-tiiing

ii, 5, 6 X, 9

Siiy 'dtscd) to hurt
X, 9

lnbi£3> 'atsldh sloth
X. 18

D!ik3> 'etsem a bone
xi, 5

^j^y 'dqar to extirpate
ill, 2*

I'nS' 'ereb dusk
xl, 6

Qi^S' 'droicm smooth
V, 15^

[14]

tlUJy 'dsdli to do

iv, 8
V, 3 [2], 14 [13]

viii, 16

Xl, 3»

i, 92, 13, 14
ii, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, II2, 12, Y,

ill, 9, 112, 12, 142

iv, 1, 3
V, 1 [iv, 17]

vi, 12

Vii, }4, 19, 20
# /

^t33> 'eser ten
vii, 19

piiij^ 'dshuwq oppressed
See pUJ^* 'dshaq

'T'^y 'dsMyr wealthy
V, 12 [11] X, 6, 20

pp^ 'dshaq to oppress
iv, 1»

p'di* 'dsheq oppression
V, 8 [7] Vii, 7

^ii'J 'osher wealth

viii, 1,3, 4, 9, 10, 11,12, 14,
16,17

ix, 3, 6, 102

X, 19
xl, 5
xii, 5, 12

iv, 8
V, 13 [12], 14 [13], 19 [18]

ny 'etli a coursing
iii, 1*, 2'", S-", S-*, C, 7'», S",

11, 17

vii, 17

vi, 2
ix, 11

viii, 5, 6, 9
ix, 8, 11, 12*

X, 17

^^ pega' a hit
Ix.'ll*

!1E peh the mouth
V, '2

[1], [5] viii, 2
VI, 7 X, 12, 132
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n3 p«('7i a trap
ix, 12

iriwS pdndh to face
ii,Yl, 13

(2^;2 pcimym tlio face
i, 10, 16
II, r, 9, 262

III, 14
iv, 16

Y, 1 [Iv^], 6 [5]

Cy? jya'am a stroke
vi, 6

D~^3 2X(rdeg a park
li,

5'

"i"^© ^j*^/'??/ fruit

11,5

yns pdrats to demolish
Hi, 3 X, 8

^Ti? pdy'cir to quash
xil, 5

'^"viif fhlier an explanation
vili, 1*

tiNrs piWoicin instantly
ix, 11

iD-'PS pithffdm a decree
vUl, 11*

)Nii: ^«o'?i a flock
11,7

p"''!^ tsaddiyq just

vii, 3, 26
viii. 1,3, 12, 13
Ix, 1

X, 5, 10
xi, 1

vii, 22

ill,
\~

vll, 15, 16, 20
viii, 142

ix, 1, 2

bb]? qdlal to be-light

vii, 22 X, 10, 20*

S^i<3'p H/i'«^ jealousy
iv, 4* ix, G

n:]? qdndh to acquire
11, 7

yp. A't'its au end
iv, 8, 16* xil, 12

r|!l£p qdtsajjh to fret

V, 6 [5]*

rj^P qetseph fretting'

v,'ir[i6]

^^P qdtsar to reap
xl,

4'

N'^p i7(?/7?,' to call

vi, 10

i'^p (;^''/-«6 nearness
Ix, 18

I'np (^ara/i to happen
11, 14, 15 ix, 11

ii'ip qdroicb near
v, 1 [iv, 17]

ynp qdra' to rend
ill, T

vii, 15

viii, 13

yyz tsedeq justice
iiU 16 V, 8 [7]

bi; tsel a shade
vi, 13 vii, 12

n?:^ tsdmadb to sprout
11,6

jnc^ tsdphoicn the north
1, 6 xl, 3

^lE^C tsij'powr a t"witterer

Ix, 13 xli, 4

t-;~i2p q'huicrdh burial
vi, 3*

n^P 5«&«r to bury
Vili, 10

^"np qddoirsh holy
vili, 10

S^^ip /2«/'«^ to be-blunt
X, 10

rb—p Qoheleth Congregator
1, 1*, 2, 12 vii, 27 xil, 8, 9, 10

bip qowl the voice
v, 3 [2], 6 [5] X, 20

vii, xil, 4

uip qtiirm to rise

Iv, 102 xii, i

"itip qdtd/i small
ix', 14

?^N!'^ rd^ih to see
I, 8, 10, 14, 16

II, 1, 3, 12, 13, 242

iii, 10, 13, 16, 18, 222

Iv, 1,3,4, 15

V, 8 [7], 13 [12], 18 [17]2

vi, 1, 5, G

vii, 11, 13, 14, 15, 27, 29
viii, 9, 10, 162, 17

ix, 9, 11, 13

X, 5, 7
xl, 4, 7
xli, 3

n'^iSt'l r^iyth a seeing
V, 11 [10]*

"dx"! rn'sh tlie head
11,14 111,11

"TwN"] rVshoicn head-ivard

I, 11 Vii, 10

n'l'dN'n re'shiytli a heading
vii, 8

i'n rah abundant
II, 21 viii, 6

vi, 1,3 X, 6

vii, 22, 29

in rob abundance
i, 18 V, 3 [2]2, 7 [0]

15'n rahal to be-abundant
V, 11 [10]

Ml"! rdhdli to abound
I, 16 vll, 16, 1«

II, 7 ix, 18

V, 7 [6], 11 [10], 12 [11], 17 X, 14

[16], 20 [19] Xi, 82

vi, 112 xli, 9, 12

ba'n regel the foot
v,'l'[iv, 17]

ri'i'n rddaph to pursue
ill, 15

nTn ruicacJt a "wind

lx,8

XI, 1

1, 62, 14, 17

11,11,17,26
ill, 19, 212

Iv, 4, 6, 10

v, 16 [15]

Vi, 9

vii, 82,

vlH, 8
X,4
Xl, 4*, 5
Xii, 7
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'p'i'n rihcq to empty
xi, 3

di'n riiwsh to i»e-poor
iv, 14 V, 8 [7]

pirTn rachowq far

V, 23, 24

'pri'n rdchaq to be-far

iii, 5* xii, 0*

""n »•«' bad (+t»iiiiar)

i, 13

ii, 17, 21

Iv, 3, 8 -^, ,

V, 1 [iv, 17], 13 [12]2, 14 [13], x, 5, 13

16 [15] xi, 2, 10

vi, 1, 2 xii, 1, 14

"H rea' a fellow
iv, 4*

y~i roa' badness
vii, 3

tlS"! raah to feed
xii, 11

ri'"n r^'iactlt a feeding
i, 14 iv, 4,6
ii, 11, 17, 2G vi, 9

"li"";"^ rn'yown a feed
i, 17 ii, 22

"""n ra'a to bc-bad
vii, 3*

NS'n rapJitV to cure
iii, 3*

tllh'n ratsdh to accept

Ix, 7

y^'^ rdtmts to wreck
xii, C*

'y^^ raqnd to skip
iii, 4*

n'j5'n rdqacli. to spice
X, 1

*",l3"n rdslid' to j.e-wicked
vii, 17

ydl ?YYs^«' wicked

vii, 14, 15

viii, 3, 5, 6, 9, 112, 12

ix, 32, 1#

iii, 17
vii, 15

viii, 10, 13, 14

ix, 2

"d'n resha' wickedness
iii, 102 vii, 25

biNp sh^^oid tlie asked-placc

ix, 10*

7S'C3 sJuVal to ask
ii, 10 vii, 10

r|NC sJuPtq/h to pant
i, 5

^irizd sMniwdlL a sevenedness
viii, 2 ix, 2

n?'d ultdhtch to congratulate
iv, 2* viii, 15

r^b mha' to iie-sated

1,8*

i'5"9 shdla' to seven-oneseif

ix, 2*

"'^w s//f&"' seven
xi, 2

y^b §«&«' satedness
v,\2 [11]

'^d shubar to break
xii, C

njjb sh^gdgdh an error
v,'6 [5]* X, 5

rrib &c»7(;/; a field

v, 9 [8]

n^d shidddh a lady
ii,8

nid *A/^?rA U) return
i. V, 15 [14]

iii, 20.
iv, 1*, 7

ix, 11

xii, 2,

iv, 10

iv,

V, 10 [9]

vi, 3

pid sMiwq a traversed-piace
xii, 4*, 5

pind s^cJmcq laughter
ii,2

'

vii, 3,6

ViTj'Cj shdchacJi to boW
xii, 4*

pn"y sdchaq to laugh
iii, 4

ni^nd shaclicirawth a dawning
xi,

10'

"re sMyr to sing
ii, 82

^'d sM?/?' a song
vii, 5 xii, 4

^wd shdhth to lie-down

ii, 23 iv, 11*

n^w shdlacli to forget
ii, 16 viii, 10

nibrd slMthrth silliness'

i, ir'

^^d sdJ-dr hire
iv, 9* ix, 5

bd s^eZ which'
viii, 17*

uib'i:; shdloicm peace
iii, 8

nbd shdlaclt to send
xi,

1'

^~"«13 shdlat to rule
ii, 19 vi, 2

V, 19 [18] viii. 9

'i:;bd sJnlf6ir)i rulership
viii, '4*, 8

tl'^yO shalliyf a ruler
vii, 19 viii, 8

TjVa sMldl) to throw
iii, 5, C

550 sJidlcon to ije-ai -peace
V, l^', 5 [4]

X, 19

ix, 5

X, 5
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labip shdlash to treble



ENGLISH-HEBREW INDEX.
Showing the English Word Unifokmly Employed ln the Literal Translation

Interwoven in the Exposition as the Rendering op each Hebrew
Word that occurs in the Book of Ecclesiastes.

to be-able 53^ ydkol

to abound i^?*^ rdldh

t() abstract ""^-J
gdra'

abundance ^'"t rob

abundant S"!! rdb

to be-abundant i?'7 rdldb

abundantly "l?'!" Tiarleh

to accept '^^'^ rdtsdh

to acquire i^^]^ qdndh

an acquirement ^"'-JC^ miqneh

to add '^^1 yu<;aph

after "^HN ''achar

to i»e-after "^nN Vichar

Jill after-one "^D^ ^acMr

after-part ri'^'^riN ''achariyth

after-wise "P'""^ ''acharoxcn

after"ward S^^^'^tlN ''acharowndh

alive "ij chay

one-aloffc J^5-T fi'^*"^^

already "^3 i^Zia;-

also ^i j7«?*

although lV&* Hlluw

to amass 033 ^an^p

apart y? [or '53^;] mm
to ascend S^^i' '«/«/*

an ascent ^i"? wa'«Z

ascent-wise '" 'ul

to ask '^?'>^ shd'al

tlic asked-place 5iNd sh^'owl

bad (+ thing) ^'t! ra'

to he-bad "t^ rd'a'

badness ?" ?'^a'

ii ban C:""" cherem

to bear "T^^ yaZa<Z

a beast f^^ij^ i^Mmdh

because ''? ^ty

the belly ")??5 Je^^n/

to bend r^f' 'dvatk

to bind 'iwN V1f(;?*

birthhood rilV yalddwth

bitter '""3 mar

to be-blunt S^Ii^i^ $^«^«A

to boast ^2" Mlal

boastfulness M^Vi!^ howleldh

boastfulness' ri5'3in MicUluwth

a bond ^1~N 'efuwr

a bone Cr^? V^s<???i

an in-boringr J^'^r'^T' t'^chilldh

a born-one "i;;?"! ^cte?

the bosom """n cheyq

to bow r^f"*? slukJiach

to break '^5">i5 sMhar

a breath ^??v7 ^^?yeZ

a breath' ^r^T> Mbel

a bristle !T^''3'v73 masm^rdh

a brother HN \uh

to bud yi- miwts

to build M~ hdndh

a building-one l? 5m

a built-one r? ?y«^A

a built-tiiin? rra laijith

to burden ^^C c(<5rt^

burial I^'",''^p q^lmwrdh

to bury ^^'\> qdhar

to call N'^l^ qd.'o'

to catch "1?^ Idkad

138
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a cess-pool yi^^'i giiwmdU
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fair !^r^ ydfheh

a fall '?? nepTiel

to fall ^?5 ndp^^

far P'ir;'^ ruchowq

to lie-far pn'n rdchaq

a fastening '^iit73 mdtsSwd

a fastenness i^'J'^^'3 mHsowddh

favor "n chin

to fear N^^^ ^'^^•e'

a fearing-one N'T?^ ydr^

a feed Ti""!! ra'yown

to feed ni''n r«'«A

a feeding- niy'n r^'uwth

a fellow >"n reV

a fenced-place 5^5". ganndh

a field ^T^ ^^f^deh

to fill Nb?: m^Ze'

to find n:^79 mdtsa'

a finished-thing ''bs ^«Z%

a firm-thing '{^ 'its

a fish y^ dug

the fist "En cMphen

fixed(ly) "3 /ten.

a flier T^'J 'owph

a flock "Nit tso'ti

a fly '2^'z't z^liml)

to fold p5^ chdbaq

folly ^20 f<?^eZ

foolish b^D paM?

foolishness rnibpo fiHuwth

the foot b:;'n r^^eZ

force !j3 MicA

a forest '^?r ya'ar

to forget npd shdkach

foul N7::^ ^«me'

the fresh-part "n^? &«s«^

to fret r]!?!? qdtsaph

fretting r]i?j5. qetseph

to front "155 ndgad

fruit ^'^2 ^*Ky

a fund C23 Tie^ep

to gather ?1PN '«paj5^

gathered-thing J^SDN ^a^ppdh

a gift J^;»?'2 mattdndh

a gift' r!ri73 mattath

to gfive iri3 ndthan

glad f
'.^""J?

sdmiach

to be-glad n72b sumach

gladness S^n?;"^ simchdh

glowing "nin <;^(>M;r

to go Nia low''

a goad t^pS'T^ dorhowiidh

God fi"'f7 'N ^eUhiyin

an in-going !^N1!2Fi fhuic'dh

gold ^i^J «4Aa&

good ii!l2 ^ow&

to be-good iit: /owJ

to be-good' ^^^ ydtdb

great bin.j gddoal

to be-great b^.j gr^f^aZ

a grievance SiN37a maTc'owb

to grind If^ tdchan

a grinding S^Jtl?? tachandh

to guide ^rtj ndhag

the hand ''^ y«(?

a hap !T!^j^'? miqreh

to happen !T^j5 ja?*a^

a happening i^'^p^'^ m^qdreh

happiness ^'»2iN ^esher

to haste "»i3iri chuwsh

to hate N2b sane'

he N1M Amw'

the head ">:ii<'n ro'sh

head-ward p'dN'i rVshown

a heading rT^'^TN'^ re'shlyth

to hear >'^^ shdma'

the heart ^b Z^

the heart' i^) Z<'&rt6

heaviness "ri^s MMicd

a hedge ^17;- ^fwZ^v-

to heed !i25> '</«a/i

a height 'Crt~'l2 mdrowm

hire '^^b s«Mr

a hisser "^ti^ ndchdsh

a hit yyz pegcC

holy 'fiJTTi' qddowsk
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nothing" "N 'ayin

a number ^7^^? mipjxif

an occasion "ff s^mdn

oil """9 sTiemen

old "P.T ^a^e/i

one "inj* Wt«(^

opponent ri"/?*? taqqiyjTli
.

to oppose r|~ri tdqajih

to oppress ~ wf '«*Aaj

oppressed pl'^y 'dsMmq

oppression pw*' '^sZie^'

or 'IN W
outside "I'ln cMiwts

the palm ^13 ^-o^^/i

to pant kl^jt'O shiVcqih

a park '^T)'^ pardeg

to part ?^"2 ondndh

peace Ci-y shdloicm

to be-at-peace fir">jj shdlam

a person ^"^ '*y«A

a pit "^12 Jow/-

to plant "!^j ndta' . .

to plead VI (Zl^/''

pleadership i^^"'']'? m^diyndh

to please 'fr'7 cMphets

pleasure yf?n cMpheU

to be-poor "i'l'n o'uwsh

Possess-peace Ck"^'''*'"! y^TiiwsMlaim

pray N3 ?<«'

precious "nj?^ yajar

presumption ^03 ^ec^'?

presumptuous ^"'22 I'^iyl

H prier 'np^si Ja^i-//-

a prince "np ««;

Prince 4- of-the +Mighty "^^"f^l TimVel

a prying 'n":^ loqer

to pursue rj'i'n rddaph

to quaff ttr"^ sMthdh

a quaffing "r?^ shnhiy

a quafflng-time tnri"^'? misUeh

to quash 'I'ns ^arar

remembrance

to ray nnt sdrach

to reap *I^J5 g-a/^a;-

a rebuke ^"'^^l ga'drdh

to reduce 'po f(Ua?i

reduced l??^? mi^l-m

to reign '>=J"3 mdshal

a reigning-speech Vt;73 iruUhdl

to remember 'npj sftAar

(,
'nST zeker

a remembrancer 'p'^1 eikhdi-own

to remove i'o; ««(;«'

to rend "'Tij qdra'

repeatedly Tiy 'o^^>(^

to reserve ^i?N 'dtsal

a respiration '^ES 7iephesh

a rest nn: nachath

to rest ri13 nuwaeh

to rest' n:;' ydnach

to restrain 5"'2 TO«?ia'

to retain Nb2 MZa'

to return laTC shuiob
.

the right-hand 'p'?! ydmiyn

to rise fiip 5?<i/'m

a rising-point fiip'$ mdqotmn

a robe ^^3 &e^e<?

a rolled-thing HV.^ gulldh

a roller ^2^-^ galgal

to rule ^^"iJ s/iaZaf

a ruler t^'^Vui slialliyt

rulership 's^'^V shiltown

a run }*^T2 merowts

«

to be-sated "'?^ sdM

satedness "*5^ *'''''^'

to say T2N ''dmar

a scud i5> 'a

J

a sea i2|' ydm

to search i^p|i MqasJi

second "^^la sA^wty

to see S^N'n rd'dh

a seeing ri^N'n r^^iyth

to seek w'n'j ddrash

to seize TfiN '«cAas
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to send nbuj sMlucJi

a sending rribd7a mishlachath

a servant ^5? ^^^^

to serve "i^J' '«5<kj5

service "??! 'aJa(^

seven ^^d s^eJa'

to seven-oneseif TT6 shlhi'

a sevenedness Win\p s¥huw'dh

a shade bl? iJse^

she J?'" Aiy'

a shine '^^N ^oicr

to shine "''iN 'owr

a shower Cp:^ geshem

a shrieking !^p^^"f z^'dqdk

to shut "i9 ?''{/«''

to be-sick ^'pn chdldh

sickness ^pn c/^oZiy

a sight "i*"!"? mar eh

silliness' ribpb sihluwih

silver r|52 legeph

to sin N^n chdi/i?

to sing ^"">p s^fyr

to sit ^P; ydshab

to skip "ij5'7 7'«y«(Z

the sky ^'""9 shdmayini

a slaughter n?'? ^eJr/cA

to slaughter n^J saJacA

a slave-maid S^';!^ sMphchdh

sleep !^fy shendh

to sleep Tw^ ydshm

to slip ^'?52 wafo^

sloth ri'jj:" 'rt?«?«76

small "^~ qdtdri

to smite ^T" ^ara^

smooth Qi^f 'drowm

to snap ~r: ndthaq

to snare "«^]^; ydqash

a song "'p s^iy?*

the south Ci^"! ddrowm

to sow "TJ ^«ra'

a sowing i'^T s^ra'

to speak '"?'i ddbar

a speech "^"7 fZa&rfr

Mifh-speediness 5^"^'''? rreherah

to spice nji'^ rdqach

to split "];2 5'fr2«'

a spoken-thing !T;:?1 dtiJrrtA

a spring "1373 malhuwa'

to spring ^"55 Ti^zSa'

to sprout n*:^ tsdmach

stability r":N •e?«e^7t

a stalwart '~'^2.". giUmcr

to be-stalwart '"?-;• (7a5ar

stalwartness t^'",ii.'' g^'Mwrdh

to stand "':"
'a/ztotZ

a star -zyz ImcMb

a stay "niT (?(?Mr

to stitch ^.ZF\ tdphar

to stink wN2 M-ash

a stone "^Jj: VSm

to straighten *j5ri tdqan

a stream ^tj? nwhal

a streaming S^^n? nachaldh

strength ""
''>s

a stripping ^\'>. gezel

a stroke ^"? ;j"/''/to

to be-strong "> '«^a3

study 5~? ?«/'ff^

to succeed ^V^s MaMr

success '"'"vr kishrown

the sun w":'i:: shemesh

to surround -?w cr/7>(//y

a surrounding ~f'r? fdhiyMh

to swallow "^^ Z»«/«'

sweet r"^""? mdtMicq

a swinger rb" (7e?e^A

tearfulness !^^"f1 dim'dh

ten "'i^.? V«e/'

a teiinination r;io pow?;^^

to test n^: xdfdh

then '^ '«2

there no sAaw

these ~TX 'eUeh

they nr; hem

they' tT'ilj hemmdh

to think V? &«V'*

thou "rx \tftdh
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to throw "^i^^ sMlaJc

toil '7?' '<'"^<'^

to toil ^"2f* 'umal

toiling- V7:y 'dmel

the tongue "P">iJ)' lashotcn

to totter i'lT 0Mwa'

to touch ySj na^a'

toward '4< ''el

:i trap riE ^w^-A

a traversed-piace p'»T25 sAwwg

a tread '^'yi
derek

a treasure !iyap fgulldh

to treble 'oV^ sMlash

to be-in-trepidation ^!!J2i J«AoZ

trustfulness linaa Uttdchown

a turn 'T'O fiyr

to turn "iiD fuicr

a turned-thing T'O f%?•

(b^n chehel
a twist { 1

'

to twist b^n chabal

a twitterer Tisii: tsij)p6wr

two fi'l'SUJ sh'^nayim

under rirrn tachath

upright "T-iJ^ ydsMr

uprightness ^"^'^ j'os/^r

to vacate ^^23 Ja^aZ

a vanishing-point tibiy 'OwUm

to vex 0?3 M'ap

vexation &?'S Z;a'fff

a vineyard Q'^3 i-ez-em

the voice bip qowl

a vow T^^ jie^Zer

to vow Ti3 nddar

to walk "^ibri AaZa*

to walk' '?jb^ ^Z''^^'!^

to be-warm Dn^ yucham

the watchful-tree 1J5TIJ sMqed

w^ater Q"!'? mayim

wealth '^'«l?'* 'osher

wealthy T''>Pf 'dshiyr

weariness S^yi-] y^gt'dh

weary 5'.^)' ydgea'

to be-weary ^J^ j'ff^'a'

to weep ^p|i MMA
, H7a vidh

w^hat?
( H7a ?«oA

)

\
'

^ etc.

whatever !n72iN72 in^''mmrm'k

where ? "^N '%

which TvpN 'asAer

which' ^'^ sliel

white "i^b Zrt?4;i

who ? "^'P TO%

wicked ""»5^'^ o'dshd'

to be-wicked *'^'n rdsA«'

wickedness 5"w'n 9-<?«A«'

a wind ni'i ruwach

wine 1?^ yayin

a wing J]:3 Mndph

wisdom •^'psn chohmdh

wise l3Drt cMhdm

to be-wise fi?n cMkam

to-wit nx '<5;7t

woe ''^5 'iy

a woman tr^JJN HshsMh

to wreck )*"i£'n rdtsats

to write l^ri^ X'«<7<a5

a writhe b";ri c7iayi2

yet vjN 'opA

yon JiT seA

yon' ?i't z6h
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